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Foreign policy and defence policy should be complementary. Recent reports 
suggest not only that foreign and defence policy are not always complementary but also that 
there is a lack of undentandhg between the foreign and defence policy comrnunities. 
Different foreign and defence policy cultures codd account for the inconsistencies in 
policy. As a result, this thesis examines the extent that cdnire plays a role in the apparent 
gap between foreign and defence policy. 

Authorid interpretations present in published works on foreign and defence policy 
will be used to examine culture. Within these writings there are identifiable differences 
within the beliefs and assumptions surrounding the notion of a Canadian military tradition. 
Because tradition is a key elernent for an understanding of culture, the differences in 
recognition of a military tradition wiU be used to examine the differences in culture. 
Through this examination it is apparent that writers who predominantly focus on foreign 
policy believe that Canada has a non-military tradition while writers who focus on defence 
adhere to a belief in a Canadian military tradition. Although these writers hold diffenng 
beliefs and assumptions which lead to different cultural emphasis, there is room for 
reconciliation due to the consistent value of peace and stability. Recognition of the different 
notions surrounding tradition can help lead to greater cultural coherency and therefore more 
complementary policy formation. 



INTRODUCTION 

Canada's foreign policy is composed of many different facets including, inter dia, 

trade and economics, projecting Canadian values, international assistance, and defence and 

security.1 As a result, foreign policy acts as an umbreila under which defence policy is 

formed. Thus, the two are integrally iinked and should complement each other. A recent 

Canadian Govemrnent report outlines the concern that defence policy is currently not 

complementary to foreign policy. Further more, it suggests that defence policy is not 

undentood in the foreign policy ~ommunity.~ The purpose of this thesis is to examine the 

apparent gulf between foreign and defence policy and to determine the extent to which 

policy inconsistency is a function of an incoherent foreign and defence policy culture in 

Canada. Without a consistent culture or self-realization, Canada c m  not achieve clear. 

consistent policy formation with a sense of direction or focus. 

An examination of culture takes one into the realm of "essentially contestable 

concepts") for issues of culture can be arnbiguous and therefore difficult to define. The 

arnbiguity of culture can lead to a neglect of culture. Although one c m  identiQ pst 

International Relations' studies which have used culture, in general culture is a term that 

has been overlooked. This situation is changing with recent publications that help outline 

the importance and significance of culture in international relations. 

IAS outlined in the headings of, C a d a  md rhe World. Govemment Statement. Canada: Her Majesty the 
Queen in Right of Canada, 1995. 
2Thomas Dimoff. "The Future of the Canadian Armed Forces: Opinions from the Defence Community.*' 
Report to the Prime Minister. The Honourable M. Douglas Young, P. C., M. P., Canada March 27. 1997, 
p. 4. 
3 ~ i l l i a m  Connolly. 7he T e m  of Political Discourse. Princeton, N .  1.: Princeton University Press. 
1993. Connolly outlines the inherent probIems in language and politics. According to Connolly many 
terms are reliant for meaning on the context for which they are used and therefore their meaning is not 
always easily recognized. 
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Because of the many uses of culture it must be weU defmed or situated within a text 

in order to ascertain its meaning. A meaning for culture which can be useful for 

international relations recognizes culture "as a historicdly transrnitted system of meanings"4 

which leads to "a tradition of values, of self-realization."5 This meaning requires a 

recognition of dualities. In essence. culture is formulated not from the biological nor the 

psychological elements of humanity but fiom the interchange between the two. The 

interaction between mdti-dimensional hurnan natures with the society created and changed 

by this interaction forms a culture. Throughout this process humans suive to understand 

themeIves and society or participate in "vaiue-seeking". 

Tradition is a key component of culture for it is tradition which acts like the rnemory 

and foundation for the culture during the process of value seeking. Tradition is the self- 

conscious level of self-realization? However. tradition is also the foundation for change. 

Tradition is the cumulation of historical expenences and therefore evolves with historical 

change. The cumulation of historical expenences as they form traditions also f o m  values. 

As a result, tradition is the hinge for value formation through value seeking which leads to 

culture. An understanding of tradition is important to an understanding of culture. 

Tradition c m  be recognized through an examination of beliefs, assumptions and 

values. There are a variety of different ways to examine these traits. In order to gain a 

broader perspective on the beliefs, assumptions and values within the Canadian culture. 

this thesis will rely on published material. It would take years to survey al1 the wntten 

materials on Canada. Because the focus of this thesis is Canadian foreign and defence 

l ~ d e  H. Ferguson & Richard W. Mansbrach. "The past as Prelude to the Future? Identities and Loyalties 
in Global Politics." in Yosef Lapid and Friedrich KratochwiI (eds.). The Retum of Culture and Idenri5 in 
IR Theory. Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 19096, p. 1 .  
5 ~ o v i n d  Chandra Pande. m e  Meaning w d  Procesr of Culture. Jaipur: Shiva La1 Aganual & Company. 
1972, p. 1 .  
6pande. p. 48. It is recognized that this is a very simplistic definition of the tradition-culture relationship 
cutiined by Pande. 
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policy, interpretations provided through the examination of written works in the areas of 

foreign and defence policy will be used. Not every book or article written on the subject 

was surveyed. However, after reviewing many sources certain patterns would emerge. It 

is the patterns within the belief structures that is most important for this study and as a 

result, sources were surveyed in an attempt to identio and analyze these patterns. The 

sources used are primarily from within the academic community although some other 

individuals with published works such as poiiticians, diplomats and governrnent officiais 

are referenced. Other methods couid have been used to examine culture. For example one 

could focus on political elites as a reflection of culture. Political elites could be surveyed 

through personal interviews. However. there are significant methodological difficulties 

with this approach. In addition, such a method makes it impossible to attain the historical 

material needed for an understanding of tradition and culture. In order to get a historicol 

perspective on political elites one could examine past speeches and votes taken in 

Parliament to try and surmise beliefs, assumptions and values. However. political 

speeches may ofien be drafted to fil1 other political agendas. Furthemore, politicai elites 

alone are too specific a source for understanding a broad topic such as culture. As a result. 

an examination of the writings aiiowed for the most easily accessible. reliable information 

by which to ascertain pattems and beliefs. 

Within the writings, the predominate linkage between foreign and defence policy 

concerns the nature and role of anned force. This linkage can be understood through an 

examination of the values and assumptions present in beiiefs about Canada's rnilitary 

tradition. Throughout the writings on Canadian foreign and defence policy, there are 

different beliefs and assumptions with regard to the tme nature of the Canadian military 

tradition. This reference to a Canadian military tradition is not due to the various traditions 

of the rnilitary or the implicit and explicit practices or ceremonies that have lead to a way of 

life within the rnilitary. A recognition of the military tradition means recognizing the role 
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that the military has played in the Canadian consciousness as it seeks self-realization. in 

order to embrace the tradition as part of Canadian consciousness it is helpful to have an 

understanding and recognition of present military Life and the traditions that it has forrned 

and practices. However, more importantiy recognition of the military tradition requires an 

understanding and recognition of the role that the rnilitary plays in the formation of the 

nation, in the people within the nation and in the consequent mode of self-redization or 

culture. In short it requires a recognition of the miiitary as part of the Canadian identity. 

The different recognitions of the role that the military plays in Canada's culture have 

resuited in an identifiable debate over the nature of Canada's military tradition. There are 

many wnten who advocate the belief that Canada is a country with a non-military tradition 

or ethos. It is primarily foreign policy writers such as Tucker in, Canadian Foreign Policy: 

Conteinporary issues and themes. and Hockin in, Alliances and Ill~rsions. who assert a 

belief in the non-rnilitaq nature of the Canadian society. However, other writers assen 

that the history of the Canadian rnilitary speaks of a tradition that has not k e n  openly 

recognized by the rest of the country. This group is composed primarily of military 

historians and defence policy authoa such as Morton in, A Milita- History of Canada: 

From Champlain to the Gulf War and Stacey in, Introduction to the Stirdy of Militan 

History for Canadian Stirdents. This group advocates the presence of a military tradition 

and recognizes the lack of consideration of rnilitary affairs by Canadians. 

Although these discrepant views are clear in the writings, the debate has not k e n  

formally engaged and there has been little dialogue between the opposing sides. As a 

result, the assumptions embedded in each view and the key components and beliefs 

surrounding the debate have not been directly compared and examined. The different 

perceptions are present in the authon' treaunent of various areas including history and the 

French - English question. The authors also have identifiable beliefs surrounding Canada's 
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security situation and Canada's reliance on alliances. Canada's relationship with its 

strongest ally, the United States holds differing significance depending on the authon' 

view of the Canadian rnilitary tradition. Both groups of authoa dso hold beliefs 

surrounding the relaiionship that Canada enjoys with iü other aiiies and the role that 

Canada plays in the world. The most striking area of ciifference that cm be used to identiw 

the beiiefs and assurnptions of the foreign policy and defence writers is in the beliefs 

surrounding Canadian moralism. For foreign policy writers, Canada holds a high mordity 

inconsistent with their conception of a rnilitary tradition. For defence writers, Canadian 

morality is nothing more than an adherence to power and interests and has not precluded a 

Canadian rnilitary tradition. AH of these factors will be used to outline the various beliefs 

and assumptions and to compare and contrast the two sides of the debate. 

The assumptions and values inherent in this debate do not exist in a vacuum but 

rather are cultural elements and therefore can indicate the 'sense' of culture. Culture can be 

weakened when its traditions are not embraced. The reluctance to fully understand and 

embrace the military tradition. in its uue form, has left a chasm between foreign policy and 

defence culture and therefore an incoherent foreign and defence policy culture. The 

resulting conflict from this cultural inconsistency can be traced to the inherent conflict in a 

Western value system that neglects the duality of king. hconsistencies or discrepancies in 

culture c m  have ramifications on policy formation. Some examples of where this factor 

may have had an effect are issues such as the cornmitment-capability gap. As well, 

operational conflicü such as Somalia can be attributed, in part, to a cultural 

misunderstanding. Cultural incoherence also has ramifications for identity formation and 

understanding. 

h order to rectifi this break a true recognition of the identity and reality of al1 

Canadian participants in foreign affairs needs to be realized. This debate has not been 
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fomally engaged and there has k e n  Little dialogue between the opposing sides. As a 

resuit, the fmt step towards gaining self-realization would be to recognize cultural 

incoherency. The purpose of this thesis is to begin the process of engaging the two sides 

of the debate. Furthermore, this thesis serves to highlight culture as a contributing factor to 

policy . 

The recognition of culture as a variable in international relations helps add greater 

insight into the evolution and execution of past and present policy decisions. As a result, 

culture recognition can be useful for future studies on foreign andor defence policy in 

Canada. This added insight may be especidly critical due to changing world 

circumstances. In particular. the evolution of peacekeeping into peacemaking and 

intervention7 requires greater coupling of the humanitarian and military force responses 

represented in the silent debate over the nature of the military tradition. Finally. the formula 

outlined may be used to examine the cultural experience and coherency in other nations. 

Chapter one examines the concept of culture in general and of tradition as a central 

component of culture. The importance of culture to International Relations and 

considerations of foreign and defence policy will be assessed through a brief review of past 

coiisiderations of culture in International Relations. as well as by outlining the need for the 

deeper understanding that culture can contribute to the field. Integral to culture is a duality 

in human nature which has implications for identity and self-realization once fully 

embraced. Of further importance to culture and self-realization through culture, is the 

element of tradition. Values intedaced with tradition can be used to undentand policy, its 

nature and consistency. Thus tradition, as examined through the lens of the existing debate 

' ~ h e  Canadian move to intervention is outlined in Keating and Garnmer's "The 'new look' in Canada's 
foreign policy." Operations such as Somalia Bosnia and Haiti are used in his article as examples of 
Canada's changing roles and policies. Tom Keating and Nicholas Gammer. The 'new look' in Canada's 
foreign policy." fnteniational Vol XLVm No 4 (Autumn 1993). 
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in Canada about the military past and its relationship to national consciousness, provides a 

method for understanding and explaining Canadian foreign and defence policy. 

Chapter two identifies the issues and debates incorporated within the writings of the 

authors who adhere to the predominant belief that Canada has a non-military tradition. This 

point of view is found predominantly in foreign policy wnters both explicitly and 

implicitly. A brief history is outlined. Other factors that will be used to highlight the 

beliefs and assumptions of the foreign policy writea are the French-English question. the 

recognition of Canada's security situation and Canada's relationship and reliance on its 

allies. The role that Canada plays in the world will aiso be addressed. The tirne penod 

used to examine these factors will be primarily the post-W.W.ïi penod for this is the era of 

Canadian intemationalism that is not only the direct focus of these authors, but aiso the 

dominant foundation of Canadian foreign policy today. One of the most striking elernenrs 

within the foreign policy wntings is the belief that Canada holds a higher sense of rnorality 

than many other nations. For foreign policy writers, this belief in Canada's sense of 

morality precludes notions of the rnilitary and therefore they have little sense of a rnilitary 

tradition. 

Chapter three will echo the research agenda of chapter two. However, the chapter 

will centre on the writings of authors who advocate the belief that Canada has a rnilitary 

tradition. This group is composed primarily of histonans and writers focusing on defence 

issues and will be referred to as defence writen. The history of the military with its roots 

even before confederation is utilized in order to examine the rnilitary tradition as outlined by 

these authon. As a result, this chapter will incorporate a longer time frame of study. 

While the histoncal background helps outline the basis for beliefs pertaining to the nature of 

a Canadian military tradition, the post-W.W.II. tirne p i o d  will be the prirnary focus for 

issues of cornparison. The defence writen also demonstrate different beliefs and 
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assumptions which cm be identified through their interpretations of the French-English 

question, Canada's security situation, Canada's relationship wiîh ifs dies ,  most notably 

the United States and the role that Canada plays in the world. Defence writers do not share 

the sense of greater moral ideals forwarded by the foreign policy wnters. These writers 

recognize die pragrnatic reality of the roles that the militaiy and Canada have played in the 

world. As a result, the military is weli engrained in their consciousness and the view they 

have of Canada. 

Chapter four will compare and contrast the writings of the identified opponents and 

proponents of a Canadian rnilitary tradition. While there are many similar issues of concem 

between them, the key components and the underlying assumptions of each side are quite 

different. IdentiQing the different assumptions and belief structures gives new insight into 

the exact nature of the debate, as well as an alternative explmation, based on culture. for 

the nature of Canadian foreign and defence policy. At the saine time, it is apparent that 

aithough beliefs and assumptions are varied, some values rernain consistent. As a result, 

there is a potential for reconciliation of the debate and a true recognition of culture. This 

reconciliation, in turn, may provide insight into the requirement to bridge the gap between 

foreign and defence policy in Canada. 

Through an examination of the debate surrounding a military tradition in Canada, 

this thesis will lay the foundation for an alternative understanding of Canadian foreign and 

defence policy. This different analytical approach helps provide greater insight into the 

evolution and execution of past, present and funire policy decisions and, therefore, is 

particularly useful as a basis for funire analyticai work. 



CHAPTER ONE 

Recognition of Culture 

Although International Relations is a relatively new field of study, dominant 

theoretical patterns have emerged in the field. The prevelance of power and interests as 

fmt posited by authors adhering to the theoretical perspective labelled "realism" continue to 

be dominant factors in the field. As a result. realists and neo-realists enjoy a wide 

following. The idealists as counterparts to the realists enjoy a smaiier following in the 

field. Other theorists such as the Manrist and neo-Manllst focus on a particular ideological 

perspective for developing theories of international order. Moreover. theoretical 

perspectives which focus on the importance of identiQing paradigms or regimes continue 

to have influence in the field and have helped lead to other theoretical perspectives including 

critical theory and feminism. Still other theones such as poststnicniralism or 

postmodemism clairn to deconstruct or revolutionize patterns of thinking. Even though 

some of these theories help create an environment receptive to the use of culture, until 

recently. "culture" has consistently been overlooked in the study of International Relations. 

Culture is a term surrounded by ambiguity and controversy. As a result, culture 

can be difficult to define and therefore easy to overlook. A number of international 

relations authors have examined culture in their work. However, the arnbiguity of culture 

can lead to difficulties in its use. New studies in International Relations, that include more 

comprehensive reviews of culture, help illustrate that culture may not be the only or even 

the most important variable in a study of international relations, but it is definitely one that 

should not be ignored. 
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Culture c m  be understood as a process of self-realization. Through this 

understanding a meaning for culture which has political and therefore international relations 

utility can be ascribed. This rneaning results in a defmition bat  recognizes the complex 

interactions and relationships between human beings and their environment. A key 

component of this process is tradition. Tradition in this sense is understood not as a 

singular act or pattern but as the result of a sequence of historicai events. Through 

histoncal instances a tradition of self-conciousness is constructed and continually re- 

constructed with other histoncal events. As a result, history is the motive for action which 

helps form traditions. In turn, tradition helps build the evolving self-consciousness and 

value formation which is integral to culture. 

Culture has been defined in hundreds of ways by philosophen, anthropologists. 

sociologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, chemists, biologists, econornists, geologists, 

and of course, political scientists.8 It h a .  even been used without definition.9 The large 

inconsistencies in definition are due, in part, to the different ontological and epistemological 

perspectives and varying opinions about its significance. For exarnple, Brady points out 

that variances in culture can depend on the authors subject of study. "Within certain logical 

and empincal lirnits, the definition of culture chosen or constructed by the observer 

depends to a large extent on the nature of the problem or theory to be investigated."i0 

William Comolly's work on "essentially contestable concepts" can be used to 

conceptualize the ambiguity of the term culture. Connolly believed that certain concepts 

reflect the recognition that the language of politics is not a neutral medium.11 According to 

Comolly, there are certain normative concepts surrounding many ternis which are open- 

8 ~ .  L. Kroeber and Clyde Kluckhohn. Culture: A Crirical Rcview of Conceprs and Definitions 
Cambridge, Mass.: Peabody Museum of Amencan Archeology and Ethnology, 1952, p. 140. 
g~roeber and Kluckhohn. p. 149. 
l0~rady and Isaac. A Reader in Culture Change: Volumes 1&2. Cambridge, Mass.: Schenkrnan 
Publishing Co.. 1975, p. x. 
1 ~ ~ o n n o l l ~ .  p. 1. 
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ended and therefore controver~ial.~~ Such concepts may be regarded as "cluster concepts" 

which do not have an invariant set of necessary and sufficient conditions for their proper 

application and therefore must be situated in a text. Connolly recognires concepts such as 

politics, democracy and fieedom as essentially contestable. Culture would also fit. As 

Richards remarked: "some words must b a r  a much heavier weight of meaning than othea. 

It is the basic concepts like "value", "idea". and "culture" that are the hardest to 

circumscribe. " 13 

Because culture is a human construct, when examining culture one has to be 

conscious of how one's own culture impacts on one's beliefs about culture and the world. 

This becomes a problem because humans do not possess an Archimedian point14 from 

which they can remove thernselves from their own reality and objectively examine the 

world as it is. This hermeneutic problem was addressed by the Gennans in the concept of 

Wirk~ingsgeschichtliches Bew~isstsein,~~ which recognizes that any wriiing about culture 

is culturally detemiined. According to Arnold, "culture cm never be wholly conscious - 

there is always more to it than we are conscious of; and it cannot be planned because it is 

also the unconscious background of dl our planning." l Therefore, part of the difficulty 

in exarnining culture stems from the fact that one is in the precarious position of trying to 

ascribe a meaning to culture while also arguing for cultural relativity resulting in the 

uncornfortable paradox "of clairning to have absolute knowledge that one cannot have 

absolute knowledge. " l 7  

1 2 ~ o n n o ~ ~ y .  p. 1 1. 
I3in Kroeber and Kluckhohn, p. 4 1. 
14kendt recognizes the conquest of space as an attempt by some individuals to attain a neutral observation 
point of the earth. However. even in this way humans are not separated from their fellow human beings 
and in a sense are using the Archimedian point against themsetves. Hannah Arendt. Benveen Past and 
Future. New York, N. Y.: Penguin Books Lirnited, 1977, p. 278 & 279. 
l S ~ e r  defines this term as. "an almost untranslatable phrase chat means historically, culturally. and 
Iinguistically situated writing on history and culture" Eric Mark Kramer. Consciowness and Cirfture. 
Westport. CT.: Greenwood Press, 1992. p. 2. 
I6 Matthew Arnold. Culrure md Anarchy. Boston. Mars.: Cambridge University Press. 1992. p. 94. 
17~ramer.  p. 2. 



International Relations' conceptuaIizations of culture: 

The inherent complexity of cultural nuances can be misinterpreted and result in an 

assumption that cultural influences are unimportant or even misleading. The 

rnisinterpretation or misunderstanding of culture has ied many international relations 

authon to ovedook its significance. Chay offers an explanation for this culturai neglect. 

As Chay explains, "culture and international relations easily appear to be mutually 

contradictory te m... From the dark depths of international relations, the term culture takes 

on an aura of frivolity. It appears to refer to the idedistic and utopian, to the veneer of 

civilized decency that is always stripped away by the harsh reaiities of power politics and 

international conflict." I8 

A more detailed explanation for the inclination to avoid detailed examinations of 

culture focuses on the Western ontolog towards individualism and rationality. The 

problem with this ontology is the extent that it utilizes either /or simplicities rather than 

embracing dichotomies or arnbiguities which therefore puts it in direct conflict with an 

arnbiguous concept such as culture. The insistence upon rationality leaves humans with 

nothing but logical and scientific reason to guide irrationai human drives and an anarchic 

international system.19 This desire for "cleansed" explanations has left International 

18~ongsuk Chay (ed.). Culture and International Relationr. New York. N .  Y.: Praeger Publishers. 1990. 
p. 1. 
19~ccording to some individuals this leaves international relations in a state of perpetual conflict. Williams 
outlines an exampie of the conflict delimma created by a reliance on rationality. "For example, if according 
to the 'law of nature' one equates right with strength aione, it may be possible to dominate another and 
d a i m  that it is 'right ' to do so. But others are under no obligation to obey. or even to leave you in peace, 
for as  soon as they are strong enough ... they will claim the right to enslave you in turn, a situation in 
which you can have no appeal at al1 to right as a means of redress." Michael C. Williams. "Reason and 
Realpolitik: Kant's 'Critiques of International Politics'." Canadian Journal of Political Science Vol. XXV 
No. 1 (March 1992) p. 109. 
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Relations unable to account for the drastic world changes that have occurred during the 

ongoing evolution of the field? Culture can help counteract some of these deficiencies. 

Although in the past, much of the field of International Relations did not recognize 

the value of cuiture, some authors did venture into the ambiguous world of this 

"notoriously nebulous concept."2* Past snidies, although valuable, have often friiled to 

capture the eue si,@ficance or importance of how the recognition of culture c m  be used as 

a base to challenge traditional thoughts and perceptions. Other studies have dso used 

culture to bring new insight into problems of international relations, but do not provide an 

adequate definition a d o r  framework for future study. 

Morgenthau. often considered one of the fathers of International Relations, 

dedicated a portion of his work to the term "culture". One of the final sections of 

Morgenthau's Politics Arnong Nations: The Struggle for Power aïzd Peace deals with "the 

Cultural Approach". Morgenthau argues strongly against this approach. However. by the 

'cultural approach' he is refemng not to the recognition of culture but to the particular 

agenda of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO)." This agenda, as outlined by Morgenthau, is to bring peace through greater 

collaboration on educational and cultural activities." The UNESCO agenda is thoughtfully 

cnticized by Morgenthau. It should be recognized, however, that the WNESCO agenda is 

20~uthors such as Milnar cal1 for "more comprehensive theoretical interpretations" as the world evolves due 
to drastic changes incorporated with greater globaiization. Zdravko Milnar. Globalization and Temmtonal 
Identities. Great Britain: Athenaeum Press Ltd., 1992, p. 3. (It should be noted chat although Milnar is 
correct in recognizing the need for deeper and more comprehensive theory development, Milnar's claim that 
global changes are moving toward the eventual Ioss of territorid cultures is not supported in this thesis.) 
* I ~ e n  Booth. Strategy and Ethnocenttism Homes and Meier Publishen, Inc., : NY. NY, 1979. p. 14. 
**AS quoted from the Unesco Constitution: "The purpose of the Organization is to contribute to peace and 
security by promoting collaboration among the nations through education, science and culture in order to 
further universal respect for justice, for the rule of law and for the human rights and fundamental freedoms 
which are afftrmed for the peoples of the world, without distinction of race, sex, language or religion, by 
the Charter of the United Nations." Hans J. Morgenthau. Politics Among Nations: The Stmggle for 
Power and Peace. (fourth edition). New York, N .  Y.: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1967, p. 500. 
23~orgenthau. p. 50 1. 
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not the agenda of recogniung culture in international relations that this thesis incorporates. 

The purpose of a heightened awareness of culture in studies of international relations is to 

increase undentanding and for purposes of this thesis. to aUow for greater self-realization. 

Other studies of culture combined with international relations have helped increase 

undentanding of some issues. In 1960 Bozeman examined culture and international 

relations in the book, Politics and Cr<lizire in Intemarional Histury. Bozeman recognizes 

the importance of using culture ro undentand international relations. Bozeman examines 

different cultures during different epochs in order to challenge modem perceptions of myth 

and reaiity. It is recognized that history and one's understanding of what is real versus 

what is mythical can be interpreted on the ba is  of individual experience. Therefore the 

lessons used from history are contingent upon the particular time and frame of reference for 

which they are used. The real from the mythml "is conditioned by the time and place in 

which [one] finds [oneself]."z4 To Bozeman an examination of different cultures is 

helpful in international theorizing because "it invites the thoughtful to reconsider the 

reaiities and myths in international history that have called forth the present world 

society."" Bozeman's work is significant in its contribution to understanding history and 

using culture as a tool for analysis. However, Bozeman does not explicitly define what is 

meant by culture and how it can be used in future studies. 

Tucker is another author to utilize elements of culture as found in his book, 

Canadian Foreign Policy: Contemporary issues and themes. Tucker opens with a bief 

section on political culture and Canadian internationdism. In this section he recognizes that 

the elements of political culture such as historical traditions, demography and geography 

can influence foreign policy. Although Tucker does focus on three elements which he 

24~dda  Bozeman. Politics and Culture in I n r e r n a r i o ~ l  HLrto-. Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1960, p. 1 1. 
U~ozeman.  p. 522. 
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believes have k e n  dominant in Canadian political culnire, he chooses not to describe the 

elements of culture in any detail.26 

There are many other works in which some cultural elernents are included but 

culture is not the main or o d y  focus of study and as a result culture receives only cunory 

mention. For example, Holsti's International Politics: A Framework for Annlysis. (second 

edition ) includes cultural constraints for drcision maken in his discussion on ethics." 

Alexander examines cultural elements, such as the influence of mass media on the Canada - 

United States relationship, in bis book Canadians a n d  Foreign Poliq.28 More recently. 

Doran in Forgotien Partnership includes cultural prescence and psychological outlooh in 

his attempt to understand relations between Canada and the United States? Even in the 

area of strategy, culture has been addressed. For example, both Booth and Gray attempt to 

add greater dimensions to strategy in their respective works. Strategy and Ethnocentrirrit 

and Mrclear Strategy a n d  National Sv le .  Ye t, culture remains predominantl y on the 

fringes of international study. 

The ambiguity of culture could help give greater nuance to pax studies. Many past 

international relations theories have k e n  deficient in their recognition of history. This 

characteristic is most noticeable in the neorealists such as Waltz, who has a stubbom 

neglect for world history. This ahistoncism has Ied to various debates surrounding his 

26~ichael  Tucker. Canadiun Foreign Policy: Contemporory issues und rhemes. Toronto, Ont.: McGraw- 
Hill Ryerson Limited, 1980, p. 2. 
2 7 ~ .  1. Holsti. Internurional Polirics: A Frwnework for Anafjsis (second edirion). Englewood Cliffs N .  
J.: Prentice-Hal1 Inc, 1972. 
28~red Alexander. Cunadims and Foreign Policy. Toronto. Ont.: University of Toronto Press. 1960. 
29~harles Doran. Forgotren Pamership: U. S.-Canada Rehtiom Today. Toronto. Ont.: Fitzhenry and 
Whiteside, 1984. 
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work30 and its numerous corollary theories.31 The recent trend has been to try to develop 

theory that is more historically sensitive. The most popular way has k e n  to approach it 

through the age old debate surrounding the effecfs that anse from structural transformation 

venus results from human agency. As recognized by Light, "one of the long-standing 

problems of International Relations has k e n  reconciling the reciprocal interplay between 

agency and structure."3? The structure-agency debate is central to the understanding of a 

rneaning of culture. 

Past international relations theories have also been deficient in the recognition of 

identity which is critical to the meaning of culture as a process of self-realization. As 

demonstrated by Pasic, even Wendt's theory of collective identity remains deficient because 

it lacks the nuance that culture could ~ u p p l y . ~ ~  Wendt does not acknowledge culture for he 

considers it to be "overtly social and, therefore, atheoreti~al."3~ The non-recognition of 

culture limits Wendt to narrow and static concepts which cannot fuily embrace the m e  

complexity and dynamism of identity. Identity is another area in which the ambiguity of 

culture can be helpful. 

As pointed out by Der Derian. ironically, ambiguity should be well suited to 

International Relations for the term "international relations" itself has k e n  identified as a 

term surrounded by ambiguity. In the book, IntertextrtaUlnternationaf Relations: 

Postmodern readings of iuorld pof itics, Der Derian traces the meandering root of the word 

30~uggie and Cox are two notable authon who highiight Waitz's historical deficiency as outlined in 
Richard Little. "International relations and large scale historical change." in A. Groom and Marg~t  Light 
(eds.). Contenrporary International Relarions: A Guide to Theory. New York, N. Y.: Pinter Publishers, 
1994, p. 18. 
3 i ~ n  example is Gilpin's exploration of hegemonic powen which uses Waltz's ahistorization. Little in 
Groom and Light(eds.), p. 17. 
3 2 ~ a r g o t  Light. "Foreign Policy Analysis." in Groom and Light. p. 99. 
33see Sujata Chakrabarti Pasic. "Culturing International Relations Theory: A Cal1 for Extensi~n.~' in 
Yosef Lapid and Friedrich Kratochwil (eds.). The Refurn of Culture and Identiy in IR Theon.. Boulder 
Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1996. 
34~asic in Lapid and Kratchowil. p. 89. 
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"international" and tries to link it with its eventud coupling with the term "relations". He 

concludes that "no other term lives up simultaneously to the power of consensus and 

ambigu@ that has been - for the most part unselfconsciously - invested in international 

relations."35 True to iü  etymological rom,  the arnbiguity associated with world events 

addressed by International Relations is increasingly becoming apparent. The world today 

is changing in previously unforeseen ways. National boundaries and notions of 

sovereignty are being questioned. the d e f ~ t i o n  of secunty is changing, and the end of the 

Cold War saw super powers behave in previously inconceivable ways. As Kegley 

explains. the intemal combustion of the USSR was something that had fomerly seerned 

impossible. Yet, "the second most 'powerful' state on the face of the emh  did voluntarily 

give up power, despite the insistence of international relations theory that this could never 

happen."36 Other events, such as the war in the Baikans, demonstrate "contradictory 

tendencies in the transformation of temtonal socid organization"37 which require new 

patterns of explanation. The changing world order seems to have surpassed the 

explanatory potential of past theones and offen new challenges to countries such as 

Canada, which is trying to adjust to the changing global system. Authon such as Milnar. 

who recognize the drastic changes occuring with greater globalization. also recognize the 

need for "more comprehensive theoretical interpretati~ns."~g The acceptance of greater 

arnbiguity within these theories such as through _meater acceptance of the use of culture. 

may help fiil the need. 

It is in part to address past deficiencies and to ailow for greater recognition of 

elements of international relations that the need for the recognition of culture is currently 

gaining momentum in the field. As stated by Kratochwil, "it is in this context of national 

35~ames Der Derian and Michael Shapiro (eds.). Inrer~extuuVIntemational Relations: Postniodern readings 
of world polirics. Lexington Mass.: Lexington Books, p. 4. 
3kharles W. Kegley Ir.. "nie Neoidealist Movement in International Studies? Realist Myths and the 
New International Realities." Inte- Studies Oyarterlv. Vol. 37 (1993) p. 136. 
37~i lnar ,  p. 7. 
38~i lnar .  p. 3. 
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and personal identity that the "culturai" makes its most explicit appearance both in the 

poli tical discourse and within the organization of kno w ledge (academe) . "39 Nationhood 

and identity, dong with elernents of history and change. are surfacing in the writings in 

International Relations theoq as demonstrated in such books as Lapid and Kratochwil's 

The Retum of Culture und Identio in IR lheory ; Groom and Light's Conternporary 

International Relations: A Guide tu Theory and Milnar's Globalizution and Tem'rorinl 

These books demonstrate bat  culture can have a m e  meaning for polirics and an 

important use when ihe predorninant Western ideology is expanded to include the meaning 

of culture. The key to using culture is to ensure that it is well defined and that it is 

undeatood in a particular context. A recognition of a political meaning of culture helps it 

be undeatood as a tenn that helps heighten the awareness of the complexity of human 

interactions and identities. This increased awareness is helpful in gaining insight and 

understanding of politics and the actions and policies of al1 levels of politics, including 

international politics. 

A meaning of culture for political use: 

Consistent with Western philosophy, many approaches to international relations 

have leaned toward a simplified unit of analysis which can lead to deficiencies. Kratochwil 

recognizes that "the positivistic and individualistic bent of much of this type of attitude 

research neglects crucial elements of conceptual interconnectedness and historicity within 

the symbolic univene that provide some suggestions of why "private issues anain 'public' 

support".m In order to set a more insightful research agenda for international relations 

39~ratochwil. "1s the Ship of Culture at Sea or Returning." in Lapid and Kratochwil. p.205. 
40~ratochwil in Lapid and Kratochwil. p. 2 10. 



both the psychological and sociologicd elements - the duality of human nature - must be 

recognized. This agenda can be achieved through culture once it is properly defmed to 

combine all elements of the human experience. 

The Westem ontology, which includes most international relations writers, adheres 

to the individudistic and less spiritual frarnework of thought. Modem Westem culture 

places great ernphasis on the individual, believing that "chaque homme porte la forme 

entiére de l'huma condition."41 The individual is necessary for the concept of idenùty in 

the West for in modem Westem thought, "one is not only complete in oneself, one is 

completely on eselj? 

Consistent with Western thought. it is often acknowledged that for politics one 

needs humans and that human individuals have an identity. It is through the freedom of 

action to assert one's identity that political processes occur. This theory of politics c m  be 

traced to Arïstotle. Aristotle oudined a bios politikos, which consisted of action ( p m i s )  

and speech (lexis), out of which arises the realm of human affair~.~3 Therefore, incumbent 

on a meaning of culture useful for politics, is a recognition of the individual. However, the 

existence of culture necessitates a more complicated theory. Not only do individuals 

influence their States and societies, but, society and the state also have an influence on the 

individuai. 

An examination of the etyrnological root of the word "culture" shows that culture is 

a molding of dual conceptualizations. It holds a spiritual and a material element. The root 

of culture was inextricably linked to the word "civilizaùon" with its meaning from 

41~ranslated as: "each man ernbodies the human condition in its entirety" by Richard Handler in Brett 
Williams. The Politics of Culture. Washington, D. C.: Srnithsonian Institution Press, 1991, p. 64. 
42~i l l iams.  p. 64. 
S3~annah Arendt. The Human Condition, University of Chicago Press: Chicago. 1958. p. 25. 
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cultivation.44 Many authoa initiaMy used the words as synonyms. However, it was 

recognized that one could differentiate between the rnaterial artifacts by virtue of the science 

and technology of a society and the religious, artistic or spiritual elements of a society that 

gives it a sense of humanness. This duality can be identified in the German word "Kultur" 

which contained the concepts of "geistige" and "matenelle Kultur1?5 The use of the 

meanings associated with the terms "geistige" and "materielle Kultur" as meanings for the 

tenns "culture" or "civil" has been very inconsistent over time.46 Through the different 

emphasis on each term, culture has taken on a variety of amalgamated and differentiated 

meanings of both a non-reductionist (focusing on culture as its own entity incorporating a 

notion of 'geist') and reductionist (focusing on the biological aspects and achievements of 

the individual as recognized in 'materielle culture') nature. This debate is most clearly 

demonstrated through the split in socioIogicai and psychologicai theorizing of Western 

society. The inconsistencies, as traced through the etymology, serve to underscore the 

notion that culture is not a unidimensional and easily identified concept but rather one in 

which an incorporated meaning of al1 its elements needs to be addressed. 

White is a strong representative of the extreme non-reductionist and sociological 

end of the spectmm. In the book, The Science of Citlttue: A Srrrdy of Man and civi1i:ation. 

White defines culture as "an organization of phenomena - acts (patterns of behaviours), 

%le older definition of civilization has a meaning consistent with cultivating. that is. to become cultured. 
Kroeber and Kluckhohn, p. 35. 
4s'~eistige' refers to the spiritual or natural (spirit-nature) versus 'materielle Kultur' which refers to material 
or matter. [values vs. artifacts]. Kroeber and Kluckhohn. p. 10 and p. 35. 
46nùs inconsistency is mentioned by Kroeber and Kluckhohn. When refemng to German authon. they 
describe the split as episodic. "That it was essentially an incident is shown by the fact that the number of 
writers who make culture the materia1 or technological aspect is about as great as the number of those who 
called that same aspect civilization. More significant yet is the fact that probably a still greater number of 
Germans than both the foregoing together used culture in the inclusive sense." Kroeber and Kluckhohn, p. 
18. This characteristic is also true of Arnerican authors: "To surnmarize the history of the relations of the 
concepts of culture and civilization in Arnerican sociology, there was first a phase in which the two were 
contrasted, with culture refemng to rnaterial products and technoiogy then a phase in which the conuast was 
maintained but the meanings reversed, technology and science k i n g  now called civiiization; and, beginning 
more or less concurrently with this second phase, there was also a swing to the now prevalent non- 
differentiation of the two terms." Kroeber and Kluckhohn, p. 15. 
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objects (tools: things made with tools), ideas (beliefs, knowledge), and sentiments 

(attitudes, 'values') - that is dependent upon the use of s y m b ~ l s . " ~ ~  Such a definition is 

consistent with sociological views that "individualism is a social product. and is controlled 

by sociaily generated 

The greatest extension of this philosophy would have one believe that it is culture 

that is responsible for behaviour and not individuals. As a result, it is believed by authors 

such as White, that culture should be studied as its own phenornenon. According to White. 

"paradoxical though it may seem. the proper study of mankind tums out to be not Man. 

after dl,  but Culture?' in order to come to this conclusion, White breaks human 

behaviour into biological and cultural elements, and recognizes that every human is bom 

into a cultural environment as well as a natural one. The natural or biological composition 

of humans does not dictate human behaviour outside of its somatic functions. Therefore. 

culture must be the element that is responsible for human action. "The event is something 

that the culture has done to the individual radier than the other way around."50 

As a further extension of White's belief, the human rnind becomes explainable in 

terms of culture. This conceptualization of the mind then attributes al1 elements of the 

individual mind such as thinking, feeling, acting and even believing to sociocultural 

systems. "The 'human min& - human minding - is obviously a variable. And its 

variations are functions of variations of the cultural factor rather than of the psychosomatic 

factor, which may be regarded as a  constant."^^ This almost Foucauldians2 version of 

S7~eslie A. White. The Science of Culture: A study of man and civilizution. New York. N .  Y.: Farrar. 
Straus and Giroux. 1969, p. 140. 
48~obert Bocock. Individual and Culrure: Durkheim and Freud. Princeton. N. J.: Open University Press. 
p. 12. 
49white, p. 14 1. 
50~hi te ,  p. 173. 
5 1 ~ h i t e .  p. 148. 
s2 Among statements that outline Foucault's belief is his statement at the end of the book where he States 
that the book serves as a study of "the power of normdization and the formation of knowledge in modem 
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consciousness creates an unconscious which is a human constnict. Because of the inability 

of individuals to ideniiQ the source of purpose and their set of values and beliefs. the 

individuals ascribe it to themselves? Order is achieved in society through culture, in a 

way that individuals are not fully aware of because they are removed from all the historical 

elements that led to the formation of their culture. They therefore attribue this to 

themselves as an elernent of human nature. However, according to non-reductionist 

thought human nature is not really naturai but rather a hinction of culture. Human nature 

is "culture thrown against a screen of nerves, glands, sense organs, muscles, etc.115J 

Criticisms of this perspective of culture abound. In Copeland's critique of White. 

he fmt exarnined the assertion that man cannot control culture. Copeland argues that 

White's assertion that man cannot control culture simply means "bat man cannot regulate 

its complete course"; man is not omnipotent? Such an assertion is obviously self-evident. 

Others have also claimed that in essence al1 that White and his followers have done is 

removed an abstraction from its source and reified it so that the abstraction ends up 

endowed with the causal influence over its original source of abstraction? Moreover, 

White's belief of hurnans as the ultimate dependent variable is the most debilitating when 

subject to scrutiny. In the assurnption that within the culture-human system, humans 

cannot conuoi culture but culture can control humans, it becomes apparent that taken to its 

logical end one would have to believe that the search for ~ t h  in the area of human beliefs 

is irrelevant. Subsequently White has laid the foundation to question al1 human beliefs. 

including his own.S7 

society." See Michel FoucauIt. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. New York, N .  Y.:  
Vintage Books, 1979. p. 308. 
S 3 ~ t e ,  p. 158. 
54white. p. 149. 
S5~ohn W. Copeland. "Culture and Man: Leslie A. White's Theses Re-examined." in Brady and Isaac 
(eds.), p. 48. 
S 6 ~ l ~ a n  Hanson. Meaning in Culture. Boston. Mass.: Routeledge & Kcgan Paul, 1975. p. 2. 
j7copeland in Brady and Isaac. p. 56. 



Reductionists look almost entirely to individual beings in order to explain culture. 

According to this ontology, "man in tiis creativity, as a complete and total being, man as a 

creanire of rationai and irrational forces. man as a social and ethical entiry, comrnunicating 

and interrelating with othen, yet transcending social and historical Mts in his uniqueness 

and utter loneliness, really provides the centrai questions in the philosophy of culnire."58 

Human nature and psychological theories such as those outlined by Freud are central 

elements for such beliefs that biology can be ~ m e d  to as an initial point for understanding 

the world. 

This belief helps allow for conflict between an individual and one's culture. 

According to this view, "however much societies may differ, they d l  must cope with man's 

cornrnon biological features, especially his prolonged infantile dependency: the adaptively 

viable means for coping with the latter condition exhibit cornmon social and culturai 

features across a narrow range of social and cultural variability; these common biological, 

cosical, and cultural features are a set of constants which, in their interaction. preclude a 

univenai human nat~re."5~ In this belief, culture plays a conditioning role on human 

natural desires and instincts. Culture can be seen as a choice between allowing human 

nature to thrive or thwarting it.60 

This ontology cm also be explained through Freud's concepts of the Id, Ego and 

Superego. The Id represents the fundamental biological aspect of life which each 

individual wants to satisfy. The Id also incorporates the unconscious. However, 

recognizing individuals as members of society, Freud constructed the Ego which combines 

the physicd and social aspects of being. Finaiiy, individuals adhere to the super-ego, or 

%neh Pandit (ed.). Perspectives in the philosophy of crilture. New Dehli: S .  Chand. 1978, p. xiv -W. 

5 9 ~ .  Eülborne and Langness. Culture and human nature: rheoreticalpapers of Melford E. Spiro. Chicago: 
Univeristy of Chicago Press, 1987, p. 27. 
6 0 ~ u g h  Black. Culture and restraint. New York. N .  Y.: Fleming H. Revel1 Co. 1901. p. 36. 
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consciousness as the pure social ideal.61 This relationship is sophisticated in Pandit's 

book, Perspectives in the Philosophy of Culture. Pandit outlines a process w hereby the 

individual is born into and formed by a group. However, the individual also recognizes 

him or heaelf as distinct from othen. Pandit explains that "side by side with the 

development of 'social' consciousness there is also the development of 'self 

The reductionist authors do a good job of attributing identity necessary for politics, 

to the individual. However, they fail to account for the fact that biological explanations do 

not explain differences in societies. For example, Toynbee found that there is " no 

evidence of a correlation of biological and cultural differences."63 Furthemore, histoncal 

factors become neglected when one suengthens the individual as a source of identity. The 

aggregation of societies becomes a symbol of the individuai psyche. History enters only at 

"the taie stages of development and of the highly speculative assumption that individual and 

social formations follow the same path."@ 

In order to better understand humanity as is needed for politics. the meaning of 

culture needs to be recognized. Like culture. meaning can be "essentially contestable". 

One must be aware of the conceptual problerns of designating meaning to a human 

consuuct for "the meaning of a whole is in its parts and their organization; the meaning of a 

part is in its logical articulation with other parts to form a whole."65 Context is critical to 

assigning rneaning for "every proposition has systematic or logicd meaning, so that its full 

61~andi t ,  p. 187. 
62~andit.  p. 185. 
63~ock.  Human Nature and Histury: A response ru Sociobiology. New York, N. Y.: Columbia 
University Press, 1980, p. 140. 
64~ratochwil in Lapid and Kratochwil, p. 207. 
65~anson ,  p. 10. 
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meaning consisü in dl the propositions which it logically implies and which are required to 

A meaning of culture which is useful for politics recognizes that culture is a dual 

process which incorporates a reciprocai relationship between an individual and that 

individual's environment. The two cannot be separated and favouring one over the other 

causes imbalance and conflict. Humans are "bothered on the one hand, by the fact that the 

human psyche seeks a meaning, it tends to identiQ and reach the ideal. On the other hand, 

it is bothered by the fact of an acnial world of sensations al1 dong. So long as these two 

are kept apart no meaningful statements about man c m  be made?' 

In order to incorporate this perspective, culture can be defined as "a historically 

transmitted system of meanings"68 which leads to a "tradition of values, of self- 

realization."69 An elaboration of this viewpoint is offered by Caroll in Giltwal 

Misimderstandings. Although individual differences are important in forming identities. 

society also plays a strong, but invisible role. Culture can be conceptualized through the 

compilation of stories and tradition, both elements which any nation, including Canada, cari 

claim. Culture is the logic by which one gives order to the world. As stated by Caroll: 

and 1 have been learning this logic little by Little, since the moment 1 was born. from 
the gestures. the words, and the care of those who surrounded me ... from the way 
1 was raised, rewarded. punished, ... . From the stories 1 was told. from the books 
1 read, fiom the songs 1 sang ... in all things right down to my sleep and the dreams 
1 learned to dream and recount. 1 learned to breathe this logic and to forget that 1 
had learned it. 1 find it natural. Whether 1 produce meaning or apprehend it, it 
underlies al1 my interacti~ns.~o 

66~anson. p. 10. Etienne Verneersch also recognizes the interconnectedness of terms. Vermeench 
explains that since the 'culture concept' "ha strong connections with other ones, such as Ieaming, symbol. 
etc., no definition can be conclusive, unless we have a theory to link these concepts." Etienne Vermeersch. 
"An analysis of the Concept of Culture." in Bernardo Bernardi (ed.). The Concept and Dynamics of 
Culsure. The Hague. Paris: Mouton Pubfishers, 1977, p. 9. 
67~ande, p. 49 
68Kratochwil in Lapid and Kratochwil. p. 21 1 .  
69~ande, p. 1 
7%ymond Carroll, Ciilturai Misundersrandings: The French-Amencan Erpcrience. The University of 
Chicago Press, 1987, p. 3 



Culture is embedded in values. Valuing hplies seeking, and seeking is an inherent 

aspect of human nature. Human nature is not unidimensional but rather exists at both the 

biological and spiritual level.71 This belief is consistent with the etymological root of 

culture which incorporated both "Kulture" and "geist". The combination of human nature 

with society implies a collective search for individual self-Wfdrnent which results in 

culture. As Pande explains, "the expression and communication of valued experiences 

gives a socio-historical acniality to the ideal process and the culrural world is thus created as 

the historical tradition of the human endeavour for self-realization."72 

The result of this process is not one unidimensional culture. but an organic flow of 

nurnerous cultures that fonn a whole. This point is important to recognize in order to 

counteract the problems that occur from unidimensional conceptions of culture. A shallow. 

unidimensional conception of culture. based on religion and/or language, results in 

difficulties recognizing culture groups. As pointed out by Pasic. "indeed, wiih such a 

definition, the acceptance of a common culture in India or the United States is problematic, 

as these are rnultilinguai, multireligious. multiethnic societies. Yet there would be 

consensus on the point that "an Indian culture" or "an Amencan culture" exists. "'3 

Because of the inherent complexity within the culh~al  process. within any given group 

there exists not only a culture, but also, many cultures which can be referred to and 

identified through the process of self-realization. For example, one can refer to the 

Canadian foreign and defence policy culture as distinct from the Canadian culture. 

notwithstanding the intertwined relationship between these two cultures. Furthemore, 

separate foreign policy and defence cultural groups may exist within the broader specuum 

of foreign and defence policy culture. 

'lpande. p.1. 
72~ande, p. 1. 
7 3 ~ a s i c  in Lapid and Kratochwil. p. 94. 



Although the ambiguity and flexibility of culture is usefd, one has to be careful that 

the term is kept in context and not manipulated to the extent that it cm become viewed as 

the ultimate variable - "the panacea for our theoretical w ~ e s . " ~ ~  In such a case culture takes 

on that debilitating characteristic of king something that explains eveqthmg and therefore 

explains nothing. Using culture as an element of consideration is not to remove the 

material elements and power from international relations theories and historical experience. 

Culture helps one gain a better understanding of how the discovery of self simultaneously 

leads to the recognition of other. Culture becomes one aspect of "the social construction of 

human agency in a culturally full international society where the search for identity and 

meaning requires that the self discover the ~ t h e r . " ~ ~  

The key to understanding culture is in recognizing the distinction of culture as not 

merely social or naturai but rather a combination of both elements constituting "the 

valuable core of the actual life of a piven set of pe0ple."~6 This recognition allows identity 

to take on a meaning of difference and not sameness. It is this difference that helps 

recognize identities, new groups and the either conflictuai or CO-operational patterns they 

may in~orporate.~~ This incorporation of difference has implications for the problems of 

international relations in the 'new world order' and attempts to grapple with concepts such 

as sovereignty and nationhood. It is the heterogenity of new communities and new pattems 

of conflict which are of paramount importance today. Heterogenity within groups is also 

useful for studyhg elements within a culture. For example, it makes it possible to identib 

subcultures within and between the foreign and defence policy communities in Canada. 

Most importantly, the recognition of difference with identity gives a research agenda for 

74Kratochwil in Lapid and Kratochwil. p. 205 
7 5 ~ a e e m  Inayatullah and David L. BIaney. "Knowing Encounters: Beyond Parochialisrn in International 
Relations Theory." in Lapid and Kratochwil, p. 74. 
76~ande, p. 45. 
77~ratochwil in Lapid and Kratochwil. p. 206. 



international relations which directs the snidy of culture as not just an empirical, 

tautologous or arbitrary one. One must attempt to understand different cultures as different 

expressions of a univend selfconsciousness, which use difierent symbols according to 

what they are aspiring after. That is: 

The tnie identity of a society must be sought in ternis of its self-consciousness of 
culture at the heart of which Iies a distinctive value-experience. This basic vaiue- 
experience is nothing except a mode of human self-awareness, for value is nothing 
except the Self, revealed or felt to be revealed as a content of experience. On this 
foundational experience is reared the underlying world-view of the culture with its 
multiform expressions in institutions. beliefs and symbols.78 

There is a need for an appreciation of history in a meaning of culture. 

"Understanding the complex relations between the individuai and society requires not only 

an understanding of the complex structure of CO-constitution but an appreciation of the 

historical changes that occur in the importance and weight of these elements."79 It is 

through history and tradition that one can get a deeper sense of the significance of identity 

for the meaning of culture as well as understanding the relationship between culture and 

change. 

Through the conceptualization of culture as outlined above, history becornes the 

underlying motive for action which results in change. One has to be cautious not to apply a 

causal component to the notion of history as a cultural process. To do so one may assign a 

chronological order in the space-time continuum which is not the intention here.80 

Nonetheless, the recognition of history is important for it is the sequence of historical 

events which composes a tradition. As explained by Pande, at the level of self- 

- - 

78~ande. p. 104. 
79~ratochwil in Lapid and Kratochwil, p. 207. 
8 0 ~ s  cautioned by Pande. "one must. however. remember that it is difficult for the historian to establish a 
causal connection since spatial contiguity and temporal succession, while necessary for a causal sequence 
among events, are not sufficient to establish one." Pande, p. i For clarification of how history without 
sequence can be conceptualized it is helpful to examine Pande's discussion on category, phase, level starting 
Pande, p. 22. 
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conciousness tradition is the process of self-reaiïsation and evolving self-conciousness at 

the macrosocial level. Three processes of evolving self-realisation are outlined by Pande. 

The third level is the historian or extemal individual cornpiling fragments of mdi  tion into 

one ideal tradition or "reconsmcted self-conciousness.l'~~ In this manner history foms 

the building blocks of tradition and tradition is the step to culture. 

Tradition, with its formation through history, is dso an integral component of 

identity and change. An intereshg analogy, raised by Pande, outlines tradition in society 

similar to memory in life?"e institutional and educationd components of tradition serve 

to keep dive the past experience and Ieaming of society which becomes the basis for new 

experiences and lessons. Tradition also has an organic component for it changes and 

evolves over time. As rnemory evolves and changes history with new perspectives. 

tradition is not only consuucted, but also, continually re-invented. 

Through this continual past - present interchange values are identified. Values are 

not easily defined. Nonetheless, they are most easily understood when tied to valuing 

which is the process of "seeking, choosing and approving"83 Valuing is inherent in 

humans and produces values or "irnmediate objects of self-concious individuai 

experience."s-' Tradition is fundamental in the creation of values and value experiences. 

Values are rnanifested by insight which is gained through experience and leaming, but 

which cannot be imposed or arbivarily assigned. Values are communicated in society and 

form symbols which become the building blocks of tradition and culture. As explained by 

Pande, "in this sense the world of culture is a world of symbols expressive of knowledge 
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and experience evolved in the process of value-seeking. Culture emerges as a revelation in 

the individual psyche and enters social tradition creatively as a symbol."" 

Tradition, values and culture are not fixed constants but are continualiy developing. 

Because tradition is a process iike culture, there can be numerous traditions. For example, 

each heterogenous group within Canadian society can develop its own traditions which 

help hem identiQ within their own subculture. These group traditions may then polenate 

into the mass conciousness. At the same time, a recognized tradition may evolve over time 

as the society evoIves. It is the accumulation of traditions which form a culture. 

The continually developing elements of tradition, value and culture can also have 

ramifications for the coherency of a culture. It is through the evolutionary process that the 

distinct identity of a culture in society may be discovered. According to Pande, "the 

continued vitality of the culture, thus. depends on the continuity of its underlying 

communication of value which is the heart of tradition."86 

Without a strong recognition of tradition. cultural identity c m  be weakened. A 

weakened tradition cm lead to weakening of "the very substance of social being which is a 

fellowship extending in time."87 This is not to say that tradition cannot be consistent with 

change. As has already k e n  explained tradition is an element of change through hisroncal 

processes. However. complete change in values is not consistent with tradition as an 

element of change. With a complete change in values. one actually witnesses the 

replacement of one tradition for another. 88 

85~ande.  p. 2. 
86~ande,  p. 104. 
87~ande,  p- 102. 
a8"There is no necessary contradiction between tradition and change but only between tradition and a change 
of values ab extra which is really a case of replacing one tradition by another." Pande, p. 104. 
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Because tradition is such an integral component of culture, it is useful as a variable 

for examinhg the nature and coherency of a culture. An examination of history and the 

lessons and beliefs resulting from historical expenence helps i d e n a  a tradition and will be 

used in part to identiQ the undentanding sumounding the notion of a Canadian military 

tradition. Tradition as a locus for identity and values cm help delineate a culture. Tradition 

is the process of self-reaiization at the rnacrosocial level while values are self-realization at 

the individual level. Therefore, the cultural process of self-reatuation necessitates the tme 

recognition of tradition. Without tradition, there is no culture. Without a clear recognition 

and communication of tradition outlining the valued experiences, the cultural process of 

self-realization becomes unfocused and incoherent. 

Condusion 

Culture is an ambiguous concept which c m  breed misunderstanding but which also 

can assist in adding greater theoretical sophistication and understanding. Although 

International Relations has periodically grappled with the notion of culture, the hiil 

implications and value of the use of the concept has yet to be fully discovered. In order to 

embark on a study using culture, one must fmt outline the paramaten and elements that cm 

help give this arnbiguous term meaning. A meaning of culture usehil to politics and 

international relations recognizes a dual nature of humanity. The recognition of this duality 

leads culture to be defined as a historical mode of valuing which leads to self-realization. 

Tradition is an important element of culture so defined, for tradition is the element of 

identity as well as an eiement of change. 

Understanding culture as a process of self-realization is helpfd for undentanding 

international relations and for the various issues incorporated in the field of International 
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Relations. A research agenda incorporating culture recognizes the theoreticai importance of 

culmal identity. If a nation's identity is not coherent. that is, whole or Mly integrated, it 

can lead to simcant problems manifested in policy tenns. It is possible to examine the 

coherence of a culture through utdizing tradition, when tradition is understood as a process 

dong the path to cultural self-realization. The culnual identity present in the Canadian 

foreign and defence arena as represented through writings on each subject is examined 

through a notion of tradition. The perceived militaq tradition that exists in both Canadian 

foreign and defence policy writings is the notion of tradition that will be examineci. 

Inconsistency in the perception of Canada's military tradition c m  have ramifications on the 

culture and alI elements of that culture including policy formation. 



CHAPTER Two: 
Foreign PoIicy and 

a Non-Military Tradition 

Canada's foreign and defence policy has a distinct nature of its own. As outlined in 

many of the writings on Canadian policy, Canada shares many characteristics with its 

Western cotinterparts, especially it closest neighbor, the United States. However. a 

separate Canadian identity is easily distinguishable. As pointed out by Peter Ernberly. in 

By Loving our Own: George Grant and rhe Legoq of Lanent for a Narion. Canadians are 

"a people animated by their own unique historicai ongins, their own particular land, their 

own founding myths, their own distinctive political symbols and self interpretations."s' 

This distinct identity, as well as the myths and self interpretations used in attaining self- 

reaiization, are what are present in general Canadian culture and also are key components of 

the culture of Canadian foreign and defence policy. 

Tradition is a key component of culture and thus it can be used as a variabte to help 

identiQ the vitality and coherency of culture. Within Canadian foreign and defence policy 

culture there is a distinct pattern of opinion with regard to the Canadian rnilitary tradition as 

represented through writings in these areas. This element of tradition will be highlighted to 

help discover the communication of vaiuing which is also present and which c m  have 

ramifications for the culture. For this purpose discussions of rnilitary tradition should be 

understood in the broadest sense as a form of self-conciousness. 

A group of writers, which may be classified prirnarily as foreign policy wnters, 

explicidy and implicitly adhere to a belief that Canada holds a non-rnilitary tradition or 

89~eter C. Emkrly (ed.). By Loving Our ûwn: George Gram and the Legocy of Lament for o Norion. 
Ottawa. Ont.: Carleton University Press, 1990. p. xiii. 
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ethos. This chapter wiU outline a number of the areas within the foreign policy writings 

that can be used to idenm this belief. The proponents of a rnilitary tradition as identified 

in the next chapter hold different concepnializations of many of the sarne elements in 

keeping with different beliefs and assurnptions held towards the nature of the rnilitary in 

Canada. 

Within both groups of writers there are a number of debates and varying points of 

view that wiil be examined. A simplified or compiled version of these debates will be used 

for clarity in analysis, notwithsranding the recognition that other viewpoints do exist. This 

simplification is necessary in order to highlight the factors that help identify each group as 

an adherent to one side or the other of the debate over a military tradition in Canada. For 

example, although periodically throughout Canada's history there have been debates over 

the extent that Canada should be, or tmly is, an internationdist nation, the current 

predominant view held by both groups of writers, identifies Canada as a country comrnitted 

to internationdism. Through this overarching context, the areas that will be examined to 

outline the foreign policy belief in the non-military tradition of Canada inciude 

interpretations of the history of the country, the French-English division that shapes the 

nation, Canada's secunty perception, Canada's relationship with the United States, 

Canada's role in the world, and the Canadian sense of morality. 

The use of history by foreign policy writen helps give insight into their 

charactenzation of Canada as a country void of a military tradition. Other factors that can 

be identified in the wntings, such as the French-English question, help outline the belief 

structure present in the writings. To foreign policy writen, the lack of any pressing 

security threat by virtue of Canada's geo-political situation allows Canada the privilege of 

not having to hold or maintain a suong sense of the military presence in Canada. Canada 

relies on others through alliances for its security. One of Canada's closest allies is the 
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United States. However, for many foreign policy writers enjoying such a close 

relationship with a power as great as the United States holds other threats. Canada's 

relationship with the United States is characterized by these writen as a constant stniggle to 

differentiate the countries and ensure a separate identity. Canada's role on the world stage 

is identified by these authon through idealistic beliefs underpuÿiing internationdism. 

Characteristics such as "middlepower" are conceptualized by foreign poiicy writers through 

idealistic visions that seem inconsistent with a military tradition. Idealist images of the 

peacekeeping role are also present within the writings. These writers also often highlight 

the non-military related roles that Canada plays on the world stage such as  the one that 

Canada plays in international econornics. Finally, the most sviking characteristic of these 

writers is the strong adherence to a sense of Canadian morality. Canada is seen as a 

country cornmitted to "pood govemment. law and order" which is beiieved to include an 

international benevolence inconsistent with a rnilitary tradition. 

The belief that Canada has a non-militaq tradition has k e n  openly asserted by a 

number of writers and is implicitly present in a number of other writings. For example, 

Hockin asserts a belief that an identifiable trait in foreign policy is Canada's non adherence 

to the rnilitary : "one distinguishing characteristic of Canada is its unmilitary ethos. "90 

Tucker agrees with Hockin's assessrnent of Canada and the military. Tucker's review of 

Canadian foreign policy sets out to determine whether significant patterns are discemible in 

the making and execution of Canadian foreign policy. Tucker identifies three dominant 

characteristics of Canadian foreign policy. One of these characteristics is a non-military 

tradition.91 ImpLicit indicators are dso present in other authors who dismiss or completely 

neglect the miiitary in their writings. 

90~ewis  Hertzman, John W. Waniock and Tomas A. Hockin. Alliances and Illusions. Edmonton. Alb.: 
M. G. Hurtig Limited, 1969, p. 98. 
9iThe other two are a quiescent nationaiism and a fondness for legalistic and diplornatic solutions to 
pressing problems. Tucker. p. 3. 
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Claims of a non-rnilitary tradition do not neglect the empirical reality of the military 

and should not be confused with the individual regirnental and general practices or 

traditions within the militasr. By claiming or implying that Canada is without a military 

tradition or ethos these authors are propogating the belief that a sense of a military 

conciousness does not exist in the formation of the Canadian culture. 

For most foreign policy writers, this concept of a non-military tradition or ethos is 

not consistent with antimilitarism. Rather it is associated with an inherent sense of non- 

violent solutions as the most effective method of problem soivhg and conflict resolution. 

Tucker attributes the Canadian non-military tradition to the legalistic and diplornatic histoiy 

surrounding the founding of Canada which serves as the foundation for Canadian political 

culture. According to Tucker "the absence of a revolutionary tradition has had profound 

implications for Canadian politicai culture."g2 As a result, Canadian society values 

dialogue for solutions to conflict rather than valuing the rnilitary as the dominant force for 

maintaining security. Hockin explains this ethos as " a tremendous faith in the possible 

results of sensitivity. goodwill. good intentions and hard work."93 It is this implicit 

valuing of the legal at the expense of the military, as weli as tremendous faith in goodwill 

and an overall idedist philosophy, that also charactenzes the other wnters who can be 

classified as adhering to a non-military tradition.g4 Wnten who propagate ths belief fa11 

predominantiy in the field of foreign policy. although there are some exceptions. 

Nonetheless, the dominant beliefs and assumptions that iead to the characterization of 

Canada as a country void of a miiitary tradition can most often be found in foreign poiicy 

w n  ting . 

92~ucker. p. 2. 
g 3 ~ e n z m a n  et. al., p. 99. 
9 4 ~  recognition of this is expressed by Donneur and Alain who Stace. "the role of mediatorhntegrator has 
often been highlighted by the vast majority o f  Canadian foreign policy specialists, who, unconsciously 
nther than consciously, adhere to the idealist current in international relations, and share an internationaiist 
vision." Andre P. Donneur and Caroline C. Alain. "Canada: A Reassertion of its Role as a Middle 
Power." in Phillipe Le Prestre (ed.). Roles, Quests in the Post Cold War Era: Foreign Policies in 
transition. Monûeal and Kingston: McGill Queen's University Press, 1997, p. 225. 



History : 

Canada is a relatively new actor on the international stage. HistoricaIiy, any foreign 

rnatters were at the discretion of the United Kingdom, as Canada's colonial master. 

Although many events occurred that helped Canada develop an international role of its own 

pior to the signing of the Westminister Statute in 193 1, the signing of the Statute was the 

first legal recognition of Canada's authority outside its own borders? 

The initial period of Canadian sovereignty was dominated by isolationist p0licies.~6 

For example, even though Canada was involved in organizations such as the League of 

Nations, Canada's primary goal was to gain greater sovereignty, and Canada's goal in the 

League was mainly towards Iessening League obligations.97 The primary foreign policy 

issues of concem included "secuing autonomy from Bntain, settling bilaterai disputes with 

the Americans and avoiding any further participation in the &airs of the worid, especially 

the European w0rld."~8 

Canadian foreign policy experienced a significant transformation during the 1940s. 

Canadians came to recognize the importance of events outside of their borders. This 

awakening vaulted Canada into the internationalkt role that it so proudly claims today. 

Because of this awakening during and afier W. W. II, the post-W. W. II period is most 

often highlighted by writers of Canadian foreign policy. This is the 'golden era' or 'golden 

%or example. in the 1920s. many Canadians were involved in international peace organizations such as 
the League of Nations Society. Keating, p. 15. 
9% is recognized that the belief in the vinue of isolationism was not held by al1 Canadians. However. 
relative to the change in attitude and behaviour that occurred during and after W. W. II, the pre-War p e n d  
was definitely more isolationist. For more information see Keating, p. 15. 
97~eating, p. 14. In pa*cular this can be seen with Canada's ueatment of Article X of the League Chuter. 
Like most League members Canada was loathe to accept the cornmitment of protecting other members' 
territorial and political integrity as outlined by Article X. 
98~eating. p. 13. 
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decade' of Canadian foreign policy in which Canada held a unique influence in world 

events by virtue of its position as it emerged from the war.99 

Although there have k e n  varying differences of opinion with regard to the specific 

policy options for Canadian foreign policy, the foreign policy culture h a  retained many of 

the beliefs established in the post W. W. II period. "In 1947, Louis St. Laurent 

enurnerated the principles of Canadian foreign policy as: national unity, political Liberty. 

the mie of law in national and international affairs, the values of Christian civilization, and 

'the acceptance of international responsibility in keeping with our conception of our role in 

world affairs1."1* Paul Martin, two decades later. announced a list of principles 

svikingly sirnilar: "national security, national unity. political Liberty and social justice. the 

d e  of law in national and international affairs. economic development in Canada and the 

world, the values of Christian civilization, and 'acceptance of international responsibility in 

accordance with our interest. and our ability to contribute towards the building of 

peace'."lOl In the 1990s these foreign policy pnnciples have been reinforced as: "fostering 

econornic growth: safeguarding sovereignty and independence; working for peace and 

security: promoting social justice; enhancing the quality of life; ensunng a harmonious 

natural environment."!*' The 1995 government document. Canada in the World echoes 

most of these traits. and surnrnarizes them into three baskets: "(t)he promotion of 

9 ? h e  "golden decade" fmt coined by Escott Reid refen to the yean 1941- 195 1 and therefore overlaps with 
W. W. II. However other authors have rnaintained a reference to a 'golden era' from approximately 1948-57. 
It is this later time frame that is most often referred to. Throughout both these time periods Canada 
enjoyed unprecedented international influence due to many extraordinary factors including European loss of 
power and financial stability, the residual state of colonization, Canadian strategic relevance with the 
outbreak of the Cold War and the fact that Canada emerged from the war as one of the few creditor nations. 
Tucker, p. LOS. 
l%ale C. ïhomson and Roger F. Swanson. Canadian Foreign Po l iq :  Options and Perspectives. 
Toronto, Ont.: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 197 1, p. 30. 
loiThomson and Swanson. p. 30. 
~O*J. L. Granautein. Canadian Foreign Policy: Historical Reaàings. Toronto. Ont.: Copp Clark Pitman 
Limited, f 993, p. 60-6 1. 
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Quebec as a separate identity, representing French Canadians, has tried to assert its 

influence intemationaily, but the federal government stiU holds the prirnary role in foreign 

affairs. Although technically foreign policy is the domain of the federal government the 

constitution does provide economic, educational and culturai powea to each province that 

can be used for access into matters of foreign policy. The challenge to federal supremacy 

through provincial attempts to extend econornic and cultural links fmt became a potential 

threat in the 1960s and 1970s, largely as a result of actions by Quebec.106 As a result of 

growing interest by Quebec and to a lesser extent the other provinces, the federal 

government negotiated a number of agreements and set policies to ensure its pre-eminence 

in the area of foreign policy. One of the fmt was a 1965 agreement with France which 

allowed a province to enter into agreements with France, as long as the federal govemment 

was informed of, and sanctioned, the agreement.lO7 Through a number of similar 

techniques the federal government has managed to allow a provincial role in foreign affairs 

but has kept the provinces under its watchful eye. As a result, the federal govemment has 

technically retained control over the assertion of Quebec foreign relations. As Cooper 

recognizes, "as the single voice of Canada abroad. only the federal government was entitled 

to conduct foreign policy, including treaty-making and participation in international 

conferences." 108 

Notwithstanding this technical control, Quebec's attempts to assen its influence 

abroad has served to influence the nature of foreign policy decisions. The federal 

governrnent's desperate attempts to pre-empt Quebec's attempts at foreign independence 

and the desire of the Government to appease Quebec interesü internationally h a  resulted in 

Canada entering into international agreements and organizations as a result of domestic 

106~ucker. p. 53. 
Io7~his  "umbrella" agreement becarne official policy on November 17. 1965. Tucker, p. 53. 
lo8~ndrew Fenton Cooper. "Canadian Culmal Diplomacy: an Introduction." in Andrew Fenton Cooper 
(ed.). Canadian Culture: International Dimensions. Waterloo, Ont.: Canadian Institute for International 
Affairs, 1985, p. 13. 
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needs rather than to fulffl foreign policy initiatives. Examples of this include the Canadian 

iink to la Francophonie and many of the aid projects to French-speaking, developing 

countries. 109 

Despite attempü by Quebec to assert its own international identity and despite the 

influence of French-English tensions in foreign policy, the differences between Canada's 

founding nationalities become moot. Both French and English policy writers c m  be 

identified on either side of the silent debate over the nature of the Canadian military 

tradition. Wiih regard to Canada's role in the world. both French and English Canadian 

foreign policy writen embrace the non-military tradition charactenstics. Within this group 

the belief in the rule of law, and "peace, order and good government" in the international 

arena transgresses domestic rivairy. As explained by Morton: 

Not life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, but peace, order and good 
government are what the national govemment of Canada guarantees. Under these. 
it is assumed, life. liberty, and happiness may be achieved, but by each according 
to his tastes. For the society of allegiance admits of a divenity the society of 
compact does not. and one of the blessings of Canadian life is that there is no 
Canadian way of life, much less two, but a unity under the Crown admitting of a 
thousand diversities. For this reason it is not a matter of political concem that 
Canada has two major cultures and many srnaller ones.' l0 

This sentiment is enforced by Donneur: "les sociétés canadienne-anglaise et québécoise 

partagent leur manque d'expérience et de tradition révolutionnaires. Les révoltes de 1837- 

38, tant au bien minces et de toute façon des échecs. Ce passé renforce la tendance au 

gradualisme et à l'internationalisme fonctionnel." 1 1 1 

tO%'ucker explains that "foreign aid was in the early mid-1970s especiaily seen by the Trudeau Govemment 
as a potent instrument of its quest for national unity." Tucker, p. 3 1 .  
1 l%illiarn L. Morton. The Canadian Idenriry. Toronto. Ont.: University of Toronto Press. 1972. 
p. 112. 

l ~onneur, p. 19. 
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Other factors which could be identifed as beionging to the domestic realrn such as 

geography. population and resources help dictate Canadian capabilities and therefore have 

an innuence on foreign policy. Because of its geography and geopolitical position, Canada 

is devoid of threats to its own temtory . The perception that Canada is without a significant 

territorial threat has led foreign policy writen to embrace the conceptualization of Canada as 

a "fueproof h ~ u s e " . I ~ ~  Canada as a "fmprwf house" is tempered by the reaIity that 

Canada never Mly developed an ability to defend its territory 

Holmes termed Canada's threat assessrnent as 'relative security'. According to 

Holmes, Canadians are not completely secure in their borders and as a result, Canadians 

have k e n  quick to assist other nations in need with the belief that the actions will be 

reciprocated. Canada feels compelled to be involved with others in part because of the 

belief that Canada has a stake in an orderly worldJ3 This Canadian 'relative security' has 

lead to a unique Canadian reality with some benefits as well. "Le Canada a des options qui 

sont peut-être inhabituelles ou même uniques, parce que pour décider de ses options 

politiques en matière de défense, le Canada ne se sont pas obligé, comme beaucoup 

d'autres pays, pour assurer la sécurité militaire du pays, de se mesurer plus ou moins 

directment à la capacité de forces militaires adverses." 1 14 

Regardless of any potential physical threats Canada has also always had the luxury 

of knowing that it had a Great Power to help protect its interest. The United Kingdom first 

played the role and since the end of W. W. II. the United States has acted as Canada's 

protector. The close relationship between Canada and the United States is sometimes seen 

12T'his t em was fint raised by Senator Dandurand in his address to the League of Nations on October 2. 
1924. 
I l3~ohn W. Holmes. "1s There a Future for Middlepowermanship?" in J. King Gordon. Canaùa's Role as 
a Middle Power. Third Annual Banff Conference on World Development August 1965. Lindsay, Ont.: 
The Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1966, p. 23. 
l 14t. R. Nixon. "Les Éldments Nationaux Ddtemiinanu de la Capacité du Canada en Matière de Défense..' 
Les Politiques de Défense du Canada dans les Années 1980. Université Laval Québec: Centre Québécois 
de Relations IntemationaIes, 198 1, p. 22. 
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as threatening in itself and foreign policy writers are devoted to differentiating Canada from 

the Amencan giant.115 The American fmation is present even during Canada's histoncal 

beginnings when it has k e n  descrïbed that "being Canadian meant more than just k i n g  a 

country caiIed Canada; it also denoted that each inhabitant had a psychological and cultural 

dimension that made him [or her] dissimilar kom Americans." 1 16 Many studiesl l7 

continue this devotion to differentiating Canada from the United States. 

A strong debate exists over whether Canada is truly sovereign or is merely a 

satellite of Amencan foreign policy.1 l8  Throughout the various elements of this debate. 

Canada is perceived as a country with a non-military tradition. Because of foreign policy 

writers' adherence to the belief in a non-military tradition it is especially important for these 

wrïters that Canada differentiate and protect itself frorn the American culture with its strong 

military ethos. On the one hand, there are writers who adhere to the belief that Canada is 

an intemationdist nation and rniddie power state. This role is characterized by a number of 

traits. Included in these traits are Canadian support for international organizations, Canada 

as a peacekeeping pioneer and ardent disarmament supporter, the quality of international 

Canadian aid, Canada as a liberal trading partner and Canada as overall pood world 

citizen.' 19 Contrary to this view is the belief that Canada is reatly an American satellite tied 

politically and econornicdy to American decisions and actions. As an Arnerican satellite 

lL5This area of study is so prevelanr it caused Stairs ro remark. "the liteature on Canada's dl-important 
relationship with the United States is more fully developed and refined than is that on Canada's rote in the 
world." Denis Stairs. "WiIl and circwnstance and the postwar study of Canada's foreign poIicy." 
International Journd (Winter 1994-95) p. 19. 
l 1610seph Levitt. A Vision Beyond Reach: A Centiiry of Images of Canadian Desriny. Ottawa: Deneau 
Publishers, 1982. p. 190. 

1710 name just a few there are: Seymour Martin Lipset. North Amencan Cultures: values and 
institutions in Canada and the United States. Borderlands monograph series, 1990. Jack Granatstein's 
Canadian Foreign Policy Since 1945.- Middle Power or Satellite?. Noman Hillmer (ed. ). Partners 
Nevertheless: Canadian-Arnerican Relations in the Twentieth Cenrury . Toronto. Ont.: Copp Clark 
Pitman Limited. 1989. Peyton Lyon and Brian Tomlin. Canada as an International Actor. Toronto, Ont.: 
Macmillan Co. of Canada L td., 1979. Michael Hawes. Principal power, rniddle power, or satellite ?. 
Toronto, Ont.: York Research Program in Strategic Studies, 1984. 

181t is recognized that there are many other dimensions within this debate; however. they will not be 
examined here. 
1 9 ~ y o n  and Tomlin, p. 1. 
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Canadian foreign policy is a reflection of Amencan national interest. and not Canadian 

needs. The cornparison between the Amencan values of life, Liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness, venus, the peace, order and good government of Canadian interests is often a 

focal point in the wrihngs for the threat of Amencan dominance and can be interpreted, in 

part, as a threat towards the greater militarization that exists in the United States. 

Organizations such as the North Arnencan Air Defence agreement (NORAD) are seen to 

enhance the perception that Canada is an Arnerican satellite. 

It is argued that foreign policy decisions are made not on the basis of what is best 

for Canada, but in order to confonn to American expectations as outlined through NORAD. 

The concept of continental defence began with Ogdensburg and the integration of the two 

countries was funher strengthened through Hyde Park. Canada solidified its contributions 

to North Arnerican security through the acquisition of American radar placed on Canadian 

soil in 195 1. However, the radar line moved progressively north and Canada becarne 

overwhelmed by the Amencan giant. j2* The signing of NORAD in 1957 strengthened the 

embrace of the continental defence concept and therefore, according to many foreign policy 

writers, put Canada further in the grasp of the Americans. Continental defence is seen by 

some writers as a potentiai security threat. for the increased access to Canadian airspace 

afforded to the Arnencans through NORAD is seen to exemplify a loss of Canadian 

sovereignty. l Z 1  

The threat from the Arnencans is also present in other areas, particularly economics. 

Econornic issues tend to be a preferred focus for foreign poiicy writers. Afier W. W. 11, 

Britain and most of Europe were in economic mhs. Canada attempted to pursue a 

12% cost of the final Distant Early Warning or DEW line system proved too expensive for Canada so 
"American dollars, Amencan equipment, Arnerican personnel, and American security provisions were 
dispatched to the High Arctic. Continental defence began to exact a toll on Canadian sovereignty." Keating, 
p. 154. 
121~oran ,  p. 165. 
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multilateralist economic policy through organizations such as  the IMF, World Bank and 

GATT. However, factors such as the slow economic recovery of the European nations 

after the war, the inabiiity of nations to reach agreement in GATT negotiations, and 

increased access to Arnerican markets made it very difficult for Canada to diversi@ fully its 

import+xport pordolio. Economically, Canada became increasingly reliant on the United 

States.12 As a result, Canadian exports to the United States increased fiom 3 1 per cent in 

1939 to 78 percent by 1986.IU The implication of the increased levels of integration with 

the United States was realized in the 1970s. In 197 1, President Nixon implemented a new 

Amencan economic policy - the "Nixon shock" - that had profound implications for 

Canada. The United States sought to offset its growing balance of payment deficit, and 

dong with ending the convertibility of the dollar to gold, Nixon levied a 10 per cent 

surcharge on dl imported manufactured goods. This policy was especially detrimental to 

Canada given that approximately two-thirds of Canada's exports in manufactured goods 

went to the United States.II4 The "Nixon shock" woke many Canadians to the realization 

that increased integration with the United States could prove detrimental. 

The resulting reaction was the Trudeau governrnent's Third Option. The Third 

Option stemrned from a Department of Extemal Affairs review of Canadian-American 

relations in which three options were outlined. Option One suggested a retention of the 

status quo. Option Two cailed for greater integration with the United States. The Third 

Option was to lessen Canadian vulnerability to the United States by strengthening the 

Canadian economy through greater diversification. I3 Greater diversification did not mean 

shunning the United States. It did not "sanction a vigorous assertion of Canadian 

sovereignty claims, vis-à-vis the United States, but rather the "judicious use of Canadian 

12?~or more information on these factors see Keating. p. 66-73. 
123~eating. p. 193. 
124~ucker. p. 8 1 .  
l25Keating. p. 186. 
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sovereignty"."~26 The Third Option was to allow Canada to Live "distinct frorn, but in 

harmony with" the United States. 

The axiom of the Third Option is outlined by Sharp: "There has k e n  a growing 

and widely felt concem about the extent of economics, military and cultural dependence on 

the United States, and the implications for Canadian independence." lZ8 This threat of 

American dominance reflects a common Canadian response in mattea of foreign policy and 

identifies a comrnon elernent within the debates on the American-Canadian relationship. 

The United States, a giant neighbour to the south of Canada, is a dominant factor in the 

formation of Canadian foreign policy. The reasons for this effect go beyond geography 

and suetch into areas such as economics and national security. Throughout Canadian 

policy the Arnencan question exists. However, the fact of an American presence does not 

necessitate Canadian acquiescence to Arnencan desires. "If Canadian foreign-policy- 

making begins, of necessity, with a consideration of the United States, it does not follow 

that that country should be the determinant of Canadian decisions."l~g 

Foreign policy writers who challenge the conception of Canada as an Arnencan 

satellite highlight the fact that Canada has developed many policies inconsistent with. or in 

direct opposition to, American initiatives. The overwhelming focus is outside the military 

realrn. As a result these policies cm also be attributed to a tradition in Canada inconsistent 

with an emphasis on rnilitary affairs. Canada played a leading role in initial Westem 

actions against South Afiica under apartheid.i-'O Canada was one of the first countrïes to 

126~ucker. p. 86. 
1 2 7 ~ i t c h e l ~  Sharp. "Canada - U. S. Relations: Options for the Future." h e m b n a l  Perspectives 
[Auturnn 1972) Speciai Issue. Extemai Affairs, Canada p. 1 .  
128 Sharp. p. 2. 
i 2 g ~ i e ~ e  Elliot Trudeau and Ivan Head. The Candian Way: Shaping Canada's Foreign Polie?: 1968-84. 
Toronto, Ont.: McClelland and Stewart. 1995. p. 166. 
1 3 0 ~ y  197 1 .  Canada had taken the Western lead in opposition to racist poticies such as apartheid in South 
Afnca and by 1977 the Canadian Government announced its intention to "phase-out" government 
sponsored, commerciaily-supported activities in South Africa. Tucker. p. 114 and p. 116. 
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recognize the People's Republic of China. Canada has consistently opposed U. S. 

attempts to isolate Cuba. Finally, Canada's work with the Law of the Sea included steps 

to protect its Arctic frontier despite Amencan assertions that the Northwest passage was an 

international strait. l3I 

In order to achieve a place in the international arena and an identity distinct from the 

United States, Canada has also tumed to other nations for assistance. This so-called search 

for countenveights is a characteristic recognized by foreign poiicy wnters. It was in part to 

accomplish a counterweight to American influence that Canada saw the need for 

involvement in organizations such as GATT, the Commonwealth and NATO.13' As well. 

identifying and solidifying support from other nations is key to Canadian foreign policy 

goals such as the attempt to legitimize the Arctic Water Pollution Prevention Act of 

1970,133 through the United Nations Law of the Sea Conference (UNCLOS III). Foreign 

policy writers generally believe that through broadening Canadian involvement in other 

organizations Canada could lessen the American influence. 

Alliances and other international organizations have been used not oniy as a 

countenveight to the United States but also in recognition of Canada's 'relative security'. 

Canada realized very quickly that its security was tied to international stability and that it 

was not a power great enough to influence world events on its own. To address its security 

needs Canada decided to try to assert its influence through international organizations. 

Buteux outlines this policy: "Whether within the muItilateral context of NATO, or 

131~ucker, p. 180. 
132This fact is pointed out by many authon including Keating (GATï), Trudeau and Head 
(Commonwealth) and Thomson and Swanson (NATO). Authors such as GeIlman also recognize this 
characteristic in Canadian leaders. In reference to Pearson. Gelhan states, "He saw international 
organization as a way of reducing Canada's reliance on the United States." Peter Gellman. "Lester B. 
Pearson, collective security, and the worid order tradition of Canadian foreign pdicy." 
Vol XLIV No 1 (Winter 1988-89) p. 83. 
133Through this Act Canada established a 1 0  mile zone in Canada's Arctic waters for pollution control 
that was to be controlled by Canada. Tucker, p. 177. Tucker continues to discuss the need for allies in 
order to enforce this zone. Tuc ker, p. 18 1. 
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bilaterally with the United States, little or no consideration was given to the possibility of 

developing a national secwity policy based on a self-sufficient territorial and force 

protection capability that could be brought independentiy to an alliance with othen."l34 

This is the foundation of Canadian internationalism which links Canadian security to world 

security.l3* Internationalism with its element of idealism as outlined by foreign policy 

writers demonstrates their belief in a non-military uadition. 

Intemationalism is an element most often used to describe, defme or characterize 

Canadian foreign policy . 36 Tucker defines intemationaiism as "an exercise in 

collaboration on the part of Canadian governments, groups or individuals with like-rninded 

governrnents or peoples el~ewhere."l3~ Internationalisrn as such was propagated after W. 

W. II, dunng the 'golden era' or 'golden decade' of Canadian foreign policy. Some 

authon may challenge the notion of Canadian intemationaiism.138 The greater integration 

with other nations through internationalism has also lead to debates over how 

intemationaiism affects Canadian so~ereignty.1~~ However. despite its detractors, 

intemationalism remains a constant variable for policy decisions today. As stated by 

Nossal in reference to challenges to intemationalism, 'lit is indicative of the persistence and 

134~aul Buteux. "NATO and the Evolution of Canadian Defence and Foreign Policy." in David B. Dewitt 
and David Leyton-Brown. Canada's Intemarional Secitriry Policy. Scaraborough, Ont.: Prentice Hail 
Canada Inc.. 1995. p. 157. 
1 3 5 ~ s  defined by ~ & i a l ,  "Internationalists hold that the fate of any one state and the peace of the 
international system as a whole are interconnected." Kim Richard Nossal. The polirics of Canadian foreign 
poliq. (third edition). Scarborough, Ont.: Prentice Hall Canada Inc., 1997, p. 155. 
1 3 6 ~ s  stated by Donneur. "l'etude de la politique 6trangére canadienne est dominée par l'approche 
internationaliste." Donneur, p. 22. 
137~ucker. p. 2. 
1 3 8 ~ e e  Keating, p. 15. Ernie Keenes also challenges the predominant view of intemationalism with an 
examination of the tnith to multilateral preferences within Canadian foreign policy in the area of 
econornics. h i e  Keenes. "The rnyth of multilateralism: exception, exemption and bilateralism in 
Canadian international economic relations." J o u d  (Autumn 1995) pp. 755-778. 
1 3 9 ~ o r  example writen such as James M. Minifie claim that Canada should be neuual rather then 
internationalistic. James M. Minifie. Peacemaker or Powder-Monkey. Canada: McClelIand & Stewart 
Limited, 1960. Other discussion of neutrality has occurred in James Eayrs. "The Nosmm of Neutralism" 
in Innis. Other individuals have commented on Trudeau's attempt to question Canada's internationalist role. 
see Hugh Innis (ed.) issues for the Seventies: International Involvement. Toronto, Ont.: McGraw-Hill 
Ryerson Limited, 1972, p. 75 and Kim Richard Nossal. The Poliries of C d i m  Foreign Poliq. (rhird 
edition). p. 159. 
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dominance of the intemationalist idea that such alternatives failed to move large numbers of 

people." I4O 

Canada enjoys membership in many international organizations.141 This 

multiiateralist and intemationalist committment is one defining element of Canadian foreign 

policy culture. As stated by Stephen Lewis, "we have ... a lasting and visceral cornmitment 

to multilateralism which is ingrained and endernic to the Canadian culture." i42 Canada's 

vast world membership and involvement is highhghted in order to demonstrate Canada's 

role as an international helper. It is through the committees and organized dialogue of 

international organizations that Canada focuses its international influence and also works 

towards guaranteeing its own secwity. The perspective is that "Canadians have displayed 

an exceptional cornmitment to multilateral organizations as the appropnate mechanisrn for 

the resolution of global problems." 1" 

Intemationalism is characterized in foreign policy writings as a state of king 

particularly suited to a Canadian reality void of a rnilitary tradition. The composition of 

Canada, Canadian multiculturalism, iü strong ties to international organizations such as the 

UN, the Commonwealth. la Francophonie and the bi-cultural nature of the country have al1 

been raised as reasons for inherent Canadian internationalism. Lipset states that "Canada is 

uniquely an international country - in its lack of a strong and single minded nationalism in 

its specific bi-nationalism ..., in the composition of its population, and in the assortment of 

140~ossal, p. 159. 
I 4 l ~ o  name jut a few there are: the United Nation (UN); the Commonwealth; the Organization for 
Economic CO-operation and Development (OECD); the Organization of Arnencan States (OAS); the Group 
of Seven (G7); the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAiT); the international Monetary Fund 
(MF). the Organization on Secunty and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE); La Francophonie; the North 
Atiantic Treaty Organization (NATO). 
142As quoted in Blair Fraser. "Canada: Mediator or Busybody?" in J. King Gordon. p. 9. 
1 4 3 ~ y o n  and Tomlin. p. 163. 
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its international ties and associations. Our national identity is to be found in our 

internationalism." 144 

Although internationalism has corne to mean many W g s  to many people, a 

hallmark of Canadian intemationalism has k e n  consensus building and support to other 

countries. l* However, it should also be recognized that intemationaiism initially was 

based more on praaomatism than idealism. National interest is a strong component of 

internationalism. Canada found that internationd stability was in its national interest and 

recognized that the best way to achieve stability would be through international co- 

operation. Intemationalism has been recognized for the past five decades as a necessity for 

Canada in order to work towards a stable international system. in which Canada has both 

the opportunity and the capability to inject the Canadian view.156 Holmes points out that 

intemationaiism "was based on a very hard-boiled calcuiation of the Canadian national 

interest rather than on woolly-rninded idedism. It was a simple belief that Canadians could 

neither survive nor prosper in isolation in a fue-proof house because the rest of the world 

just wasn't going to let them be so l ~ c k y . " ~ ~ 7  

Entangled in the term "intemationaiism" are the many roles that Canada plays on the 

international scene. Canada is involved in many international organizations of both a 

multilateral and bilateral character. Canada was a strong proponent of functionalism in the 

international mode1 and Canada often identifies itself as a middle power. Each of these 

elernents carries key assumptions. Foreign policy writen tend to highlight and favour 

Canada's use of these roles in an idealist manner seeing Canada as an international helper 

working towards attaining greater world peace and harmony. 

lM~ucker.  p. 2. 
14S~uteux in Dewitt and Leyton-Brown. p. 159. 
146~eat ing.  p. 246. 
14'~ohn Holmes. Canado: Middle-Aged Power. Toronto, Ont.: McClelland and Stewart Lirnited. 1976. 
p. 6. 



Functionalism, or the belief that members within an organization shouid have a 

voice in organizational conduct proportional to its contribution, coupled with the belief that 

a country's voice in a matter should be proportionate to its direct nationd interest,'" is 

integral to the concept of Canadian intemationalism. Canada adopted functiondism as a 

policy to be incorporated widiin the collective security mode1 of the United Nations. 

Functionalism was a way to help bridge the separation between technical and political 

problerns within the UN given iü  vast membership and each countries' different 

capabilities. 1" Canada realized that "authonty in international dfairs must not be 

concentrated exclusively in the hands of the largest powers; nor could it be divided equally 

among al1 sovereign states or dl effective authority would disappear."l50 At the end of W. 

W. II Canada also enjoyed unprecedented international influence and functionalism was a 

way to help ensure that this influence would continue. As a result. at San Francisco. 

Mackenzie King argued for the functional theory of membership which meant that 

membership on the various UN bodies would be determined by the ability of the counuies 

to play an effective role within them. "This Canadian viewpoint is reflected specifically in 

Article 23 of the United Nations' Charter, which states that in electing the six non- 

permanent member of the Securil Council, due regard should be given to the contribution 

of members to the maintenance of international peace and security."l51 Through 

fbnctionalism. even as Canada's relative strength changes, Canada continues to forge a 

place for itself in world affairs separate from the role it would achieve by virtue of its 

rnilitary strength alone. 

148~orman Hillrner and J. L. Granaütein. Empire ro Unzpirc Canada and the World to the 1990s. 
Toronto, Ont-: Copp Clark Longman. Ltd.. p. 175. 
149~awes ,  5. 
15DThomson and Swanson. p. 25. 
i51Thomson and Swanson. p. 25. 
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To some individuals, functionalism is seen to have given binh to the role of the 

middle power.152 The term "middle power" has been used in reference to many States for 

many reasons. 

Ii s'agit dune douzaine d'États qui ont influence certaine, quoique inférieure à 
ceiie des grandes puissances, grâce à leur statut d'anciennes puissances coloniales 
(Pays-Bas, Belgique), à leur contribution majeure à la victoire des d i é s  (Canada, 
Ausualie), a leur prééminence dans une région donnée (Mexique, Brésil, 
Argentine, Egypte), à leur situation géopolitique (Suède, Pologne) ou en 
combinant plusieurs de ces caractéristiques (Inde)." '53 

A dual essence of rniddlepowermanship is outlined by Painchaud. He sees two 

distinct positions of the middle power role; one scientific, and the other ideo1ogicai.l" The 

scientific refen to middle power as a term to incorporate realities in the power distribution 

in the international system. It is a practicai recognition that not ail powers are either great or 

smd.  Middle power ideology refers to the adoption of the concept as both symboi and a 

generai objective for diplomatic and foreign policy relations. For wnters adhering to a non- 

military tradition in Canada the term rniddle power is assumed to evolve from the scientific 

to the ideologicai. As pointed out by Holmes: "it originally implied a power of medium 

strength but it began to develop also the connotation of a middle or mediatory position in 

conflicts. '' 155 

152~olmes stares chat the mle of the middie power "grew out of the functional concept of the role of 
nations in world organizations developed at the end of the last war [W. W. II]." Hoimes in J. King Gordon. 
p. 14. Stairs also recognizes chat Canada's military contributions in the war put it in the position of 
significant strength compared to other nations. AS- a result. functionalism w& not entireii about rernoving 
military considerations from the power formula but in making sure that power recognition was fair. 
Considering world affairs in tenns of smdl and great powers was unfair to Canada. As a result. the 
Canadian delegation argued that a third level in the hierarchy, that of the middle power, should be inserted 
"thereby fine-tuning the taxonomy, and in the process making the case for assigning themselves a special 
place in the UN system." Denis Stairs. "Political Culture of Canadian Foreign Policy." Canadian Journal 
of Political Science Vol XV No 4 (December 1982) p. 673. 
153~onneur. p. 1. 
154~aul Painchaud. "Middlepowermanship as a Ideology." in J. King Gordon. p. 29. 
155~ohn Holmes. nie Better Pan Of Vafouc fisays on Canadiun Diplornaq. Toronto. Ont.: 
McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1970, p. 17. 
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The middle power role as ideology gives Canada specid status. The belief is that 

Canada, as a middle sized power, is especially suited to act as a mediator for major powers. 

As Innis explains, "after W. W. II there grew in Canada a belief in her specid role on the 

intemational scene. It was thought that as a medium-sized power, relatively without 

enemies, Canada could act as a broker or arranger for the major powers. Thus our 

influence would actually be out of ail proportion to our ~ i z e . " ~ ~ ~  More importantly. as an 

ideology, it became divorced from its scientific ongins and dso divorced from pragmatic 

functionalism with its centrai military component. 

Sense of Morality: 

Embedded in al1 of the above traits is an element of benevolence. uicorporated in 

the varying facets of international relations as seen from the perspective of these writers is 

the belief in a higher Canadian ideal and morality which is manifested through "enlightened 

intemationalismW15? Canada's geopolitical reality contribiitec to an "idealist impulse" or 

"voluntarist tradition" to "search for moral opportunity" in Canadian international 

affairs.158 It is this morality and reliance on "peace, order and good government" which 

neglects the use of the military that is the essence of the beiief in a non-mi1ita.q tradition. 

The British North Amenca Act can be seen as the root of Canadian mords due to its 

adherence to "peace, order and good government".lSg Canada's cornmitment to law and 

order is demonstrated in foreign policy writings by the supremacy assigned to international 

1S6~nnis (ed.), p. 3. 
lS7This term is attributable to Tucker's explanation o f  Trudeauvian foreign policy %med at creoting a 
better world order". Tucker, p. 236. 
15*~ucker. p. 4. 
159~his  factor has becn pointed to by authon such as Seymour Lipset; Joseph B. Levitt; and even Pierre 
Berton. More particulariy, it is used in cornparison with the U.S. system of  "life, liberty and happiness" 
which is believed to spawn disorder. 
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law and the use of negotiation over unilateral decisions and the use of force. As stated by 

Keating: "one of the more irnpoxtant objectives for Canadian foreign policy has k e n  in 

preserving the habit of international consultation and co-operation." 160 S tairs refers to the 

Canadian desire to "depoliticize issues so that they can be dealt with largely by reference to 

functional, technical and administrative criteria."161 Finally, the preference for negotiation 

has lead Hillmer and Granatstein to label Canada an 'umpire'.162 The urnpire label 

recognizes Canadian moralism to do the legally proper thing and the willingness that 

Canadians have shown to take the lead in this role. 

It is this assumption of a higher morai value that most characterizes the foreign 

policy writen and their opposition to the concept of a Canadian rnilitary tradition. 

Canadian modism is also seen as a deeply ernbedded cultural characteristic. Emberly 

outlines this Canadian moraiism as identified by Grant as "a cornmitment to Tory strains of 

respect for the cornrnunity and nation. recognition of cultural practices that sustain orderly. 

political nght, and diverse philanthropie strains of charity and duty based on the moral 

project of equality"'63 Granatstein refers to the "deep seated desire in this country to make 

a distinctive contribution to human bettement." lW Holmes States that "beneath the skin of 

every Canadian there lurks a rnissionary." 165 Donneur mentions "l'ideaiisme canadien 

défend les bonnes causes. Il refuse toute souillure et purifier les autres."166 

This trend to attribute morai ideals to Canadian foreign policy continues through the 

nineties. As stated by Bernard Wood, "rnany Canadians ... have corne to expect our foreign 

policy to be a kind of pious running cornmentary on the conduct of othea. It was this 

la0~eating, p. 246. 
161~tairs. Canadian of Po- . . p. 683. 
162~iHmer and Granatstein, 1994. 
163~mberly (ed.). p. xiii. 
i64~ranatstein. Cmadian Foreign Policy. p. 55. 
165~olmes. VaIour. p. x. 
166~onneur, p. 19. 
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tendency of Canadians to see themselves as the self-appointed conscience of the world."l67 

Trudeau and Head forecast that "now, as possibly never before, moral pnnciple has 

become the defuÿng element in effective policy." 168 Finally, Hampson and Maule 

recognize that Canada's traditional concerns of democratic values and human rights add 

certain characteristics to Canadian foreign policy culture. "Although such preoccupations 

often make Canada sound like miss Gwdy-Two-Shoes at multilateral get togethers, they 

are an enduring elernent in Canada's image at home and abroad."I@ 

Canada's cornmitment to areas traditionally considered non-military such as 

international law and economics are highlighted to stress the non-military tradition of the 

country. The use of econornics for influence was a role forecasted by Holmes who 

believed that "our role in international security wili be more economic or diplomatic and 

thus our power depends less on armed might than on Our GNP and Our wisdom in 

international p o l i ~ i e s . " ~ ~ ~  Towards this end, Canada played an instrumentai role in 

inserting Article II into the NATO agreement.171 Canadian moves towards more liberal 

trade, widened markets and greater international agency involvement have also been used to 

demonstrate the belief in Canada's reliance in non-military factors such as econornics as a 

morally superior instrument of policy. 

Foreign aid as an instrument of policy has aiso been seen to address the Canadian 

moralistic impulse. Canada's foreign policy is reportedly "to resolve global problems for 

contributing to worId bettement, and for attempting to improve the lot of people in the 

167~emard Wood. Peace In Our Time?: A Canadim Agenda into the 1990s. Ottawa, Ont.: Canadian 
Institute for International Peace and Security, 1990, p. 2. 
168~rudeau and Head, p. 317. 
1 6 9 ~ e n  Osler Hampson and Christopher J. Maule (eds.). Canada Among Nations 1992-93: A New World 
Order? Ottawa, Ont.: Carleton University Press. 1992. p. 15. 
17%Iolrnes, Canada: Middle-Aged Power. p. 40. 
171Article iI opens rhe door for the alliance to become an econornic union and not just a rnilitary alliance 
for it addresses c u l t d  and economic ties between the NATO countries. 
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Third World-"172 It has been stated that Canada holds the belief that "the world will not 

become a peaceful place until poverty has been abolished."l73 This has led Canada to 

establish organizations such as CIDA, CUSO and WUSC. 

The numerous elements, beliefs and values highlighted by the foreign policy writers 

which attest to the non-military nature of the country is not intended to negate reality. 

Foreign policy writers recognize that elements of war and the Canadian military do exist. 

However, the writers do not place value on the contribution of these elements to the overall 

tradition leading to the Canadian consciousness or culture. The Canadian cultural morality 

is attributed even to the elements of defence in order to prove that Canada does not possess 

a military mentality. The Canadian use of rnilitary alliances is documented as support for 

greater Canadian morality. Outside of NATO. Canada has never been involved in a 

peacetime rnilitary alliance. Even within NATO, Canada insisted on an avenue to open the 

door for the Canadian world vision of CO-operation and dialogue. As already explained. 

Canada worked to incorponte Article II into the NATO charter which was inserted to 

ensure that NATO was seen not solely as an alliance for defence. but also as an avenue 

towards greater cooperation in times of peace.l7-' 

Canada's role in disarmament and the non-prolifention of nuclear weapons is also 

seen as a key variable for identibing Canadian morality and ignoring or downplaying the 

concept of a rnilitary tradition. Canada was the fmt country to possess the cqability to 

produce nuclear weapons through scientific knowledge and infrastructure yet chose not to 

do so. ''5 In the 1940s the Canadian decision not to develop nuclear weapons capabiiity 

has been attributed to a Canadian abhomnce of the military application of atomic 

I7*~i1lrner and Granatstein. p. 35 1 .  
1 7 3 ~ r ï c  Hanson. "The Economic Policies of a Middle Power." in J. King Gordon. p. 120. 
174~emman et al.. p. 104. 
175~rudeau and Head. p. 70. 
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energy.176 Although Cana& had a nuclear role through its participation in NATO and even 

acquired a nuclear capability in the 1960s, it has retained a strong moral belief against the 

proliferation of nuclear weapons.177 Canada is seen by some individuals to play a mentor 

role in the area of nuclear weapons and disarmament. As Doran States, "Canada's self- 

abnegation regarding the acquisition of nuclear weapons ...g ave significant moral weight to 

its advocacy of arms contr01."'78 

From the beginning of the Cold War, Canada established itself as a disarmament 

supporter. Canada's statu as the only non-permanent Security Council member with a 

permanent seat on the Atomic Energy Commission, that it had acquired as a result of the 

Canadian role in developing atornic energy, helped lead to a seat on the UN Disarmament 

Commission. 179 At fust. the Canadian contribution was questionable as Canada focused 

more on retaining dialogue between the Coid War adversaries, rather than formulatint 

proposals.180 However. in the 1960s. Canada took a leading role in advocating nuclear 

disarmament and has continued to work on al1 facets of disarmament within the United 

Nations. 

Within the military itself Canadian moralism prevenü a rnilitary ethos. The 

voluntary nature of the rnilitary. rather than mandated military service, is an element used to 

indicate the non-military tradition of the country. Funhermore, even when military means 

are used, Canadian rnilitary actions are interpreted to be morally superior for forces are 

used in order to work "towards the ought of a better world order, rather than centering on 

ways in which the given international system cm be exploited for national a d ~ a n t a g e . " ~ ~ ~  

I7*rudeau and Head p. 70. 
1975 Prime Minister Trudeau referred to "the moral challenge of preventing nuclear proliferation." 

Tucker, p. 197. 
178~oran.  p. 175. 
179~eating. p. 1 14. 
laO~eating. p. 114. 
l8 l~enzrnan et al.. p. 96. 
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The armed forces are most ofien recognized for their participation in peacekeeping 

operations in which the forces "were not the traditional 'brutal licentious soldiery' but 

arbiters in blue helmets, umpires enforcing the world's d e s  on the unnily."l8~ Foreign 

policy writers also re fer to peacekeeping as preventive diplornacy . '83 The preventive 

diplomacy synonym syrnbolizes the Canadian belief that peacekeeping, WIe dialogue. is 

another method for the peaceful resolution of international contlicts and therefore may be 

classified as an element attesting to a non-military tradition. 

Conclusion 

Within the silent debate over the nature of the Canadian military tradition there are a 

number of writea who imply that Canada holds an ethos incompatible with a milit- 

tradition. This reference refers not to the various regimental and ceremonid traditions in 

the military but rather to tradition as a process towards greater self-realization. Writers who 

support this belief tend to be foreign policy writers. There is strong agreement on the 

nature of the military in Canada within the writings examined. Canada's historical 

evolution speaks of a country without a history of revolution and therefore a lack of 

military recognition. Canada transferred its security needs from one great power to another 

and so never developed fuiiy its own rnilitary and defence capabilities. During the 1940s 

Canadian foreign policy was drasticdly altered to the intemationalist form that it can most 

easily be characterized by to date. The post W. W. II characterization of foreign policy has 

IargeIy remained intact. 

The two major questions in Canadian policy throughout history, the French-English 

and the Amencan question, also support the non-military nature of the country. The 

1 8 2 ~ i ~ l m e r  and Granautein. p. 350. 
Is3~or example: Keating. p. 102. 
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influence of the French-English question on foreign policy has always been to further the 

common goal of "peace, order and good government"; values not deemed consistent with 

military affairs. These values are contrasted with the American values of rugged 

individuaiism from which Canada has needed to differentiate itself. Foreign policy wnten 

extensively debate the extent to which Canada has succeeded in retaining its sovereignty 

over American influences. In part to counteract the influence of the United States on 

Canada and in part in reaction to Canada's security reality, Canada is cornmitted to 

intemationalism. Canada's role in intemationalism is charactenzed by international 

dialogue and cooperation. Canada has k e n  exceptional in its support for greater world 

harmony through its extensive involvement in international organizations and its own 

unique characteristics. 

Within al1 these elements is embedded a belief in benevolent moralism through 

which Canada is identified as a world helper and peaceful negotiator. It is this belief that 

Canada is a highly mordistic country that most clearly leads to the belief that Canada also 

has an absence of a military tradition. "in which the armed forces might othenvise have 

grown and prospered as the most vital component of the nation's defences against extemal 

foes."IS-' Even when the rnilitary or elements of defence are recognized by these writers 

they are given morally superior charactenstics or used in suppon of positions such as 

international diplomacy to demonstrate that a separate military tradition is not a signifiant 

contributor to Canadian culture. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Defence and a Mi1ita.q Tradition 

Although few Canadians may recognize the significance, most people have heard of 

the Canadian victory at Vimy Ridge or the disaster of Dieppe. However, most do not 

associate these events as factors contributing to a military tradition. In addition, other 

international events that contribute to the Canadian military tradition such as the Cuban 

Missile Crisis and the Gulf War are recognized only for the impact that they had on other 

nations such as the United States. Canada's troops are recognized, if at d l ,  only in their 

role as peacekeepers. Within the writings on Canadian foreign and defence policy there is 

an identifiable group of writen that recognize these events as factors which contribute 

toward the Canadian rnilitary tradition. The group of wnters recognizing a military 

tradition is composed pnmarily of military historians or writen focusing on defence policy. 

The writers within the rnilitary tradition camp recognize the roots and history of the 

Canadian armed forces. These writers also beiieve the military played a large role in 

Canada's formative years and continues to do so to the present. However, they also often 

realize that Canadians have been loathe to embrace the military tradition. Understanding 

Canadian history as it pertains to military involvement is very important to the recognition 

of a rnilitary tradition. Canadians have a long and proud history of involvement in key 

conflicts and engagements overseas. Despite the apparent lack of a physical threat to 

Canada, the military has also played an important security role on Canadian soil. These 

writers embrace the fact that Canadians have a long history of rnilitary involvement in war 

as well as in other international and national crisis and events. Such a history is not only 

the foundation of traditions within the miiitary but also must be recognized for the 
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formation of selfconsciousness, or the recognition of the Canadian military tradition, 

necessq for culturai self-realization. 

The Canadian military tradition is infiuenced by many factors. Canada has unique 

relationships within its borders between the descendents of its founding nations and with 

its neasest neighbour, the United States. These relationships influence al1 Canadian polic y 

and defence policy is no exception. Consequently, these relationships have had an effect 

on the military tradition. Unlike foreign policy writers who may downplay or ignore this 

military tradition, defence writers realize that Canada's military not only holds its own 

traditions which are part of the culture, but dso that the military plays a formative role in 

the identity of Canadians. This tradition has an impact in al1 of the roles Canada plays in 

the worId. Recognizing this tradition helps ground Canada as a pragmatic nation protecting 

iü interests rather than the benevolent. morally superior nation that many foreign policy 

writers embrace. Outlining the factors that contribute to the pragmatic reality of the militas, 

serves to highlight the beliefs and assumptions held by defence wnters with regard to the 

role of the rnilitary tradition in forrning Canadian culture. Because defence writers embrace 

the factors surrounding the Mlitary and military affairs, they dso  forward a recognition of 

the military in their vision of Canada. This chapter bnngs to attention some of the many 

Canadian militaq factors and events which help form the Canadian history, tradition and 

culture. 

Despite the nurnerous assertions by authors attesting to the non-military tradition of 

Canada, a nurnber of authors recognize that the military has played a significant role in the 

formation of the culture. As proclairned by Finan and Flemming, "Canada can claim an 

admirable d t a r y  history. Canadian participation in major wars has k e n  recognized as 

notable by allies and opponents alike."l*5 Willet recognizes a Canadian military tradition 

l g 5 ~ .  S. Finan and S. B. Flemming. "Public Attitudes Toward Defence and Security in Canada." in 
Dewitt and Leyton-Brown, p. 29 1.  
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when he states "Canadians have produced a remarkable colomil and proud record in peace 

and war." 186 With reference to the military heritage, WilIet asserts; "it is rooted so 

obviously in Canada's history that it would be misleading to regard Canadians as an 

unmilitary pe0ple."18~ Massey best summarizes the views of the proponents of a Canadian 

d t a y  tradition stating that "the military has k e n  an important element in the development 

of Canadian society, and yet their role has been consistently misunderstood and under- 

emphasized." 

Throughout the social sciences, rnilitary studies are either frowned upon or simply 

omitted.189 Willet points to the omission of the military by Canadian sociologists. As 

recoagpized by Wuet, it seems curious that sociologists manage to analyze social change 

without recognizing the armed forces or the influence of two world wars on society. 

According to Willet, "evidently, Canadian sociologists have "thoupht the rnilitary away", 

from their conciousnesses, and in so doing they reflect a general trend." 190 However. the 

writers who recognize a Canadian rnilitary tradition realize that thinking away an influence 

does not negate its importance. Furthemore. recognizing the military tradition is important 

for anyone wanting to understand foreign and defence policy. As explained by Morton. 

"Canada's attitude to war rests on more than innocent illusion; it is a product of historical 

8&r. C. Willet. Canada's Militia: A fierirage ut Risk. Canada: Dornak Printing Service Ltd.. 1987. p. 
8. 
187~il let .  p. 203. 
188~ector  J. Massey (ed.). The Canadion  milita^: a profile. Toronto. Ont.: the Copp Clark Publishing 
Company, 1972, p. 1. 
189 Negative attitudes. or outright neglect of the military and issues surrounding military affairs. is a 
phenornenon that can be identifiable through consistent omissions or misrepresenations in writings on 
foreign issues. Many authors have recognized this element of Canadian society. Roch Legault, in his 
article "Armé et Societé Au Bas-Canada: une permanence à souligner" states: "nous pouvions lire dans le 
guide du chercheur en histoire canadienne que l'histoire militaire du Canada n'intéressait qu'un groupe 
restreint de chercheurs et que pourtant, il y avait là un vaste domaine en friche susceptible de renouveler 
I'historiographie canadienne." as printed in the Canadian Defence Ouarterlv (April 1992) p. 38. AlIen Sens 
in "Canada, NATO, and the Widening Atlantic: Canadian Defence PoIicy into the 1990s" recognizes "the 
general disinterest of the Canadian pubtic in military and defence issues." Canadian Defence O m e r l v  (Feb. 
1991) p. 14 
19qKi11et. p. 2. 
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experience. Uniess this experience is undeatood, neither wouid-be defenders nor 

disamiers wiil ever undestand the Canadian response to their respective programs." 191 

Bercuson recognizes the negiect of the military and military &airs as a 

phenomenon of peacetime. This phenomenon is exaggerated in Canada for even when its 

soldiers have been actively engaged in militas, operations, they have k e n  engaged 

primarily in contlicü outside of the Canadian borders. Bercuson also recognizes that 

neglecting the military can be dangerous. 

During peacetirne, ... it has always been hard for citizens of democracies to 
acknowledge that amies are necessary and that the military way of life is, by 
definition, different. This reluctance to support things military varies from country 
to country, but it is almost always strong in nations like Canada, where people have 
a hard time understanding the connection between their personal well-king, 
national interests and armed force. That lack of understanding may have serious 
consequences. l 92 

Although Canadians appear to ignore the rnilitary, Canada has persisted in retaiiiing 

an active and effective military force. The reasons for its retention are numerous but most 

importantly, it is because the possession of ârrned force is consistent with the Canadian 

values of world citizenship and Canadian policy objectives. The Canadian military has 

been involved in a number of traditional military activities proving that Canada itself does 

not hold some unique benevolent rnoralism. The Canadian military has also been used in a 

number of para-rniiitary or quasi-military roles in order to enhance diplomacy. 

peacekeeping and interna1 crisis management. Although such roles may not fa11 within a 

common conception of the military as a fighting machine, they are rnilitary roles 

nonetheless. Moreover, they are integrai to the Canadian rnilitary tradition and therefore 

also integral to Canadian culture. 

lglDesrnond Morton. A Milirog Histor). of Canodo: From Champloin ro the Girif War. Toronto. Ont.: 
McClelland & Stewart Inc., 1992, p. x .  
lg2David Bercuson. Signifcant Incident Canoda's A m y ,  the Airborne. and the Murder in Sonialia. 
Toronto, Ont.: McClelland and Stewart Inc., 1996, p. 25. 



History : 

As demonstrated in the fmt chapter. history is an aspect of tradition and traditions 

act as the building blocks of cultures. The elements in these reciprocal relationships are 

also processes with no defuiitive beginning and end. Nonetheless, examining history helps 

one gain insight into what the traditions of a particular culture are. Canada enjoys a long 

military history. As stated by Stacey, "the history of the army in Canada is as long as the 

history of the country itself. The Canadian soldier of today is the heir of a very old and a 

very proud tradition, and a tradition peculiarly iü own."lg3 An examination of this history 

helps one identiQ elements of Canadian identity and culture 

The history of the military in Canada has been traced as far back as 165 1 when 

Pierre Boucher, captain of Trois Rivieres, formed settlers into militia units.lg4 Other 

notable historic uses of the military, even before the recognition of Canada as a country. 

include the batties of 1760 that lead to the seizure of the fortress of Quebec and brought the 

conquest of Canada by the British, 1765 during the Pontiac War, the era of heightened alert 

and involvement during the Arnencan revolution, Canada's involvement in the war of 

18 12, and the Fenian raids. 

Throughout the above events Canada's rnilitia was heavily intluenced by both of its 

founding countries, France and Britain. The formation of a forma1 militia fmt transpired in 

the late 1600s in New France. After the British conquest the system that had been 

established by the French remained intact. As declared by Stacey, "the most remarkable 

thing about the rnilitary system in the early days of British d e  is the extent to which the 

1g3~olonei C. P. Stacey. lntrodrrcrion to the Sr& of Military H i s r o y  for Canadion Students. Ottawa. 
Ont.: Queen's Printer, 1960, p. 1. 
194~assey.  p. 1 .  
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French system simply continued to e ~ c i s t . " ~ ~ ~  Despite this French influence, it is the British 

military that has been the dominant influence shaping the Canadian rnilitary tradition since 

1759. 

Almost every part of the Canadian military, from the regimental system to the 

badges, has evolved at one point from its European ancestors. especially the British.[% 

Despite the heavy British influence, ironicaliy, it was also resistance to Bntish dominance 

and the need for greater Canadian based military control that helped strengthen sentiments 

for Canadian independence.197 The need for Canada to defme its own role for the military 

helped iead to the impenis for the British North Arnerica (BNA) Act. After the Amencan 

Revolution, defence was seen as an instrument of survival and identity for Canada. 198 The 

new British North Arnerica was very much a rnilitary Society, although superficial and 

transitional in nature. Military offcen were instrumentai in many aspects of life. including 

the distribution of tools, seed and rations, and it was the army doctors who were relied on 

for any medical needs in the outpos<s.~99 

Canada passed its fust Federal Militia Act in 1868. The fust tirne that the newly 

enacted forces were called to action was in 1885 during the Riel Rebellion. This is of 

historic significance for it was the frst time that the Canadian forces were involved in a 

carnpaign that was entirely Canadiadoo As a result the Riel Rebellions are sometimes 

thought of as Canada's fust warY The next time that the forces were to see action was in 

195~tacey. p. 21 
196 For example. the colours and badges were modeled afier the British until they were "Canadianized.' in 
1968. Lieutenant-Colonel N. A. Buckingham. "Canadian Heraldry for the Canadian Forces." Canadian 
Defence Ouarterlv.Vol. 2 No.3 (Winter 1972-73) pages 42-44. 
1% should be noted that Britain also was anxious to off load its colonial defence burden. see Desmond 
Morton, p. 85 and Stacey, p. IO. 
198~. l lmer and Granatstein. p. 9. 
lg9~esrnond Morton. p. 49. 
2oo~tacey. p. 18. 
201~esmond Morton, p. 99. 
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1899 when Canada became involved in the Boer War in South Afnca Canadian troops 

were still under the authority of the United Kingdom and paid primarily by Britain. 

However, the Canadian battalion served under a Canadian lieutenant colonel. Canada's 

involvement in South Africa was dso significant for it was Canada's fmt full overseas 

experience. Prior to this time, Canada had iargely retained a North American focus. 

However, from the point of Canada's involvement in South Africa onward, Canada would 

not be able to avoid international in volve ment.^^ 

Foilowing Canada's involvement in South Africa, the Canadian rnilitary reverted to 

an interna1 focus until 1914 and the beginning of W. W. 1. With the onset of W. W. 1 the 

new international identity that had fmt ernerged for Canada during the Boer War was 

extended and broadened even further. It was a critical tirne penod in the formation of the 

Canadian rnilitary and the country it served. The purpose of the Canadiaii war effort in 

W.W.1 was more than just the stated war objectives. Part of the purpose, and the result, 

was to help Canada gain international stature. As Middlemiss and Sokolsky state: "the 

decision to mount a major effort in World War 1 can also be seen as part of Canada's 

determination to assen its international independence."?03 

During W. W. 1 the forces grew and rnatured. Although al1 Dominion forces were 

initially under British command, Canadian troops developed greater autonomy as the war 

progressed.'w As well, pnor to W. W. 1, Canada had relied primarily on land forces but 

202 As stated by Stacey. "Participation in the war in South Afi-ica set a precedent for larger participation in 
the greater which the new century was to bring." Stacey, p. 21. 
203 D. W. Middlemiss and J. J. Sokolsky. Canadian Defcnce : Derisions and Determinanrs. Toronto, 
Ont.: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1989, p. 12. 
204~ichard A. Preston. The Military Structure of the Old Commonwealth." International Journ J Vol. 
XVII, No. 2 (Spring 1962) p. 103. Middlemiss and Sokolsky aiso outline developments during the War 
which helped alter the relationship between Canada and the United Kingdom such as the formation of an 
Imperia1 War Cabinet which aIlowed dominion leaders a voice in policy. Middlerniss and Sokolsky, p. IO. 
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both Canadian air and naval forces also played a role in W. W. L205 The fact that Canada 

was recognized as a separate signatory of the Treaty of Versailles demonstrates the growth 

and increased international relevance that Canada attained through its accomplishments in 

W. W. 1. The role of the military in helping Canada achieve a greater state of international 

importance was recognized at the Ume. As stated by Milner. "generations of Canadians 

believed that their new international s t a m  afier 19 18 owed something to their military 

effort during the Great War."'" 

By the time of W.W. II, Canada had truly forged its own military identity. During 

W. W. Ii, the "Army served under Canadian command up to the Army Headquarters levek 

and as in the previous war many of the public saw in it the embodiment of the national 

spirit."tO7 The distinct Canadian role gave birth to proclamations that "Canada's part in the 

last war raised her to the status of a nation."Zo8 By the end of W. W. II the strong role of 

the Canadian military as an aspect of Canadian culture was embraced. In 1945, David B. 

Harkness characterized the effect of rnilitary involvement on the Canadian psyche: 

The wars of two generations have made potent contributions. With these war 
experiences, intenvoven as they are with our national achievements and Our 
awareness of a common birth land, there has developed not only a sense of home 
citizenship but aiso a deepening consciousness of our relationship with and 
obligation toward other nations. We are learning that there is no possible proxy to 
whom Canadians may safely entrust the interpretations of their place among these 
other nations. None except themselves can discharge the obligations inherent in 
distinctive nationality. Participation in these wars has been jolting Canada toward 
self-realization somewhat as revolution jolted other peoples in earlier days? 

205~lthough Canada did not have an air force of its own. Canadian pilots played a significant role within 
the Imperia1 air forces and near the end of the war Cana& was starting to organize its own squadrons. The 
Canadian Navy also played a Iimited role in the war. Both elements are outlined in Stacey, p. 29. 
206~arc Milner. Canadian Militor). History: sclected readings. Toronto. Ont.: Copp Clark Piiman. 
1993, p. 56. 
207~tacey. p. 40. 
208~homson and Swanson. p. 145. 
209~avid B. Harhess. This Nation Colled Canada Toronto. Ont.: Elliort Ress. 1945, p. 16. 
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The period after W. W. II and the start of the Cold War marks a period of dramatic 

change for foreign and defence policy and is a historic time for the Canadian rnilitary 

tradition. It was in this post - W. W. II p i o d  that Canada solidified iü role as an 

international actor. CongruentIy it was in the period after W. W. II that Canada fmt 

retained significant peacetime permanent forces. After W. W. 1 Canada let the number of 

its forces fd. However, the attitude changed after W. W. II when Canada saw heightened 

pride and commitment to its role as a separate nation on the world stage. " 0  As recognized 

by Stacey, "a people who traditionaliy had been very unwiliing to do much in the way of 

rnilitary preparation in tirne of peace had clearly Ieamed a great deal from the hard 

experience of two world wars."?li At this time Canada engaged itself in a peacetime 

miiitary comrnitment in an attempt to remove itself from the previous perception that 

"nationai defence was a creation of emergency times."?l? The move to retain permanent 

forces instead of relying on citizen soldien was further instituted dter the founding of 

NATO and solidified with the outbreak of the Korean war.213 

Despite the institution of a permanent force. the Canadian military also retained a 

reliance on citizen volunteen. Willet describes the interplay between professionai and 

reserve soldiery in Canada when he States, "in both World wan and the Korean War. the 

brunt of the crises was borne by citizen soldiers (sailors and airmen also) because the 

professionais were too few, and perhaps, equally unfamiliar with the situations that they 

faced to make the vital de ci si on^.""^ The nature of the mixture between professional and 

reserve forces in the Canadian military is an important characteristic of the miiitary. Added 

to this is the predominant volunteer nature of the forces. Except for two brief periods of 

210 In 1939, there were about 4000 Permanent Force memkrs and 5 1000 Non-Permanent rnernbers which 
is a number l e s  than in 1914. Stacey, p. 35. These figures can be contrasted with the numbers of 1954 
which show 49 978 Active force and 46 506 Reserve members. Stacey p. 42. 
21 lStacey, p. 42. 
2 1 2 ~ .  Gellner. "The Place of Defence in the Economic Life of Canada." in Massey. p. 136. 
* l3~el lner  in Massey, p. 1 19. 

1 4 ~ i l ~ e t .  p. 88. 
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conscription during both world wars. Canadian forces have relied entirely on volunteer 

enlistment. 

The Canadian military remained actively involved in international security issues 

throughout the Cold War. Canada piayed a role in international crises such as the Cuban 

Missile Crisis.?l5 Canada was also a full and active military participant in the Western 

alliance. Canadian troops were stationed overseas and Canada accepted the doctrine of 

nuclear deterrence.zI6 Canada's Cold War involvement played a role in strengthening the 

Canadian military tradition. In summation. as explained by Morton. "for two generations. 

the Cold War and its ramifications had justified Canadian defence policy frorn waming 

systems in the North to the men and women stationed in Germany. From Suez to 

Nicaragua. even peacekeeping had usually been linked to some new field of Soviet- 

American rivahy.""7 The Canadian military also played a strong role within its own 

borders during the time of the Cold War. In October of 1970 Prime Minister Trudeau 

invoked the War Measures Act and Canadian armed forces were on active duty in the 

province of Quebec. The military also was used for security during major international 

sporting events held in Canada such as the Pan Am and Olympic Garnes. 

Since the end of the Cold War. the Canadian military has remained active in conflict 

overseas as is consistent with past practice, as well as continuing to offer support to civil 

institutions. Canadian forces saw action in the Gulf War and Canadian peacekeepers 

continue to be deployed into conflict areas around the world including Somalia. Bosnia- 

Hercegovina and Zaire. In 1990. just as the Cold War was diminishing, Canadian soldiers 

* 15~anada's role in the crisis is elaborated in Haydon's. The 1962 Cubrrn Missile Crisisr Canadian 
involvement reconsidered. His basic thesis is to outline how "the Canadian role was, in fact, significant and 
had lasting effects on Canadian defence policy and the structure of the Canadian military." Peter T. Haydon. 
Z7re 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis: Canadian involvement reconsidered Toronto, Ont.: The Canadian 
Institute of Strategic Studies, 1993, p. 1 .  
2 1 6 ~ o r  a b,f period during the 196ûs Canada even accepted nuclear weapons as an instrument for its own 
use. 
217~esmond Morton. p.269. 
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were again stationed in Quebec as an aid to the civil power during the Oka crisis. As 

recently as the spring of 1997, Canadian soldies were actively deployed to help fight 

against flooding in Manitoba and again in 1998, the rnilitary was called on to aid civil 

authorities during the ice s t o m  in the Ottawa and Montreal regions. 

Military Characteristics: 

The history of armed force in Canada has lead to a number of uniquely Canadian 

characteristics that are the foundation of its military tradition and have influenced defence 

policy. These characteristics are a result of Canada's historie. geographic and political 

realities. Factors that c m  be examined to outline the military tradition as propagated by 

defence wnters include the French-English question. Canada's geo-political secunty 

situation that has lead to a reliance on bilateral and multilateral alliances, Canada's 

relationship with the United States and the role that Canada plays in the world. 

Throughout Canadian politics the French-English division has always been an 

issue. Defence policy and the nature of the Canadian military tradition have also been 

influenced by the history of, and interplay between, Canada's colonial nations. Both 

French and English characteristics are imbedded in the Canadian psyche and the military 

tradition is no exception to this. The combination of French and English elements in the 

Canadian rnilitaiy forces has influenced defence policy and has k e n  a defining 

charactenstic of the Canadian armed forces. The Canadian military tradition c m  trace its 

roots to the establishment of militia units in New France. It was later heavily influenced by 

Britain as the colonial master over its colony, Canada. 
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The Canadian political connicts over French and English questions have also 

periodically surfaced in military affairs. For example, both conscription and force 

composition have been issues with French - English undertones. During both World 

Wars, conscription was a greater issue for French Canadians than for their fellow English 

speaking citizens. At the tirne of W. W. 1, it was not until 19 17 that Prime f i s t e r  Borden 

declared the need for mandatory service. Pnor to this time many French Canadians had 

been in silent protest over the war; however, with conscnption, French opposition took 

more decisive actionY During W. W. II King initially seemed determîned not to repeat 

the mistakes of Borden. Avoiding the conscnption issue was one way King believed he 

could emerge successful from the war.?lg However. King was unable to avoid the issue 

altogether and he allowed the issue of conscnption to be brought before a plebiscite in 

1942. The result was that King was reieased from his no conscnption promise by the 

voting public. It is important to note however. that despite the conscnption victory, French 

speaken in Canada voted resoundingly against c o n s c n p t i ~ n . ~ ~  

French Canadian dienation frorn the armed services has also been an issue. Prior 

to the 1960s, the predorninant English character of the armed services discouraged French 

involvement. French Canadians were hesitant to embark in a career that was bound to 

remove them from the familixity of Quebec. As pointed out by Morton, "the forces 

illustrated most of the problerns French Canadians experienced with federal institutions. 

Few enlisted: even fewer reached high rank.""' An attempt was made in the 1960s to 

rectify the situation. The Canadian armed forces were to becorne bilingual and strict 

I8~esrnond Morton p. 154. 
21g~esrnond Morton. p. 180. 
220The final tally o f  2 945 514 in favour to 1 643 006 against can be broken down to appmxirnately 
English-speakers four to one in favour and French Quebecois four to one opposed. Desrnond Morton, p. 
190. 
22 l Desmond Morton, p. 258. 
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policies were enacted to achieve this goal? However, the issue of French disparity had 

still not been resolved because of ongoing problems with attrition and promotion. In the 

early 1970s twenty-eight per cent of the enrolment in the Forces was by French Canadians. 

This percentage was on par with the proportion of French Canadians in the general 

population. However, due to problerns of retention French-speaking Canadians composed 

only 16% of the Canadian Amed Forces? 

The move to bilingualism caused some tension and is stiU not without pr~blerns."~ 

However, aside from the domestic significance of a bilinguai force, the concept of a 

bilingual military force has also helped estabiish Canadian importance oveneas. For 

example, Canadian bilingual signallers were in high demand by the United Nations during 

the UN peacekeeping operation in the Congo in 1960." It tas also been recognized that 

"even in our NATO role there are many occasions where it is desirable and more efficient to 

conduct certain affairs in French. There are also many other areas of activity involving the 

Armed Forces where French is required."?16 Overall, the nature of the French-English 

division and the accommodations that have been instituted to address French-English 

conflicts are contributing factors to the rnilitary tradition in Canada. 

In addition to the French-English question, extemal factors relating to Canada's 

security assessrnent and the resulting alliances and aliagrnents have influenced the Canadian 

rnilitary tradition. One of the most cornmonly recognized elements of defence policy is 

222some policies that helped achieve p a t e r  bilingualism were the extabilishment of French speaking 
units outside Quebec, recruiunent and promotion quotas and bilingualism as a requirement for high 
command positions. Desmond Morton, p. 258. 
223~olonel R. G. Heitshu. " ïhe  Training and Employment of Francophones in the Canadian Forces." 

Defence Ouarterly. Vol. 2 No. 2 (Autumn 1972) p. 24. Heitshu dso notes the significance of 
the fact that an enrollment consistent with the general population average demonstrated that French 
Canadians were equally as interested in armed service as their fellow EngIish speaking citizens. 
224~esrnond Morton, p. 258 outlines some of the problems that the 1970s initial rnove to bilingualism 
nised. 
225~eitshu raises this element as a concem that Canada was hard-pressed to provide the number of 
servicemen needed for the UN during the Congo operation. Heitshu, p. 29. 
226~eitshu, p. 29. 
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Canada's unique geopolitical situation in relation to its security. Canada is bordered on 

three sides by water and on the fourth by a nation that is currently not considered a security 

threat.227 AS a result, Canada is seen as a relatively secure country. However, the belief 

that Canada does not confront a security threat has not been separated from the recognition 

that Canada is an aimost indefensible country. Because of its vast waterways and largely 

undefended borders, Canada is a country that does not have sufficient resources to truly 

defend itelf.28 In the past, perceived border threats have never fully materialized yet that 

does not mean that they have never existed nor that they do not exist today. At the turn of 

the century there was a perceived threat from the United States? There was also always 

the potential for an attack on Canadian soi1 during W. W. II and thus the need for sorne 

precautions and rnilitary preparedness. Threats to the Arctic have also been a security 

concern for Canada. The writers advocating a rnilitary tradition recognize that Canada is 

largely a nation without extemal threats to its security. However, they also dernonstrate 

that the rnilitary has played and must continue to play a role in helping to retain Canada's 

borders. The recognition of the indefensibility of Canada has not kept the country from 

recognizing threats and trying to attain security. 

227~lthough U.S. domination is debatable as will be touched on later. the physical threat to the border h u  
not been an issue in this century. 
228The unique Canadian security situation is menrioned by numerous writers. Calder and Furtado state. 
"our geographic position between two superpowers, our vast temtory and lirnited resource base and our 
wider political and economic interests in the world leave us no choice but to pursue Canadian security 
within a collective framework of like-rninded nations." in Kenneth J. Calder and Francis Funado. 
"Canadian Defence Policy in the 1990s: International and domestic determinants." GanadianDefence 

(Aug 1991) p. 10. Neill exclairns, "what these geopphic and demographic facts add up to is that 
Canada is virtuaily indefensible in the classicd rnilitary sense." in Lieutenant Donald A. Neill. "Back to 
the Basics: Defence Interests and defence policy in Canada" Canadian Defence Ouarterlv (December 199 1 ) 
D. 42. 
2 2 9 ~ o s t  notably this threat w u  witnessed with the SI. Alban Raids in 1864 and the Fenian attacks from 
1 8654-66. 
23°"~though the auacks upon Canadian soi1 which had been widely foretold belore the war never 
materialixd, it was thought necessary to maintain considerable forces for home defence, particularly after 
Japan entered the conflict in December 1941 ." Stacey, p. 36. 
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Despite precautions, Canada has never d y  been in a position to fully defend its 

own bordea without the maintenance of an alliance with another great power. This 

element of Canadian policy is recognized by many wnten. As stated by Leyton-Brown, 

it has been a central tenet of Canadian defence policy since the end of the Second 
World War that, because of its relatively small population and large geopphy, 
Canada Iacks the resources to defend itself uniiaterally against ai l  conceivable 
military threats to its interests, or to maintain international peace. Accordinply 
Canadian defence policy has k e n  an alliance policy.?-" 

Calder and Furtado agree stating that, "our geographic position between two superpowers, 

our vast temtory and limited resource base and our wider political and economic interest in 

the world leave us no choice but to pursue Canadian security within a collective framework 

of like-minded nations as embodied in the NATO alliance and Our continental defence 

pamienhip with the United State~."'~' Finally, Buteux States, "the assertion that Canada 

could not defend itself or use armed force to defend its interests independently of others 

was never really challenged, and to this day remains a basic assumption of official s~ategic 

One of the dominant allies that Canada has relied upon to help ensure its security is 

the United States. Early in the history of Canada, the United States was perceived as a 

potential security threat to Canada's physical boundaries. Canada perceived significant 

security threats, especially dong its American border, in the mid- 1800s. Britain and the 

United States were on the verge of war throughout the 1840s and the Canadian border was 

the site of many skirrnishes. At the same time Britain was questioning the costs and 

benefits of its North American colonies. By 1850 British garrisons in the Dominion of 

Canada began to shrink as Britain tried to relieve itself from the burden of defending 

Canada and force a greater proportion of military responsibility ont0 its colony. This left 

23 ~ a v i d  Leyton-Brown. "Canadian Defence Policy in the 1990s: The North American Dimension." 
Canadian Defence Quartertv Vol. 21 No.1 1 (1991) p. 19. 
2 3 2 ~ ~ d e r  and Fuxtado. p. 10. 
233~uteun in Deaitt and Leyton-Brown. p. 157. 
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Canada in a very precarious position. It was facing one of its greatest threats at the same 

tune that Britain, its greatest defender, was trying to remove itself from some of its 

colonid responsibilities. By 186 1 and the start of the American Civil War it seemed certain 

that Canada would be the battlefeld? Canadian-Amencan tensions remained throughout 

this period in various forms and through various instances such as  the St. Alban raids in 

1864 and the Fenian raids of 1865-66. Eventuaiiy, the American threat to the border 

subsided. 

Although British withdrawal impacted on Canada's perceived threats from the 

United States, British withdrawal was dso important to the Canadian-American 

relationship because it forced Canada to develop its own relationship with the United 

States. This relationship was first solidified in the period of 1905 to 19 12. At this time 

Britain recognized Canada's ability to negotiate with the United States and began pulling 

out of affairs between the two countries leaving Ottawa "increasingly on its own in its 

dealings with the United States."235 

The 20th century has been a period of relatively accomrnodating relations between 

Canada and the United States. However, the Canadian-American relationship has not been 

problem free. Documents from the early to mid - 1900s show that both Canada and the 

United States continued to plan for war against each other.36 Nonetheless, as British 

world prevalence or the pax Brirainica declined following W. W. 1, Canada's ties to Bntain 

in defence were increasingly k i n g  replaced with a reliance on the United States. 

234~esmond Morton. p. 8 1. 
235~i~lrner and Granatstein. p. 35. 
236 Colonel Sutherland (Buster) Brown's. '*Defence Scheme Number One" published in 1921 outlined 
Canadian Militia response in the event of a threat of United States invasion. In 1927 The Canadian Joint 
Staff Cornmittee approved a suategic plan that included defending Canada fiom the United States as one 
priority. MeanwhiIe. American War College planning records show that as late as 1939 Canada was studied 
as a potential adversary. In Richard A. Preston. "Buster Brown Was Not Aione: American Plans for the 
Invasion of Canada, 1919- 1939." Canadian Refence 0- Vol. 3 No. 4 (spring 1974) p. 29-36. 
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Continental defence talks had k e n  initiated briefly in 1938.s' By 1940 a formal alliance 

with the United States was perceived as Canada's best defence option. As a result, the 

Canadian-Amencan t& were carried through in eaniest in 1940 when Canada and the 

United States agreed to set up a Permanent Joint Board on Defence (PJBD), in the 

Ogdensburg Agreement. 

The relationship between the two countries was strengthened even more in 1941 

with the signing of the Hyde Park agreement. Hyde Park was a wartime agreement that 

proved beneficial to both its signatory nations. Pnor to this time Canada faced a balance of 

payrnents problem. Both Canada and the United States realized that it was in their mutual 

interest to work together in the effort to supply war materials and so the Hyde Park 

agreement was oudined. Through Hyde Park the Americans provided the credit that 

Canada needed. In retum the United States could rely on Canada for rnilitary supplies. As 

a result, " while Britain had gone irreversibly into debt. the Hyde Park agreement kept 

Canadian-American trade and se ttlements in balance. "238 

The Truman Doctrine of 1947 further increased defence coordination between the 

two countries and set the stage for continental defence through the North Arnencan Air 

(Aerospace) Defence Agreement or NORAD. NORAD was officidly instinited in 1957. 

Since then, NORAD has been integral to Canada's attempt to secure its geographic space 

with rnilitary means and therefore integral to the Canadian military tradition."g 

237~illmer and Granaütein. p. 159. 
238~esrnond Morton. p. 225. 
*3%t is acknowledged that NORAD is not and has never been seen as a completely successful continental 
defence system. For some of the intital problems see Hertzman et ai., p. 50-54. However, it is cIear in the 
text of the North Amencan Air Defence Aneement of 1958, that NORAD is a result of the recognized air 
defence problem. (as printed in Hertwnan et al., p. 144) The fact that Canada re-signed the NORAD 
agreement, even afier the Cold War, demonstrates that this belief in collective defence of Canadian 
geographic space is still relevant. 
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Through NORAD. Canada and the United States have enjoyed close military ties 

due to the shared goal of defending North Amenca. The jointly organized and comrnanded 

system outiined in NORAD has forged a strong relationship between Canada and the 

United States. This relationship is an element of the Canadian military tradition. Not only 

are Canadian soldiers stationed and employed through NORAD, but Canada shares in the 

defence of North America and participates in a "unified system of detection and guidance 

which includes a long-range detection network and short-range detection and guidance 

network. "?jO 

This relationship has not been without conflict. There is some debate in the 

literature over the effect and potential ramifications of having Canada's defence so closely 

integrated with that of the United States. Despite the relatively good working relationship 

between the two countries on matten of security, the massive power differential between 

Canada and the United States has had. and continues to have, an effect on policy."i The 

Canadian cornmitment to strengthen its defence relationship with the United States through 

NORAD has had an effect on the military and defence in the areas of weapons 

procurement, defence industries and the ability to contribute to other alliances. most notably 

NATO?? NORAD is seen by some wnters of the Canadian rnilitary tradition as a test of 

Canadian influence. The cosr of a number of the warning systems through NORAD put a 

suain on the Canadian ability to make defence decisions and retain sovereign control over 

its own soil. At the same time it was only through a partnenhip with the United States that 

Canada could embark on the costly venture of defending Canada with its extensive Arctic 

frontier.243 

250~ndrew Brewin. Stand on Guard: The Search for a Canadian Defence Po l iq .  Toronto, Ont.: 
McClelland and Stewart Limited, 1965, p. 55-56. 
Z4lwatts discusses the realities of alliance constraints and influences on policy formation as "jus[ a fact of 
global political life." Lieutenant C. S. Watts. "External Consuaints on Canadian Foreign Policy." 

Defence Qu- Vol. 2 No. 1 (May 1993) p. 49. 
242~eatinp. p. 154. 
243~idd~emiss and Sokolsky outline the fact that NORAD has made it possible for Ottawa "to meet its 
perceived sovereignty needs at lower cost." Middlemiss and Sokolsky, p. 154. 



In conjunction with the defence of North America, Canada's participation in 

continental defence aiso gave it an importance on the world stage d u ~ g  the Cold War, 

because the defence of North America was intrinsicaily iinked to the defence of the Westem 

world and the practice of deterrence. As stated by Brewin; "1 cannot state too fomibly the 

view that Canadian-Arnerican CO-operation to provide early wamuig of any possible 

bomber strike from the U.S.S.S.R. is of great and vital importance to the defence of Nonh 

America and the free world, and indeed. to the cause of peace."tu Ln addition to NORAD. 

Canada contributed towards Westem security through participation in NATO. 

Canada's active participation in the defence of Europe through NATO has also 

influenced Canadian defence policy decisions and has a strong impact on the rnilitary 

tradition. Defence decisions and the use of Canadian forces have k e n  dictated to a large 

degree by NATO n e e d ~ . ~ ~ ~  For example. through NATO, Canada stationed both air and 

land forces in West Germany. As well, Canadian weapons purchases such as the Leopard 

tanks and even the CF-18 were geared towards fulfilling Canada's role in NATO? 

Despite the deep integration between Canadian defence and NATO policy, most defence 

writers welcome NATO as a contributor to the rnilitary tra~iition.?~7 Thénault hoids the 

belief that rather than acting as a threat to sovereignty, NATO helped further Canadian 

interest for it "obviated the need for more independent thinking and action."?ds Middlemiss 

244~rewin. p. 57. 
245~ériault  recognizes that. "after four decades' participation in  the Alliance. it should not be surprising 
that NATO had become overwhelmingly the centrai focus of most Canadian defence thinking." Genenl 
G.C.E. Thériault. "Reflections on Canadian Defence policy and its underlying structural problems." 
Çanadian Defence Ouanerly Vol. 22 No. 6 (July 1993) p. 4. 
246~iddlerniss and Sokolsky, p. 157. 
247hgi l le  is one notable exception as he claims chat NATO involvement lead to lessened control for 
Canada over its troops. see Howard Peter Langille. Changing the Guard: Canada's Defence in a World in 
Transition. Toronto, Ont.: University of Toronto Press, 1990. 
248TMriau1t. p. 4. 
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and Sokolsky focus any debate over NATO participation not on sovereignty but on 

"whether or not Canada should be doing more.""' 

NATO involvement is important not only for its influence over military roles that 

lead to tradition but also for the influence that Canada has on the world stage. Wnterj such 

as Thériault have recognized Canada's involvement in NATO as a counterweight to the 

othenvise overwhelming relationship Canada holds with the United States.30 

Nonetheless, belonging to the world club of the big players is the benefit of NATO 

membenhip most implicitly present in the defence writings. According to Langeville, 

"participation on the central front provided Canada's forces with an additional opponunity 

to plot and plan with the big players in the NATO c lub ."~I  

The Canadian need to link its defence with the defence of orhen did not stop with 

the NATO or NORAD alliances but rather these alliances stemmed from the root of a 

Canadian global perspective of world security. As recognized by Byme, "Canada since 

the Second World War has effectively considered iü  defence policy in the context of the 

defence as a whole.""' The linking of Canadian security needs to those of the 

international system marked Canada's movement away frorn isolation, and towards its 

characteristic role of internationalism. With the dawn of the nuclear age and the inception 

of the Cold War, Canada developed the belief that its security was intertwined with that of 

its Western c ~ u n t e r p a r t s . ~ ~  The Canadian security threat was identified as the same as the 

249~iddlemiss and Sokolsky, p. 159. 
ri%ériault States, "two related themes have consistently been associated with Canada's defence policy: 
the theme of influence, and the notion of involvement in a European counterweight to an otherwise too 
intense. and presumably threatening relationship with the ~ n i t e d  States." ~hériaÜlt. p. 6. 
z5 I ~ a n ~ i l l e ,  p. 60. - 
2s21. L. Byme. "Notes on Canadian Defence Policy." Canadian Defence Ouadçdy: Vol.2 1 No. 3 
(December 199 1) p. 40. 
253 Jockel and Sokolsky demonstrate this fact when they state: "the presence of the CF-1 8 pilot in 
Northern Canada, the peacekeeper in the Sinai, the sailor on NATO naval excursions, the soldier in 
Gennany in Geneva al1 reflected Ottawa's accurate assessrnent that as long as the United States and its alIies 
sought to confront the Soviet Union across the globe, a regional clash anywhere might eventually affect 
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threat to aii Western capitalist States, that is, comrnunism and in particular the Soviet 

Union. Canada, therefore, decided to tie its fate to that of its allies. The defence of Canada 

became not so much the defence of a set of borders but the greater defence of a Western 

belief and value system. As stated by Hicks, "we stand for peace, freedom and human 

rights and the dignity of the person; and our defence capability exists not so rnuch for the 

defence of Canadian territory as for the defence of our values and our hard-won rights and 

freedom~." '~ This belief in the need for Canadian involvement in international security is 

a part of the rnilitary tradition. 

The rnilitary is integral to Canadian internationalism and Canada's internationalist 

tradition has played a strong role in the formation and fiunire of the Canadian military 

tradition. Roy recognizes the emergence of intemationalism and the effect on the military: 

"the deterioration of the international scene in the post- war period which resulted in the so- 

calied "cold war" between the East and West meant that Canada was unable to disarrn, 

retreat into her pre-war, semi-isolationist shell and rely once again on the militia and 

reserves as she had in past years. For the first tirne the Canadian government entered into 

military alliances, and military commitments and required a comparatively large permanent 

force in al1 three services as well as reserves?5 Canada's active involvement in the 

creaûon and maintenance of the post-war international system demonstrated a firm belief 

that collective security, international organization and world peace were its main foreign 

policy tasks." This work was done and continues to be done through organizations such 

as the United Nations. "Collective security was the principal philosophical orientation of 

the United Nations system and, at the outset. its main task."x7 Collective security rneant 

Canada." Joseph T. Jockel and Joel J. Sokolsky. "Dandurand revisited: rethinking Canada's defence policy 
in an unstable world." (Winter 1992-93) p. 385. 
2 5 4 ~ o b  Hicks. They Stand on Gunrd: A defence direction for Canaaà. Ottawa Ont.: Conference of 
Defence Associations, 199 1, p. 1 .  
255 R. H. Roy. "The Canadian Military Tradition." in Massey. p. 47. 
256~awes. p. 4. 
*57~awes, p. 5. 
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new suength for the military. As Stacey States, "the establishments fmed for the Canadian 

armed services ...p rovided for larger regular forces than ever before.""s In tum. this 

military strength contributed to the military tradition. 

Even with the end of the Cold War, the desire for Canadian involvement in world 

events has been reinforced. Dewia maps the reinforcement of military roles in order to 

maintain international involvement into the nine ties: 

Aside from the not inconsequential aid to the civil power, for which there is an 
inherent requirement in any civil society, and our entirely legitimate but now much 
constrained cornmitment to continental, northem and European defence and secwity 
requirements the rational for having a Canadian rnilitary expertise must lie squarely 
within the broader contexts of threats to international peace and security- This has 
been the case since 1945; but today, those threats do not corne from the north or 
across the Atlantic, but rather reside within and between the rest of the world."259 

The far reaching goals intrinsic to a Canadian security focus linked to world 

security have k e n  claimed to be partly responsible for the cornmitment-capability gap 

within defence pobcy. Jockel and Sokolsky state that in making national security 

synonomous with international stability Canada is bound to overextend itseff, for "with 

such a sweeping conception of Canada's security interests as a starting point, it is small 

wonder that the Canadian Forces suffered a b'commitment-capability' gap.'c@ 

Aithough Canada's military tradition is heavily influenced by its concious choice of 

using ailied and collective defence, Canada has also shaped its own defensive abilities. 

Defence writers are aware that past security does not mean total security . Furthemore, 

Canada has never been willing to surrender completely its own sovereignty and policy 

decisions to another single or collective group of nations. As Newman exclairns, "1 do 

258~tacey. p. 40. 
259~avid B. Dewitt. "Canadian Defence Policy: Regional Conflicü. Peacekeeping. and Siability 
Operations." Canadian Defence Ouarterlv Vol. 21 No. 1 (August 199 1 )  p. 43. 
260 Jockel and Sokolsky. "Dandurand revisited". p. 383. 
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believe this country is wonh defendhg and that no one else c m  do the whole job for 

us."261 The need to protect Canadian sovereignty262 has always been an element of 

defence policy and influences the military tradition. As expiicated by one commander of 

the Air Command: 

1 instinctiy, as 1 think most Canadians do, have a feeling that unless we have the 
capability of controlling our airspace - that is, of knowing of the presence of an 
intruder and king able to intemept and identify that intruder to enforce our 
sovereignty in airspace - there is something lacking in the composition of the 
Canadian nation.263 

The elements of functionalism, middlepowermanship and peacekeeping. although 

often not fomally recognized by defence wnters, helped Canada mauitain its ability to play 

an active rnilitary role on the world stage. In an increasingly intemationally focused world, 

functionaiism represented a way for lesser power involvement. The Canadian conceptions 

of functionalism also contributed a raison d'être for the miiitary. Middepowermanship and 

peacekeeping, which becarne the two irade marks of Canada as it tried to forge a role for 

itself through functionalism, both required strong rnilitary involvement. 

The role of the middle power "grew out of the functional concept of the role of 

nations in world organization developed at the end of the last war m. W. II]."'u At this 

time the need for further classifications with relation to state power was recognized. The 

previous identification of great powers and s m d  powen was not sufficient and 

functionalism allowed for more ambiguity between the states. Middle power was then used 

to refer to states who were not great, but which were also not without influence. Canada 

became recognized as a rniddle power because although it had a role to play intemationally, 

261~eter C. Newman. Truc North: Not Strong and Free. Defending the Peaceable Kingdom in rhe 
Nuclear Age. Toronto, Ont.: McClelIand and Stewart, 1983, p.13. 
262 defined as the "claim to be a country. to control our own temtory. to decide what is besi for this 
nation, and to have the ability to maintin authority over the land, sea and airspace claimed by our Canada." 
Hicks. p. 45. 
263~iddlemiss and Sokolsky . p. 169. 
264~olrnes. in J. King Gordon. p. 14. 
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its military was not of sufficient suength to classify Canada among the great powers. 

Because Canada recognized that it couldn't compete if nations focused on military strength 

alone, it embraced the role of the middle power. Middlepowermanship for Canada took on 

the meaning of a mediator or facilitator for it was through this role that Canada could more 

effectively play a role in international conflict. However, it should be recognized that the 

role was initially forged to protect Canadian national interest by diowing Canada a say in 

international events. 

Although it is not ovenvhelrning in strength. the Canadian rnilitary play a strong 

role in Canada's position of middle power. The Canadian military has k e n  important in 

maintaining Canadian international credibility and influence as a middle power. Canada 

gained its influence and ability to use diplornatic type functions as a result of its military 

past. As Stairs outlines, "so far as the 'diplornatic support' functions were concemed. it 

was clear that such rnilitary-based influence as Canada rnight hope to wieid had already 

been acquired as a result of the Canadian contribution to the conduct of [W. W. II]."'65 

After the war the continuation of Canadian influence was possible due to the retention of 

rnilitary capabiiities. 

Peacekeeping is a roie of the Canadian rnilitary that Canadians have embraced. 

Canada was involved with peacekeeping operations from the inception of the peacekeeping 

role. Since that time. Canada has been involved with almost every UN peacekeeping 

operation and a number of non-UN peacekeeping operations as ~ e l l . ~ "  Peacekeeping has 

265~en i s  Stairs. "The Military as an Instrument of Canadian Foreign Policy." in Massey. p. 93. 
26%'he Canadian participation in peacekeeping was recognized in 1989 by Manson. "Sorne 80,ûûû 
Canadian Forces personnel have participated in 2 1 internauonai peacekeeping operations since 1945, 
including virtuaily every such operation under the aegis of the United Nations." GeneraI Paul D. Manson. 
"Peacekeeping in Canadian Foreign and Defence Policy." C a n a d t a n ( A u g u s t ,  1989) p. 7. 
A similar statistic quoted by Bremner and Snell in 1992 claims more than 80,000 Canadian have served in 
peacekeeping missions since 1949. Colonel J. S. Bremner and Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. Snell. "The 
Changing Face of Peacekeeping." -dian Defence Ouarterlv (August 1992) p. 6. Since 1989 Canada has 
participated in approxirnately 25 more operations. 
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k e n  defmed in numerous ways and the role of international peacekeepers is still evolving. 

However, a d e f ~ t i o n  offered by Keating is useful. Peacekeeping is the "use of rnilitary 

personnel to monitor and supervise a cease-f~e between beUigerents."'67 Through this 

deffition it becomes clear that regardless of the role or mandate, peacekeeping is indeed a 

military operation. Through peacekeeping the Canadian military has helped forge a speciai 

purpose for its forces on the world stage. Bercuson recognizes this: "UNEF was the stan 

of Canada's entry into the peacekeeping business. a business that has ostensibly become a 

Canadian specidty . "268 

In recognizing Canada's historic involvement in peacekeeping, Morton also 

highlights the concept of idealism insuinsic for sorne individuals in the concept of 

peacekeeping which has ramifications for the militaq and the rnilitary tradition.269 The 

events surrounding Canada's contribution to the civil war in the Belgian Congo in 1960 

demonstrate this point. When the Secretary General of the UN, Dag Hamrnarskjold, 

requested Canadian assistance in the conflict in the Congo. Canada initially responded with 

just a few aircraft and staff officers. The Canadian military wanted to preserve troops for 

protecting Europe and for fighting the Cornmunists. However, the press and Canadians 

eventualiy pressured the governent into a p a t e r  cornmitment. From this act it seemed 

Canadians were not only in favour of peacekeeping but wanted Canada to play a significant 

role in the peacekeeping arena due to the idealism identified in peacekeeping. Canadians 

have so heavily identified with the peaceful nature of peacekeeping that they neglect or 

forget other Canadian military roles. One example of this is pointed out by Milner. 

"Canadians are so used to seeing their troops as neutral enforcers of the peace that they tend 

267~eating. p. 103. 
268~ercuson. 1996. p. 58. 
269~orton States "peacekeeping. a military means for Canada to play a more idealistic role in the world. 
began in 1948 with Canadian officers sent to Kashmir to supervise a shaky mce between Nehur's India and 
Pakistan." Desmond Morton. p. 232. 
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to forget the country's role in Korea. That is one reason why Korea remains largely an 

unknown war to Canadians, to the day."'70 

Although the Canadian forces have k e n  heavily involved in peacekeeping 

operations, peacekeeping has not been a primary concem of defence. As Middlerniss and 

Sokolsky state, "peacekeeping, aithough one of the longest standing roles for the CF since 

1945, has k e n  of oniy marginal importance for the formulation of defence policy and for 

the shaping of the military's Even though peacekeeping has not been 

recognized as a prirnary rnilitary influence, it does have importance for defence writers. 

Peacekeeping c m  be seen as an instrument of fonvarding Canadian interest and justifying 

the Canadian rnilitary. Peacekeeping is a military practice which is particularly attractive to 

Canada for it is within the range of Canadian military capabilities?? It also is a 

meaningful role for the forces since it is supported by the generai public. Massey 

recognizes that "as the strain of justiQing the more central aspects of Canada's military 

activities became increasingly difficult to bear, these features were to make of peacekeeping 

opentions an extremely attractive alternative source of legitima~y."2~3 Peacekeeping is 

often identified as a more diplornatic and non-military source of Canadian involvement. 

Peacekeeping helps promote Canada's indirect influence over externai events in part by 

providing support to diplomacy operations through the United Nations and elsewhere.274 

Nonetheless. peacekeeping actually helps preserve the Canadian military tradition. 

270~ilner .  p. 332. 
271~iddlemiss and Sokolsky. p. 174. It should be noted that this role is evolving not only wirh regard to 
the nature of peacekeeping operations but also with regard to the Canadian emphasis in involvement. In 
1993 George and Gervais stated, "A desire to continue to play a major role in peacekeeping operations in 
the UN, and the CSCE should the need arise, has been a factor in the formulation of our new defence 
policy." Vice-Admirai Robert E. George and Major Rene Gervais. "Canada's rniIitary contribution to the 
MIiance." Canadian Defence O u m  Vol. 2 No. 2 (March 1993) p. 24. Nurnerous other articles and 
documents address the changes surrounding peacekeeping. Iust one such article is Louis A. Delvoie. 
"Canada and Peacekeeping: A New En?" (Zanadian Defence O u m V o l .  19 No. 2 (Autumn 1990). 
272~en i s  Stain. "The Military as an Instrument of Canadian Foreign Policy.' in Massey, p. 104 
273~tairs in Massey. p. 104. 
274~tairs in Massey. p. 103. 



Sense of Morality: 

Canadian intemationalism and the coroilary elements of international organization 

membership, functionalism, middIepowexmanship and peacekeeping do not necessarily 

lead to the great Canadian moralism as many foreign policy wnters beiieve. This lack of a 

higher moral belief helps differentiate the beliefs and assumptions of defence writes frorn 

the foreign policy writers. For defence writers, Canada has continued to associate its 

operations within the realist paradigrn of international relations by concentrating on power 

and interests. Nthough Canada retains its sovereignty, redity dictates that Canada will be 

an international actor and Canada has chosen to embrace intemationalism. Rather than this 

giving Canada some benevolent stance it has meant and continues to mean that Canada is 

closely tied to and reliant upon its rnilitary. During the Cold Wu,  the Western realist 

paradigm to which Canada aligned itself asserted that "nuclear and conventionai deterrence 

are accepted as unavoidable; Canada's membenhip within military alliances is imperative: a 

capacity for protracted warfare is required."z75 

Canada's alliance cornmitments have rneant participating in the war-fighting 

capabilities of the rnilitary enterprise when need be. Although Canada has relied heavily on 

organizations such as the United Nations which highlight more legdistic solutions to 

international conflicts, Canada has also k e n  an active participant in rnilitary operations. 

The base of peace for Canadian foreign and defence policy has been closely tied to alliance 

beliefs such as deterrence. In the era of the Cold War, nuclear deterrence as an avenue for 

peace meant a rnilitary cornmitment. in short it should be recognized that, "Canada has 
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never been a choirboy in the concert of nations; it has fought wars and bargained for 

advantage like ail the r e ~ t . " ~ ~ ~  

Many Canadians have chosen to ignore this reality and assign an alrnost altruistic 

belief to Canadian policy, relying on intemationalism and legalism as its foundations. 

Canadian policy has embraced as its sec- concem the desire to maintain international 

peace and stability. However, what such a declaration means is open to interpretation. As 

Langeville explains, "for roughly forty yean, a primary security concem of Canadian 

governrnents has k e n  to support efforts to maintain international peace and stability. This 

was accurately perceived as the best approach by which to ensure Canadian security. 

Matching the ideal means to this end, however, has k e n  somewhat difficult."'77 

For exarnple, although Canada has been an active advocate of disarmament. Canada 

has also been involved in producing defence goods. Canadian involvement in supplying 

arms was graphicaily outlined in an article on the Vietnam war by Walter Stewart: 

When 1 read about an American soldier firuig a clip of tracer bullets into a group of 
women and children in some Mekong hamlet. 1 feel a quiet thrill of pride. ... After 
all...itls Our war, too. The amrnunition for that soldier's rifle rnay have ridden in a 
De Havilland Caribou built at Malton, Ontario; that napalm-spraying fighter- 
bomber was alrnost cenainly equipped with a Canadian-made iMarconi Doppler 
Navigation System; those bombs dong the Ho Chi Minh Trail may have been made 
from dynamite shipped out of Valleyfield, Quebec, and disgorged by a bombing 
cornputer fashioned in Recdale, Ontario.278 

By 1993 Canada ranked eighth arnong manufactures of military equipment and maintained 

a billion dollar industry supplying military goods? The Canadian commitment to the 

276~llrner and Granautien. p. 350. 
277~angille. p. 152. 
278~a l t er  Stewart "Roudly We Stand the Butcher's Helper in Southeast Asia" in Innis (ed.). p. 5 1-52. 
279~ohn M. Lamb. "Canadian Secunty Prionties for the 1990s." in Richard Stubbs (ed.). Behind rhe 
Headlines. Canadian Foreign p o l i q :  Still in F h  Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1993. p. 
13. 
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production of mibtary supplies continues and the necessity of rnilitary spending continues. 

Even in the 1990s, with the end of the Cold War, the anticipation of a 'peace dividend'280 

has not materialized. Instead, emerging world instabilities of the 1990s, such as Saddam 

Hussein's attack on Kuwait, civil unrest in areas such as Somalia and the conflict in Bosnia 

have put additional strain on the United Nations and its member countries such as Canada, 

who are asked to foot the bill for the necessary peacekeeping and humanitarian 

responses.28 l 

Conclusion 

Despite the Canadian reluctanc e to embrace the military tradition, Canadian history 

helps demonstrate the rnilitary tradition. The rnilitary presence can be witnessed in the 

French-English question as well as in Canada's relationship with the United States and its 

other allies, and in the role Canada plays in the world. This presence is the foundation of 

tradition. Finally, defence wnters do not adhere to an ideal sense of unique Canadian 

moralism as an element of Canadian policy, but radier see Canadian policy through a realist 

paradigm with power and interest governing policy choices. Overall, these writers 

recognize that "of ail the traditions Canada has inherited in the military field, none is more 

persistent than public neglect of and indifference to national defence, until face to face with 

an e m e r g e n ~ y . " ~ ~ ~  Idealist notions and attempts at dissociating the rnilitary from Canadian 

tradition does not negate its existence or its ability. As summarized by Roy: 

Canada, always reluctant to grasp the sword despite her ability with it, has corne a 
long way from the p e n d  when enthusiastic amateurs sacrificed their t h e  to 
provide the core of the nation's defence. In one form or another their presence will 

28% was a dominant belief that the loss of the Soviet threat would result in a freeing up of  resources that 
had previously been used to propogate the CoId War machine. Western governments have yet to realize this 
surplus money. Lamb in Stubbs (ed.). p. 10 
2 8 1 ~ r n b  in ~ t u b b s  (ai.). p. I I .  
2 8 2 ~ .  G. Simonds. "Commentary and Observations" in Massey, p. 289. 
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always be necessary and their traditions will die hard. No one can deny their value. 
least of ali veterans who experienced their worth on the field of battle.283 



CHAITER FOUR 

Addressing the Silent Debate 

The purpose of this chapter is to examine the coherency of Canadian foreign and 

defence policy culture through an examination of the different images with regard to the 

military tradition communicated in the writings on foreign and defence policy. Since 

tradition is an important element of culture, examinhg the perceptions with regard to the 

nature of the Canadian military tradition helps increase an understanding of Canadian 

foreign and defence policy culture. An examination of the ideas present in various writings 

on foreign and defence policy demonstrates contradictory beliefs28-' surrounding the 

Canadian military tradition. Underlying this silent debate are different assumptions"5 held 

by the defence writers who have k e n  classified as recogniung a Canadian rnilitary tradition 

and the foreign policy writers who do not. This chapter will compare and contrat the 

different beliefs and assumptions of the silent debate over the nature of the rnilitary in 

Canada. 

An examination of these beliefs and assumptions leads to a discussion of values. 

As defined in Chapter One. values which result from vaiuing are. "irnmediate objects of 

self-conscious individual e~perience." '~~ Values and vduing are fundamentai to a sense 

of tradition and can be seen as a key component of culture. Values are self-realization at the 

individual level and are necessary for the process of self-realization at the macrosocid level 

which forms a culture. The expressed values of the culture are manifested through 

tradition. Although different assumptions and beliefs can suggest a different tradition and 

therefore a different culture, an overview of the values impacûng on the tradition are also 

2 8 4 ~  belief can be defined as "a state or habit of mind in which trust or confidence is placed in some person 
or thing." Websters 1981, p. 100. 
2850r "the supposition that something is me." Websten 1981, p. 68. 
286~ande, p. 2. 
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important to test coherency in culture. Even when the image cornmunicated about a culture 

is different, consistency withui values c m  lead to greater culture consistency and self- 

realization. 

In the writings it is evident that there are significant differences in the way the 

authors deal with history including the interplay between Canada's two founding nations. 

Different interpretations of Canadian security and of the relationship Canada holds with the 

United States and its other allies are also present in the writings. Finally, there are 

differences in the assessments of Canada's role in the world and its consequent moral 

standing. 

Foreign policy writers tend to overlook the deep historical roots that defence writers 

utilize to outline the rnilitary tradition. Different perspectives are aiso present in the 

interplay between the French and English in Canada. For both sets of writers French 

colonial history has had an impact on policy. However, the impact of French Canadian 

contributions to the military tradition is overshadowed by the foreign policy writers' 

preference to avoid rnilitary matten. Both sets of writers agree on Canada's strategic threat 

perception as being one of 'relative security'. However, the implications of this security 

situation are interpreted drastically differently. For foreign policy wnters, relative security 

is a licence for ignorance. In contrast, defence wnters use Canada's precarious ability to 

defend itself as greater justification for a military need The consequent reliance on other 

nations for security is also viewed differently. Although many wony about its impact on 

Canadian sovereignty, foreign policy writers seem content to leave Canadian defence in the 

hands of the United States and its other allies. Because border threats are a non-issue, 

elements not traditionally identified with national security, such as econornics, are the 

preferred area for threat analysis. Defence writers recognize that Canadian defence and 

military developments have been intirnately linked to alliance needs and policy . 
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Nonetheless, they recognize the importance of retaining some degree of Canadian defence 

capability. Even intemationalism, the hallmark of Canadian policy, holds different 

comotations for foreign policy and defence writers. The underlying ideal of 

intemationalism as working towards world peace is highlighted by foreign policy writers 

who anribute a high moral standing to Canada Defence wnters do not recognize Canada's 

intrinsic moralisrn and understand internationaiism simply as another way for it to assert 

influence on the world stage; a way that demands the maintenance of military forces. The 

implications for these different beliefs and assumptions are widespread. 

Of course, it should not to be assumed that there should be compiete coherence 

within the writings. However, because tradition leads to self-conciousness, a major split in 

tradition recognition results in the lack of a coherent culture and self awareness. As a 

result, these different beliefs and assumptions have an impact on identity. As understood 

from the de finition of culture as self-realization, the search for identity necessitates the 

removal of dichotornous conceptualizations. In Canada there is a need for "breaking down 

the dichotomies of Cartesian conceptualization as traditionally practised in the West."zg7 It 

is through breaking down dichotomies that culture c m  be most helpful. It is also through 

this process that cultural self-realization can occur. 

Conflict is inevitable without a cultural coherency of self-realization or an 

understanding of identity, that can be attained through commonly recognized histoncal 

experiences leading to tradition. Taylor offers the insight that "much of the present defence 

controversy in Canada stems from Our having mistaken effect for ca~se."~fi8 Different 

beliefs and assumptions by foreign policy and defence writers Iead to different 

287~laistar Taylor. For Connda - Bofh Swordr and Ploughshares: A Pleu for an Inregrared Defence and 
Foreign Policy for Canada. Toronto, Ont.: Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1963, p. 64. 
288~aylor. p. 64. An example of what that meant to Taylor is Canada blaming the veto in the UN Charter 
for the failure of viable intemationai security systems rather than recognizing the root of the problem which 
was the aImost insurmountable difficulty of getting a sovereign state to priorize international interest over 
ifs own interests. 
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understandings of the cause and eEect of various events. such as Canada's role in the 

Cuban Missile cnsis and Somalia These Merences also lead to different understandings 

of issues such as the cornmitment-capability gap. Aithough the different beliefs and 

assumptions intrksic to the silent debate over the nature of the military tradition lead to 

different beliefs and assumptions during the Ume of the Cold War, the changing 

international system presses the need for change. The complex issues and patterns of 

change in the international system require new and deeper conceptualizations of concepts 

such as history and identity. Furthermore, new patterns of international intervention, such 

as peacemaking, require the integration of previously conceived separate responses such as 

humanitarian and military responses. Therefore the integration in national philosophy or a 

coherency in culture is needed. 

History : 

Pande believes that "above dl. tradition is communion with the past, a continuing 

dialogue which reinterprets the past and also the present."rgg An examination of the 

importance given to history by the foreign and defence policy writers helps give insight into 

their differing views surrounding the nature of the Canadian militaiy tradition. Much of the 

history of the rnilitary is neglected by foreign policy wr i t e r~~~0  leading to clairns such as 

Tucker's belief in the "absence of a revolutionary tradition.""l These wnters give cursory 

mention to histoncal relationships between Britain and the United States. Foreign policy 

writea recognize Canada's histoncal role in war and in peacekeeping. However, they fail 

289~ande. p. 103. 
2W~ccording to Bothwell. "the fint lesson for students of the history of Canada's foreign relations is not 
what is known, but what is not." Bothwell continues to state, "the number of historians publishing 
regularly in the field of Canadian foreign policy is, by recent scientific estimate (that is to Say, as good as 
the polls sumounding the 1994 Quebec eIecuon), about the sarne as the digits on the feet of a three toed 
sloth." Roben Bothwell. "Journey to a srnail country: only in Canada you say? Pity". I ~ t e r n W  
JounialWinter 1994-95) p. 128. 
29 l~ucker, p. 2. 
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to recognize the integral role that the rnilitary played throughout history in shaping Canada 

and its foreign policy. 

The writers who recognk a Canadian military tradition tend to emphasize the 

historical role that the military has played in war and international conflict, as well as how 

that role impacts on identity. This role is exemplified through statements such as 

Harkness's comment that "participation in [wars] has been jolting Canada toward self- 

realization somewhat as revolution jolted other peoples in earlier days."?gz The history of 

the rnilitary is an integral element in the history of the country. Through examining 

Canada's history it becomes apparent that Canada has a military tradition, heavily 

influenced by both its French and English forefathers. Canada was an active participant in 

a number of major wars including the war of 18 12, the Riel Rebellions, the Boer War, W. 

W. 1, W. W. II, the Korean War, and the Gulf War. Also, it is the Canadian military that 

primarily fulfills Canada's peacekeeping duties. Al1 of these international roles have k e n  

important to Canada's position and reptation in the world. The military has also played a 

role in the internai security of Canada. Al1 of these functions are elements of the military 

tradition. Through these functions the Canadian rnilitary contributes to the characteristics 

of national identity because of the suong role that the mi l i t q  played in the formation of the 

country. 

Canadian soldiers have historically been, and continue to be, active national and 

international participants. However. at the same time, the generai Canadian populace 

remains relatively unaware and untouched by the role of the Canadian soldier because, until 

recently, it has been predominately manifested oveneas. The fact that the public remains 

largely untouched directly by the military is recognized by defence wnters and is used, in 

part, as an explanation of why military affairs are not a full part of the Canadian 

292~arkness. p. 16. 
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consciousness. However, neglecting to recognize a military tradition does not negate the 

history of military involvement and the resulting military tradition. 

The predorninant vision of Canadian foreign policy for both foreign policy and 

defence wnters is based on interpretations set around the time of W. W. II. It was during 

ihis 'golden age or decade' that Canada adopted the intemationalist, goodwill nation image 

that characterizes the nature of foreign policy beliefs. For defence wnten this is also a 

golden age during which the Canadian military clearly demonstrated its war fighting 

capability and p r o w e ~ s . ~ ~ ~  The Canadian forces held key roles in certain battles that helped 

Canada demonstrate its military ability.2gJ Canada had in fact played a role "out of al1 

proportion to its s i ~ e " ~ ~ ~  and this elevated image of Canada as a "major international 

player""6 has remained in the perceptions of the writers. 

Elements of the debate: 

One element of domestic policy which c m  be used to identifi different beliefs and 

assumptions present in the silent debate over the military tradition is the French-English 

division. For foreign policy writers the French-English issue centres on differences in 

national styles through different cultures. These writers assume that although dornestically 

Canada may witness great differences between French and English speakers, when it 

cornes to the "high politics" of foreign affairs differences become less concrete. As noted 

by Holmes, "there never has been any such thing as an English-Canadian or a French- 

2 9 3 ~ o y  verifies this perspective srating. "in the last twenty five yean since the end of the Second World 
War, more attention has been paid to the Canadian armed forces than in the previous two centuries 
combined." R, H. Roy. "The Canadian Military Tradition." in Massey, p. 46. 
2g4~xamples of Canadian battles during W. W. II include the Conquest of Sicily (1943). the Battle of 
Normandy (1944) and the Battle of the ScheIdt (1944). Each battle is outlined in Stacey. 
295~iddlerniss and Sokolsky, p. 16 
296~iddlemiss and Sokolsky. p. 16. 
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Canadian view of foreign relations, although there are, ... identifiable differences in 

emphasis."'g7 The constitution acts as a buffer to lessen the differences at the international 

level between the French and English. Aithough provinces do have some direct 

international involvement, the federal govemment is the primary source of foreign and 

defence policy. As a result, the federal govemment has retained most control over foreign 

poiicy. However, the French-English question has had an influence on federal policy. For 

example, Canada forged a strong relationship with la Francophonie primarily for domestic. 

political reasons. Yet the decision was aiso formed within the belief of a moral superiority 

due to a cornmitment to non-violence which is believed to be inconsistent with a rnilitary 

tradition.298 In foreign policy writings, both English and French Canadians are attributed 

the same superior moral character that Canada exudes externally. 

Defence writers give greater attention to the tangible effects of the French-English 

question on the Canadian rnilitary tradition. Canada's rnilitary tradition is shaped by the 

influence of both colonial nations and by the interplay between the English and the French. 

Distinct hstoric events such as conscription served to highlight the divide between 

Canada's two official languages. Government policy with regard to the military has 

attempted to address the reality of the split by strongly enforcing bilingualism and 

biculturalisrn. Although there are still problems in the attempt to integrate fully French and 

English within the armed forces, the attempts at integration have helped Canada gain a 

greater international presence. The bilingual services, when combined with the 

professional capability of the forces, have been an asset in extemal conflicts and have 

helped Canada forge a role in conflicts such as those in Haiti, Carnbodia and Zaire.'99 

Although the French-English division has resulted in controversy, it has also had a 

developmental e ffec t on the military tradition. 

2g7~01rnes. Vaiour, p. 42. 
298The agreements with la Francophonie center around the very non-militaistic areas of science and 
culture. Donneur. p. 52. 
2991, al1 these conficts French speaking soldien were an asset. 



In contrast to the different emphasis of the two sides with regard to the French- 

English question, an area in which there is general agreement is in the recognition of the 

paradox of Canada's security position. It is a common belief that Canada is an aimost 

indefensible country, yet without any major security threat. Further, both sides recognize 

that Canada has relied heavily on alliances and in particdar on one of the Great Powers, 

either Britain or the United States, in order to more f d y  address its physical security 

needs. Canada has also chosen to recognize its security as tied to its Western neighbours 

and has built its defence around that belief. However, the non-military advocates within 

the debate have a tendency to downplay or even ignore security realities. Past territory 

threats are either neglected altogether or the rnilitary contribution to containing those threats 

is ignored in favour of the belief in Canada as a "fueproof house". The implication is that 

the rniiitary is potentially dispensable. 

The advocates of a military tradition agree with the nature of the Canadian security 

threat as explicated by their colleagues and with the fact that Canada has recognized its 

security as part of a question of global security. However, these writers also have a 

foreboding sense of potential disaster if the military is neglected. They are quick to point 

out that there have k e n  historical threats that the military h a  been integral in subduing at 

both the international and national levels. There is also a recognition that Canada has a 

history of ignoring its military and then expecting it to be able to perform on cornrnand. 

This trend is historically entrenched. For example, a lack of military staff, support and 

provisions has k e n  identified as a contributor to the magnitude of the Northwest campaign 

in 1885.300 Since that tirne similar problems have been identified by numerous wntings up 

to the present March 1997 reports to the Minister of National Defence. Within the text of 

one of the reports, it States, "to operationalize foreign policy, the fuiancial cosü to defence 
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must be considered. Canada's foreign policy is continually commining Canadian troops in 

support of international peace keeping/makuig and humanitarian relief missions without 

consideration for the ability of the CF to fuifii the mission."301 

Defence writea realize that the past good fortune of Canada's territorial security is 

not equivalent to a belief that Canadians have not been touched by war. Rather, these 

authors recognize that there has k e n  a rnilitary price to pay for Canadian security. More 

than a million Canadians have served in wars abroad on behalf of Canada and many of 

these soldiers have paid with their 1ives.3~' Lessons from these wars should not be 

ignored and these authors cal1 for Canadian recognition that the future is uncertain. The 

indifference that Canadians give to military affairs does not mean security. As professed 

by Morton, "old certainties penist until, one morning, they utteriy vanish. Only then do 

experts push fonvard to explain the aitered circumstances. In a shrunken world. Canada's 

irnrnunity from conflict is one of those vanished certainties. It would be unfortunate if 

Canadians were the last to realize it."303 Because of this past and ongoing need for the 

military, Canada is recognized as a country with a rnilitary tradition. 

Canada has been reliant on aihances to help fulfill its defence needs. One of 

Canada's closest allies is the United States. Within foreign policy wntings there is a lively 

debate with regard to this relationship. The inescapable reality of the Amencan influence 

on Canadian policy is looked at by some wnters as threatening to Canadian independence 

in decision making while others see it as unavoidable, but not necessarily hamiful. 

Organizations, such as NORAD, which tie Canada to the American giant are seen as 

potential sovereignty threats. There is dso  an assumption amongst the non-rnilitary group 

3 0 1 ~ h o m a  Dimoff- "The Future of the Canadian Armed Forces: Opinions h m  the Defence 
Community." Report to the Prime Minister, The Honourable M. Douglas Young, P. C.. M. P., Canada. 
March 27, 1997, p. 4. 
302~esmond Morton, p. 272. 
303~esmond Morton, p. 272. 
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of writen that Canada, as the 'good guy', has to be careN of Amencan corruption that 

could occur by virtue of too close a relationship with its southem neighbour. The Canadian 

nontonfrontational style of "peace, order and good governrnent" is contrasted with 

Amencan rugged, individualism and the emphasis on "life, Liberty, and the punuit of 

happiness". The foreign policy writers also emphasize the non-military ways that Canada 

has used to differentiate itself, such as through economics and cultural relations.30J 

The military tradition writen point to the relationship with the United States as an 

instrument of strengthening and solidifying the rnilitary and the country as a whole.305 

Any debate about the extraordinary influence of Arnericans over Canadian policy is 

flavored by the realization that cooperaûon with the United States is integrai to Canadian 

security. Some debate surrounding this close relationship exists such as in the area of 

weapon procurement policies.306 However, the relationship between Canada and the 

United States is important to the military tradition. Amencan-Canadian ties through 

alliances such as NORAD have not only helped Canada fulfdl its defence needs but have 

also helped Canada retain an important role in international security. Lronicaily, NORAD 

can also be seen as an organization that hlfdls the foreign policy writers need for 

predorninantly passive roles. As Byers and Gray explain, "the key element in the Nonh 

American rnilitary posture is the system of massive surveillance ... a relatively passive 

role. "307 

3%anada 's recognition of China. uade with the Soviet Union during the eold war and role in the 
Commonwealth ail work to assert a separate Canadian identity. 
305~or  exarnple Morton States. "historically. the Fenians were probably a blessing to Canada. They united 
the country as nothing else could." Desmond Morton, p. 89. 
306~or example. the situation surrounding the cancellation of the AVRO Arrow conuact and the acquisition 
of the Bornarc system proved very controversial. see Desmond Morton. p. 243-244. 
3 0 7 ~ .  C. Willet. "Military roles in the 1970s." in R. B. Byen and Colin S. Gray (eds.). Canadion 
Milirary Professionals: rhe search for identity. Toronto, Ont.: Canadian Insti tute of In ternational Affairs. 
1973. p. 50. 
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An example of how the difierent points of view have an effect on assumptions is 

available through a brief examination of the Cuban Missile Crisis. For some individuals 

the Cuban Missile CNis cailed into question the extent that Canada had direct control over 

its own forces. For individuals adhering to the non-military nahm of the country, the 

Cuban Missile Crisis should not have been a Canadian concern. However, the close links 

with NORAD meant that Canada was dragged into the crisis. For others, such as most 

defence wnters, the Cuban Missile Crisis is an example of how well the military of the two 

counuies work together. The Canadian rnilitary had ken  invoived with the Amencan plans 

from the beginning ihrough liaisons between Canadian air defence and maritime operational 

commanders and their staffs. Such cooperation was consistent with routine procedure. in 

concert with NORAD. and is proudiy outiined as an example of Canadian rnilitary 

involvement.308 

Other allied relationships. such as NATO. are perceived quite differently by the two 

sets of writers. For foreign policy wnters, NATO is seen as a potential positive 

countenveight to Arnerican dominance. Yet the fact that an alliance is first and foremost a 

military operation seems lost in the wntings. Both the European and American societies 

that Canada is allied with are seen to incorporate a much more militaristic profile and belief 

system inconsistent with Canadian visions of the international system. Holmes recognizes 

that this "Canadian prejudice, a traditional uneasiness about the morality of miltiary 

alliances, was reflected in the continuing effort to ernphasize the economic, cultural, and 

spiritual aspects of the as~ociation."3~~ Sorne of this group of writers believe that Canada 

would hold more international influence if it cut its ties to others and becaine neuual. 

Another group, within these writers. believes that Canada should remain tied to 

international action and alliance defence in order to keep open avenues for the assertion of 

Canadian values. Although a military alliance. NATO was also seen as a way to assert a 
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Canadian world vision with greater emphasis away from pure rnilitary might. Emphasis is 

placed on the role of the Canadian delegation in the formation of NATO led by Louis St. 

Laurent, and the chance for provisions in the diance to have broader ties than offered 

through military comrnitments. Canada's role with NATO has been not for defence 

reasons alone but for "eminently political and diplornatic reasons which had powehl  

econornic undertones."31* In particular, Canada worked to include Article II. the "Canadian 

Article", which speaks of greater economic ties and ~ooperation.3~1 Therefore, according 

to Thomson and Swanson, Canada's NATO policy was "to use a military instrument to 

achieve disaxmarnent, to extract the maximum of leverage at the reduced cost they are 

authorized to pay; to use the Alliance as a means of reducing Canada's dependency on the 

United States ... and to uansform it to the largest possibie degree into an organ of peacetime 

trans-Atlantic cooperation. "j l 2  

This view is drastically different from the perception of NATO offered in the 

defence writings. NATO is viewed as an ogan that helps Canada keep its rightful place 

with the big players on the international scene. Canada is a fuli player in the alliance and. 

during the Cold War. a participant in the practice of nuclear detemence. Canadian weapons 

and troops were used in accordance with NATO requirernents. The impact of having 

troops stationed overseas and the other operations that Canada embarked upon contribute to 

its militaq experience and eventually to the tradition itself. There is some mention that 

Canadian policy is so entwined with alliance needs that it is not possible to make a decision 

based on Canadian interests. However, other authors believe that Canada has actually 

gained influence and therefore the ability to act intemationaily with less constraints due to 

- - 

l%ucker* p. 229. 
Article II smtes: "The parties will connibute toward the funher developrnent of peaceful and friendly 

intemaitonai relations by strenthening thier free isntitutions, by bringing about a better understanding of the 
principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by prornoting conditions of stability and well- 
being. They wil  seek to eliminate conflict in their international econornic policies and will encourage 
econornic collaboration between any or ail of them,suenghtening economic links." 
312~hornson and Swanson. p. 55. 
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its activity within its allian~es.3~3 The most striking area of debate focuses on the extent 

that Canada can meet its own needs while also retaining influence within the alliance. 

These auihon recognize that Canadian decisions are closely tied to those of their alliances. 

However, they also believe that Canada still has the ability to act independently. As 

Middlemiss and Sokolsky state, "to be sure, the nature of the international political and 

strategic environment has greatly influenced the formulation of Canadian defence policy, 

but, wirhin that broader context, there has been scope for choice."3lJ For example, the 

1987 White Paper caüed for nuclear-powered submarines (SSNs) which were not entirely 

consistent with NATO demands at the time. It was proposed that these subrnarines were 

necessary to provide a balanced fleet to help secure ail Canadian maritime approaches 

including the Atlantic, Pacific and Arctic. The NATO emphasis at the time was almost 

enùrely focused on the Atlantic and the alliance's primary needs were for surface 

combatants.315 As a result, although Canada was aware and sensitive to alliance needs. it 

was also able to formulate a decision based on Canadian interests.316 Just because a 

Canadian value may be tied to or congruent with that of an allied country does not mean 

that the decision was forced without Canadian choice and controi. 

In general, when contemplating alliances, the debate for foreign policy writers 

centers on the extent that alliances mean a loss of Canadian control over decisions which 

could lessen the Canadian focus on peace and goodwill. In contrat, the defence wnters 

hlly accept the concept of the Canadian military with its tradition rhat is inherently tied to 

3 1 3 ~ n  example would be Canada's ability to better defend die Arctic due to CO-operation through NORAD. 
314~iddle,ss and Sokolsky. p. 10. 
3 1 5 ~ h i s  decision is explained in more detail in Joel J.  Sokolsky. Defmding Canada: U. S.-Canadiml 
Defense policies. New York. N .  Y.: Priority Press Publications, 1989. p. 35-37. 
3 1 6 ~ h e  actual criteria for the decision needs to be differentiated from the consequent actions which were 
more a resuit of domestic politics than alliance pressure. 
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Canada's history of involvement in ailied defence.3'7 m e s  have stren,aened and 

enriched Canadian military capabilities and involvement.318 

Canadian alliance involvement is also tied to the roles that Canada plays in the 

world. Perhaps the most widely recognized characteristic of Canadian foreign and defence 

policy is Canada's adherence to internationalism. Canada perceives iwlf as a country with 

an important role to play on the world stage. The large number of international 

organizations, groups and agreements to which Canada belongs or is a signatory 

demonstrates this international cornmitment. intemationdism sternmed from a variety of 

beliefs. According to the authors, al1 states including Canada are not done in the world but 

rather are affected by world events. As a resdt, Canada should be an active participant in 

world events. A further motivation for internationalism is the belief in a better world order 

and the necessity of al1 states to work together to achieve this goal. Furthemore, there is 

the belief that Canadian security is intimately connected to world secuity and therefore the 

best way to work towards Canadian security is to work for greater international 

cooperation. Almost al1 these basic beliefs are present in both the foreign policy and 

defence writings. However, the differeni perceptions and assumptions undemeath the 

beiiefs can be cciitrasted. 

The trademark of internationalism for the non-military tradition adherents is the 

diplornatic type functions of international cooperation.319 Legal resolutions and 

consultations are the prefemed Canadian processes for conflict resolution. As a result, 

foreign policy writers utilize Canada's role in organizations such as the UN to support the 

317~iddlemiss and Sokolsky. p. 10 
318~or  example. Middlerniss and Sokolsky recognize that allied commiunents "generated demands for the 
kinds of modem armed forces that. in the abscence of allied roles, would sirnply not have k e n  as strongly 
present." Middlemiss and Sokolsky, p. 218. 
319~umerous authors refer to this ideological understanding surrounding intemationalism including 
Donneur, "l'idéalisme canadien transcende les gouvernements .... il est à la base de l'internationalisme 
canadien." Donneur, p. 19; a sirnilar reference is available in Keating, p. 36. It is also recognized that this 
element is the subject of numerous debates such as found in Lyon and Tomlin. 
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Canadian cornmitment to using international law and international organization as a means 

to achieve greater harmony among states. Canada is conceptualized as a country inherendy 

suited to its intemationalist role because of its power status, multicultural composition and 

historie role as good world citizen. Concepts such as functionalism are undentood as a 

way for states like Canada to have an influence in the international system without having 

to be a major miiitary power. 

For defence writers, intemationalisrn and the international organizations that Canada 

belongs to are not solely mechanisms to spread goodwill. The military is an integral 

element of their conceptualkation of the intemationaiist tradition. Canada plays a role in 

many multilateral and bilateral organizations. A number of the organizations that Canada 

has participated in involve rnilitary commitments and therefore contribute to the Canadian 

rnilitary tradition. Even the principle organization for idealist visions of intemationalism. 

the United Nations. is a collective security organization. The UN understanding of 

collective security. with its practice of hinctionalism, helps ensure a place for the rnilitary in 

Canada. Because Canada was committeed to intemationalism. Canada's troops were 

heavily integrated within the world order and committed to Western concepts of security 

such as deterrence. Although Canada's support for functionalism cm be recognized as a 

way for smaller states to offer the skills that they posses to dissipate international tensions 

and conflict, it shou1d be fully recognized that functionalism is also a way for an otherwise 

deficient nation to gain international status. Canada saw this as an advantage for itself by 

virtue of the fact that Canada's military was not of sufficient strength to otherwise buy 

Canada at seat at the table. 

The implications of the different assurnptions and beliefs surrounding Canadian 

involvement in international events are s W g  when viewed through the Iens of a corollary 

element of Canadian intemationalism such as rniddepowemanship. Stark contrasts in 
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assumptions and beliefs are recognizable in the concept of middle power. The foreign 

policy writers use the term alrnost as a synonym for mediator. This concept has been 

absorbed as an ideological perspective of the special function that rnidde powers can 

achieve by virtue of their less grandiose ambitions. It is the middle powen who are most 

easily the mediators and negotiators because they generally have less direct influence in the 

initiation of events and are perceived to have no immediate ulterior motives. For foreign 

policy writers, Canada had and has a special role to play in world order by vimie of her 

middle power status. Canada has a "worldly wisdom the kind that a smail country cm 

sometimes contribute to its own and the international community, to enhance understanding 

of the cornmon dilemmas of existence and survival in a deeply troubled age."-?zo 

The root of the middle power state recognized by those writers who acknowledge 

the Canadian rnilitary tradition leads to a different assumption. According to power and 

capabilities considerations. the previous recognition of small and great powen no longer 

was relevant and a new class for States had to be recognized. Canada becarne classified as 

a middle power because it was neither militarily great nor small. Furthermore. the speciai 

role that Canada has k e n  able to play as a middle power is by virtue of past rnilitary 

records and achievements and not because Canada is recognized intemationdly as a non- 

miiitary country. Although Canada has played a rnediatory role in conflicts such as the 

Suez Crisis, it is absurd to beiieve that Canada has a special gift as a middle power to fulfill 

a mediating role. An important distinction that often gets lost by the idealism in the 

ideological perspective is the distinction between the special pragmatic circurnstances that 

allow a power such as Canada to perform rnediatory, legalistic functions from an innate 

moral higher ideal or naniral tendency. As enforced by Fraser, "no nation has a natural 

gift for mediation. Some. and Canada is one of hem, are free from their major 

disqualifications - not colonial or ex colonial powers, not defending or asserting special 

320~eruman; et al.. p. IO. 
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interests in other parts of the world, not big enough to be feared or poor enough to be 

impotent. 

Similar discrepant viewpoints are also outlined in perceptions of peacekeeping. 

One of the most active international roles in which Canada has participated is peacekeeping. 

Despite a svong understanding that peacekeeping is a military huiction, there is a denial that 

it contributes to a military tradition. For foreign policy wnten such as Sarty, the narne 

"peacekeeping" is used as a euphemism for diplomacy. and is therefore separated from the 

reality that in peacekeeping operations, it is the rnilitary that is involved. In the article 

Sunset Boulevard revisited? Canadian internationalism afler the Cold War S arty uses 

peacekeeping as the best example of "Canada's post-Cold War diplomacy."3~ 

Peacekeeping as carried out by armed forces, can be seen to be contradictory to 

diplomacy which is "the art and practice of conducting negotiations between nations."33 

One does not become a Canadian peacekeeper without first king a Canadian soldier. The 

country cannot consider itself a peace fonvarding nation without a recognition of the role of 

the rnilitary. The defence wnters emphasize that Canada's rnilitary and fighting capability 

are what has made its contribution to peacekeeping operations possible. The Canadian 

rnilitary holds many traits which enable it to be a more effective peacekeeper. First of d l .  

the Canadian rnilitary has at its disposal professionally trained soldiers that are needed for 

peacekeeping operations. Also, Canada's past record as an effective military power, such 

as during the World Wars, influenced the perspective that other States had with regard to 

Canadian capabilities. The diversity of Canada as reflected in its rnilitary composition and 

in particular, bilingualism, is another asset that has helped lead to Canadian peacekeeping 

prevelance. Finally. Canada is sometimes called on for peacekeeping operations not 

3 2 1 ~ l a i r  Fraser. "Canada: Mediator or Busybody?". in Innis. p. 20. 
322 Leigh Sarty. "Sunset Boulevard revisited? Candian intemationalism after the Cold War." 
I n t e r n a d  J o u d  XLVIII (Autumn 1993) p. 776. 
323 webster's. p. 3 19 
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because it is a more peaceful nation but because it is seen as a relatively innocuous state that 

can also represent the Western viewpoint.32J 

One conceivable ramification of an incoherent culture as witnessed through the 

different beliefs and assumptions of the foreign policy and defence wrïters with regard to 

Canada's role in the world is Canada's comrnitmenttapability gap.35 The cornmitment- 

capability gap is a good indicator of how a failed understanding of what our tme abilities 

are leads to potential disaster.3'6 Prïor to the 1990s, Canadian defence had been primarily 

based on Western defence needs. Even then, Canada confronted a cornmitment-capability 

gap. As stated by Rempel. "ail too often commitrnents assumed have not been matched by 

real capabilities. As long as this remains so. the political credibility of Canadian defence 

policy will continue in que~tion."~z~ Into the 1990s with the end of the Cold War. foreign 

and defence policy have taken on an even broader mandate. The result has been forces 

thrown into situations in which they must try to put forth their best efforts despite 

recognized deficiencies in either preparation. equipment. hurnan resources or budget. Allan 

uses the Gulf War as an example of a situation in which "Canadian political leaders 

demonsuated that they were prepared to throw poorly prepared forces into war for short- 

term political r e w a r ~ i s . " ~ ~ ~  These oversights continue because of a lack of a coherent 

recognition of the reaiity of the forces in the culture. "For most Canadians there is no 

recognition of the inadequacies of our military forces. nor any comprehension of the 

unpreparedness of Our Forces for war. During the Gulf War a majority of Canadians 

324~uch was the case in Korea. 
325~t  is recognized that rnany other factors contribute to the cornmitment-capability gap as well. 
326~llan Iists Hong Kong, Dieppe and the Gulf War as al1 examples of disaster due to misunderstanding 
capabilities. Colonel James AlIan. "Canadian Defence Policy After the Gulf." Canadian Defence Ouarterlv 
Vol. 21 No. 2 (October 1991). Rem@ would add to this list the placement of uoops in Germany. Roy 
Rempel. "The Canadian A m y  and the Cornmitment-CapabiIity Gap: Central Europe, 1956- 196 1 ." 

Defence Ouarterlv Vol 25 No. 1 (Sept. 1995). 
327~empel .  p. 26. 
328 Allan. p. 22. 
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probably believed that our Forces on land, sea, and air were capable of fighting a modern 

war against a well armed f ~ e . " ~ "  

Although assumptions present in the writings with regard to Canadian roles in 

international affairs and peacekeeping help designate the two sides of the silent debate, the 

greatest ciifference is in the assumptions embedded in the diffenng moral beliefs propagated 

by each camp. It is widely believed by the authors who adhere to a belief in a non-military 

uadition that Canada also is a country of impeccable moral standards and almost altmistic 

values. The idealist notions incorporated with this sense of morality are inconsistent with 

these writen' conception of a military and thus they reject or ignore the notion of a military 

tradition. Therefore, other Canadian traditions become the focus. Hertzman outlines this 

notion stating, "the potential of Canada derives from the counuy's unusual advantages of 

strategic temtory. our actual and projected wealth, technical and intellectud sophistication. 

cultural divenity, sense of moral ~ommitrnent."~3~ Canada's reliance on law and order. 

econornics and other non-violent means of international involvement is believed to be 

attributable to a higher sense of morality. Even military issues have been classified within 

this benevolent rnoralisrn and therefore removed frorn notions of a military tradition. 

Canada is identified as an adamant disarmament supporter and peacekeeper. 

To defence wnters. Canadian moralism does not stand up when scrutinized. 

Through a more pragmatic look at Canada's foreign and defence policy, they posit that 

Canada's roles intemationaily have been based not on the idealism of a higher moral 

authority but on the realism of Canada's place and power in the world order. Many of the 

economic and legal considerations that Canada has k e n  committed to are based not on 

moral authonty but on historical, geographical and political factors which have influenced 

Canada's ability to pursue its national interests. The majonty of Canadians have the ability 

329~llan. p. 22. 
330~enunan. in H e m a n  et. al.. p. 5. 
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to ignore war because they have little direct connection to it. This priviiege is available to 

Canadians not because Canada is a country which has removed itself from the throes of 

battle. Indeed, Canadian soldiers have been widely used in international combat. Canadian 

military operations have k e n  tied to aimost ail of the major Westem wars of the last 

century. Canada has even contributed to mechanisms of war through its participation in the 

trade and manufacnirùig of instruments of war and through other commitments to the 

Westem military apparatus. Al1 of these factors lead to an undeniable military tradition 

which has helped shape the country and identity of Canadians. 

Recognition of a Canadian tradition: 

The different moral understandings are at the root of the silent debate over the 

military tradition. The confusion whether or not Canada h a  a rnilitary tradition may exist 

in part because of assumptions that exist over what a rnilitary tradition means. A reason for 

Canadian contradictory beliefs toward the military is hypothesized in Stanley's book. A 

Military Histov of an Unmilitary People. Stanley explains the adoption of a belief in 

higher ide& and the non-military nature of Canada by separating the military from the act it 

is most often associated with, that is, war. Stanley believes that Canadians "were an 

"unmilitary" people because they shumed large, permanent military establishments. not 

because they shunned war itself."331 A corollary to this view is offered by Haydon in, nie 

1 962 Cuban Missile Crisis: Canadian in volvement reconsidered. Hay don believes that 

Canadians may ignore or neglect their military in times of peace. However, "most 

Canadians are intensely proud of their country's rniiitary accomplishrnents in wartime."33? 

Aitematively, there is a belief that the military causes war or any association with the 

33 I ~ e o r g  F .  G.  Stanley. Conoh's Soldiers. 1604- 1954: the Military History of an Unniilirap People. 
Toronto, Ont.: Macmillan Company, 1960, p. 1 .  
332~aydon. p. 45. 
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military is an acceptance of war. Ignorance of the rnilitary can be attributed to "the 

apparently automatic association of the rnilitary with war and warmongering, and in a 

society that has k e n  conditioned to abhor and fear war, it is not surprishg that people 

would be apprehensive about supporting the armed forces.11333 As a result, there is a belief 

that Canada can be disassociated from the military. However, this belief is erroneous. The 

distinction is clear for the writers of the milir;uy tradition: "weapons and annies are not the 

causes of war. Wars are the result of political conflicts when leaders reson to force to settle 

disputes or achieve gains. "334 

Despite adherence to the belief of the Canadian disassociation from the military. 

modem society desires an institution which can "protect, preserve, and perpetuate the social 

system."335 In modem Western society, the rnilitary has been one organization which has 

played that role. In Canada, as in many modem States, the military is like the police, not 

there to be violent but there because modem society has a belief that "coercive force is 

necessary to protect its key values. albeit in the last reson."336 Consistent with this it cm 

be recognized that Canada has a military and that that rnilitary has played a role in shaping 

Canadian society. The military is an institution for protection and is not simply a fighting 

machine. As recognized by Willet. the military "is not an obedient machine but a human 

concem that reflects the culture of the host society to which it belongs."337 It is in fact the 

society and its culture that defines the organizations within it. "A business firm, a church, 

or any other institution functions within the cultural system of the society in which it is 

located."338 The military is no exception to this. 

3 3 3 ~ i l ~ e t .  p. 194. 
334~il l iam J. Yost. Peace nirough Security: A Toral Defence Approach. Ottawa Ont.: Conference of 
Defence Associations, 1987, p. xii. 
3 3 5 ~ .  J. Carpenter. "The military organization in an environment of social change." Byers and Gray 
(eds.), p. 33. 
336willet. p. 13. 
337~i l lc t*  p. 13. 
338~arpenrer in Byers and Gray. p. 29. 
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The military tradition is not just a concept or notion but rather a part of a social 

institution and therefore it '7s an essential characteristic of the society within which it is 

constituted. It symbolizes the society's history and reputation, yet it is more than a symbol: 

it exists."339 Wiiiet outlines the necessity of recognition of the rnilitary for the formation 

of Canadian identity with great clarity. In reference to the works of Mills and Gerth, Willet 

outlines the groupings of social institutions as "kinship, religious, political, economic and 

military."m In relation to these institutions Willet States: "These institutions constitute 

Canadian society as both an idea and a fact. Without each and al1 of hem, Canada cannot 

exist in its own right. Hence the concems expressed about having a national identity that is 

more than a mere label since it is emotional and 'felt'."3Jl True Canadian identity can only 

corne through true recogntion and therefore self-realization or in other words a coherent 

culture. Canadians who neglect or ignore the rnilitary can not recognize the military 

tradition and fail to realize this effect on identity and its ramifications on culture. 

For defence writers, the lack of self-reaiization or cultural coherency c m  be 

identified as one of the problerns within the military itself. An article by Thériault outlines a 

number of problems within the Canadian armed forces. Thériault identifies "the 

consequence of the political culture that has evolved in Canada, of political institutions that 

have become ineffectuai as a resuit, and of their effect on the whole function of 

govemment.. . as... fundarnentally. the underlying problern affecting defence. 

However, defence writers are also negligent in t d y  recognizing culture. While asserting a 

combat capable force, the other international roles and recognition of the societal 

responsibility of the institution need to also be embraced. 

3 3 9 ~ e ~  Willet. "The Canadian Military : A Design for Tomorrow." Canadian Defence Ouanerl y Vol. 22 
No. 5 (May 1993) p. 44. 
3%illet. "Design for Tomorrow.". p. 44. 
3 4 i ~ i l ~ e t .  "Design for Tomorrow", p. 44 
342both quotes from Thdriault. p. 9. 
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The Canadian military tradition is a pragmatic reality that carmot be ignored. 

However. a sense of the idealisrn present in foreign policy writings is also needed. OIson 

in the book Canudiun Defence and the Pursuif of Peace differentiates the two philosophies 

by stating that the vick is between "balancing two sets of needs; those for defence and 

those for pea~e."3~3 According to Olson. one can not be emphasized over the other. 

However, "governrnenü attempt to avoid the dilemma by clairning that one is really the 

saine as the other."3" Foreign policy writers may believe that peace is the best defence 

while defence writers assert that one cannot have peace without defence. However. the 

integration of these perspectives is needed for Canada to tmly anain cultural coherency and 

therefore self undentanding. In order to inregrate the different beliefs and assumptions 

within the silent debate a different conceptualization of the military is needed. 

In some ways. this discrepancy between the two sides of the debate regarding the 

nature of the military in Canada can be characterized in terms of the many classic dualities 

such as idealisrn versus realism. In examining this debate, Carr cornes to the conclusion 

that understanding both elements and recognizing ambiguity is necessary for a full 

undentanding of politics and therefore international relations. Cam States that "constant 

interaction of irreconcilable forces is the stuff of politics. Every political situation contains 

mutually incompatible elements of utopia and reality. or morality and power."Ms 

However, the need to ernbrace dualities is ofien neglected by writen and theorists in 

international relations and it is for this reason that some attention to culture should be paid. 

There are numerous elements that demonstrate contrasting assumptions and beliefs 

about Canadian recognition of its militas, tradition. However, assigning coherency to a 

culture through exarnining tradition also requires an understanding of values. In the fmt 

343Theodore Olson (ed.). Canadan Defence and fhe Pursuif of Peace. Toronto, Onr.: York Centre for 
International and Strategic Studies, 1988. p. 2. 
3 ~ 0 1 s o n .  p. 3. 
3 4 5 ~ .  H. Carr. The Twenry Years Crisis. London: MacMillan & Co. Limited, 1940, p. 119. 
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chapter the tradition - value - culture link was discussed. It was stated that a change in 

value was in fact a replacement of tradition for it creates a new tradition - value - culture 

experience. if it can be assumed that the separate advocates of the nature of the Canadian 

military tradition hold different values. then it also must follow that they adhere to a 

different cuirural identity. 

In the writings on Canadian foreign and defence policy. one can demonstrate 

different beliefs and assumptions and therefore some different values. but not necessarîly 

completely different values. Canadians value peace and stability. Throughout the mini 

debates and conflicts within the debate over the nature of the military tradition the cornmon 

goal of greater peace remains. h pursuing this goal. Canada acts primarily according to its 

interests, even though Canada has never k e n  a country with aggressive or expansionist 

tendencies. The m e  nature of the Canadian rnilitary tradition needs to be more hilly 

recognized in order to allow for a greater understanding of identity through culture. 

According to the views offered by the foreign policy writers, one cm infer that a 

recognition of a military tradition would be inconsistent with their belief in Canadian 

morality and the assertion that Canada prefers legalistic solutions and goodwill in order to 

address international confiict. These beliefs are contradictory to military tradition writers 

who propagate a sense of Canada as a nation with a strong rnilitary history in combat. The 

impasse that arises can be breached when the nature of the Canadian military is recognized 

in its tnie form. There is a military tradition. However, it is distinctly Canadian and not 

consistent with either the notion of a reliance solely on Iegalities or with a view of Canada 

as a predominantly war-fighting nation. Recognizing a Canadian rnilitary is not 

inconsistent with believing in a more legalistic or peaceful nature of Canada for a 

recognition of the role of the rnilitary shows a distinctly Canadian tradition that includes 

these elements. Conceptuaikations of the military need to combine "its specialized function 
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of applying force with a social function of contributing to the imer strength of the 

The Canadian armed forces have their mots in colonial traditions and have aiso been 

heavily influenced by Canada's powerhil American neighbour.M7 Yet there are aiso a 

number of uniquely Canadian traits within the Canadian amed forces. Its influence on 

Canadian nationalism is one of the most sviking and early indicators of unique 

Canadianism. The military tradition has fostered a sense of national identity and pride. 

Morton asserü that, "the young Canadians who embarked for South Africa on October 3 1. 

1899, may have responded to the cal1 of the Empire. Within a month of arriva1 at Cape 

Town, they no longer wondered what it meant to be Canadian. The experience would be 

repeated in two World Wars, in Korea, and in a host of minor peacekeeping 

excursions. "348 

Further to a source of pride, the unique identity of the military emerges through an 

examination of the Canadian military roles. Historically, the Canadian forces were not only 

geared to fight and win war but aiso to lend support to the settlement of the nation. The 

Canadian military continues to be involved in a number of war-fighting activities yet it has 

most often been embraced by Canadians through its para-military or quasi-military roles 

such as io enhance diplomacy or peacekeeping. These activities include: "emergency relief, 

the provision of aid to victims of and refugees from natural disasters civil strife, or ~ a r . " 3 ~ 9  

Although such roles are not within the traditional conception of the military as a fighting 

machine, they are rnilitary roles nonetheless. integral to the Canadian military tradition. 

3 4 6 ~ i l l e ~  "Design for Tomorrow.". p. 46. 
347~aurence MotiS.  "The officer corps and the future." in Byen and Gray. p. 43. 
348~esmond Morton, p-xiii. 
3 4 9 ~ o t i u k  in Byers and Gray. p. 41. 
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M e r  the 1971 White Paper, the forces gained even greater distinctly Canadian traits 

with the emphasis on sovereignty resulting in a M e r  emphasis of intemal security, aid to 

civil authorities, and national unity. interna1 security as part of a social defence role was a 

major requirement of the Canadian forces in the 1970~.~% The military is k i n g  used more 

and more in quasi or para-rnilitary roles such as search and rescue, drug interdiction and 

disaster relief. However, Iack of recognition of the rnilitary has meant that the public is 

slow to recognize these r0les.~5' 

Al1 of these roles have a strong influence on Canadian society. As rernarked in 

1972, "the changes over the past eight years may be characterized as a shift toward 

Canadianism."35~ Today, the unique Canadianism of the Canadian military, combined 

with traditional rnilitary ideas. cm be witnessed within the Canadian military tradition. As 

Canada faces new challenges to its security, greater recognition of this tradition is needed. 

This recognition is needed in order for Canadians to tmly attain self-realization or cultural 

coherency which will help in the formation of policy. 

The need for Canadians to achieve greater self-realization is not new. In 1960, W. 

L. Morton called for Canada to "achieve a self-definition of greater clarity and more ringing 

tone than it has yet d ~ n e . " ~ ~ ~  Achieving this through a recognition of culture leads to a 

balance between morality and realism idealism and politics; ideas that are not new. 

Canadian foreign and defence policy and strategy needs to more concretely follow the 

3 5 0 ~ i l l e r  in Byen and Gray. p. 52. 
3 5 1 ~  1989 Longwoods survey indicated that 61% of ~spondents were aware of the military's peacekeeping 
role yet only 28% knew that the military was involved in emergency and rescue operations. Less h a n  20% 
of respondents were aware of the other functions of the military such as dnig conuol and coastal 
surveilIance. Aithough these numben may be quite different given the recent domestic operations of the 
military in Canada, the figures do support the lack of knowledge about the miIitary and its operations due to 
an ignorance of military affairs. statistics quoted in Michel Fortmann and Edouard Cloutier. "The 
Domestic Context of Canadian Defence Policy: The Contours of an Emerging Debate." Çanadian Defence 
Ouarterlv Vol. 21 No. 1 (199 1). p.17. 
3%2trpenter in B yers and Gray. p. 29. 
353~i l l iam Monon. p. x. 
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adage of Carr, in recogniùng that operations should be based "on that uneasy compromise 

between power and morality which is the foundation of ai i  political life."3" Canadians 

need to embrace tradition to ensure consistent values informing culture for it is culture, with 

its ambiguity, that helps one reach a compromise between dualties. Embracing these 

dualitites is needed to mly  understand the identity or culture of the country. 

Conclusion 

A silent debate over the nature of the Canadian military tradition exists. This debate 

can be examined through the different beliefs and assumptions contained in foreign policy 

and defence wntings. Alihough the beliefs and assumptions attributed to the nature of the 

Canadian military tradition vary between the two groups of writers, the sarne core values 

are intact for the writers. Both sides value stability and peace. As a result, one c m  

conclude that Canada does have a military tradition but one that has not been clearly 

identified. The lack of recognition of the true nature of the Canadian military tradition 

contributes to a lack of cohesive identity and thus culture in the area of Canadian foreign 

and defence policy. Canada does not fully attribute to its 'Self the composite traits of 

identity. As a result, there is a lack of self-reaiization necessary for a coherent. consistent 

Canadian foreign and defence policy culture. 

There are many potential ramifications of this lack of undentanding. Some of the 

outcornes result in conflict within the rnilitary and defence community itself. Other 

ramifications can be witnessed in confiict between the foreign and defence policy 

comrnunities in reconciling the implernentation and execution of policy decisions. 

Recognition of this variable can be helpful for the formulation of future policies. For 
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example, a more clear understanding of the Canadian rote and abilities during funire 

peacernaking operations may help prevent repetition of the incidents during the Somalia 

operation. Greater foreign policy recognition of the strengths and weaknesses of its forces 

with regard to both s u s  and resources coupled with greater sensitivity of di members of 

the military to the Canadian ideal of a higher morality may have had an impact in the 

Somalia situation. In retrospect one could surmise that had the foreign policy decision 

maken k e n  truiy conscious of the rnilitary situation. the Airborne regirnent may not have 

been deployed. On the other hand if the military had a deeper understanding of Canadian 

expectations in such an arnbiguous security situation perhaps its soldiers and leaders would 

have made different decisions. Obviously many other scenarios are possible when one is 

taking a retrospective look at an issue. However. the greatest function of this thesis is to 

serve as a bais for future analytical work and policy formation. 

Ironically both sides of the 'silent debate' are adhenng to the same deficient 

Western, utopian philosophy. Attributing utopian idealism to a nurnber of the military 

tradition authors may seem unsubstantiated. However, the reliance on science and 

technology as a guiding pnnciple - a transcendent doctrine to be followed and obeyed locks 

them into the promise of utopia once science. the god of modemity - is given full power. 

This split over the nature of the Canadian tradition is consistent with Western culture 

neglect. Because Westemen do not fully embrace dualities and rely on rationality, the full 

complexity of beliefs and assumptions cannot be met, leaving a cnsis. It is in embracing 

dualities that culture is useful. The recognition of culture teaches that dualities and 

complexities should be embraced and individu& should be cautioned against simple 

polarities. Simplistic, polar perceptions can lead to conflicting understandings of ends and 

rneans and therefore have ramifications on policy formation. As stated by Holmes, 

"However exasperating and however irksome, there is no escaping considerations on the 
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one hand and considerations on the other, even when they are not reconciIable."355 The 

ends of foreign and defence policy cannot be separated from the means. Canada's actions 

towards a peaceful world order cannot be separated frorn the military and historic realities 

that helped position the countxy for the international role it plays today and will continue to 

play in the future. 

3 5 5 ~ s  quoted in Denis Stairs. "The Pedagogics of John W. Holmes." in Nossal (ed.). p. 4. 
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